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Local Girl Wins
Second, State
Karen Alexander, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Alexander
of 903 Coldwater Road, Murray,
was the second place winner in
the State 4-H Citizenship Record
Contest.
This is one of the most
competitive contests in 4-H
project work, according to Fred
Gillum, local youth agent.
Some of Karen's outstanding
achievements include the
completion of fifty projects,
mostly in home economics. She
has represented Calloway
County at the Citizenship
Shortcourse, Washington, D.
C.; the National 4-H Congress in
Chicago; and the 4-H Youth
Power Food Conference in

was in Murray
BUFORD PUSSER greets Gene Parker of the Murray Ctty Pollee. Power
sheriff
yesterday at the Capri Theatre for the movie, Walking Tall, the true story of Pulser's days as
of McNairy County, Tennessee.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Courage And Scars
Mark Face Of Pusser

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Writer
The scars were still evident
.. Eating out at the Holiday Inn
last night and the marquee but they were hidden by a
indicated that Dr. Hunter mountain of pride.
Buford Pusser, the famed
Hancock was being given a
sheriff of McNair/ County,
retirement dinner.
Tennessee, was in Murray last
We could hear Dr Harry night at the Capri Theatre
Sparks entertaining the group. appearing at the showing of
The affair was over about the "Walking Tall."
Walking Tall is the true story
time we were leaving so we had
the pleasure of meeting several of Pusser, a hulk of a man at 6-6
folks that we have known for a and 250 pounds.
At age 28, Fusser was elected
number of years.
by the voters as the sheriff of
One of our richest resources. McNairy County in 1964. Three
asfar aspeople ls concerned. is years later, the former
composed of people who teach prolomional weedier was a
at the university. We have widower with a young son and a
appreciated their presence in daughter to raise by himself.
McNairy County was a "little
Murray for many years.
Las Vegas" where no less than
The constant rains have an 28 gambling clubs were
Mott on people. Just as a bright
sunny day makes a person feel
better and improves his outlook
on life in general, so don a
dreary cloudy day have,
dampening effect.
Doctors have noticed this in
countries that are cloudy and
overcast for much of the time.
Fortunately here in our area,
we normally have plenty of
sunshine and actually the many
days of cloudiness and rain we
have had over the past several
months is unusual.

Sammy. Kelly Awarded
Rank of lagle Scout

Anyway the sun looks good.
Jim McCaiston picked up our
mower yesterday, sharpened
the blades, put the blade back
on that we dropped the other
day and otherwise got it all
fixed up for the mowing season
ahead. We are more trouble
than most folks because we are
about as mechanically inclined
as a monkey.
U it does not work, we are
stumped.
Guess we had better go and
see "Walking Tall". Everyone
who has seen it says it's a good
am.

4

More young people coming in
to look for jobs than we can ever
remember. We wish that
Murray had some kind of industry that could use those who
need part time work. So many
at the university would like to
work some, but here a person
usually has to have a full time
job in order to work at all. If
part time work could be
developed in Murray, it would
be a great service.
Amasemow

The Weather
Sunny but cool today, clear,
tonight and Friday. High today
in the mid to upper 60s, low
tonight in the low to mid 40s.
High Friday in the low 70s.
Extended Outlook
Partly cloudy Saturday and
Sunday with chance of rain
Monday. A warming trend
through the period with lows in
the 40s Saturday rising to the
A; Sunday and Monday.

operating. As sheriff of the
county, Pusser waged a oneman war against the gambling,
moonshining and prostitution.
He was brutally beaten, shot
eight times and in the end, he
saw his wife gunned down. But
through unbelievable strength
and courage, Buford Fusser is
still walking tall.
Fusser gave up his office in
1970. A year earlier he had come
to national attention when he
was the subject of a CBS Special
Report by Roger Mudd.
This attention led Hollywood
producers to Pusser The sheriff
served as a technical advisor to
the movie.
Walking Tall, starring Jot
Don Baker, is as close to the
true story as you can get.
"About the only thing that
(See Passer,Page 16)

At a recent Court of Honor
conducted by District Advancement Chairman Earl
Douglass at a regular meeting
of Troop 45, Sammy Kelly was
was awarded the rank of Eagle,
scouting's highest award.
Young Kelly is the son of Mr.
and Mr,.-Sam Kelly of 100 South
13th Street.
To qualify for Eagle rank, a
boy must shim knowledge and
appreciation for numerous
specified subjects ranging form
Citizenship and Camping to
Physical Fitness. He must
among other requirements,
render service to others, uphold
the Scout Law,and demonstrate
leadership over a considerable
period of time. Mr. Douglass
commended Kelly for meeting
all such standards.
1973 Klondike Derby Patches
were presented to Todd
Harrison, Jon Harrison, John
Carruthers, Harry Fannin,
Gene Parker, Phil Byrn, Kevin
Lawson, Sam Chadwick, Randy
On, and Chris Parker.
were
boys
new
Four
welcomed to the Troop and
presented Scout insignia. They
are: Billy McCoart, Joey Roe*,
Robin Farley and Craig Wildey.
Merit Badges were presented

to the following: Jon Harrison,
Salesmanship, Citizenship in
the Nation, and Citizenship in
the Community;
Ray Stewart, Citizenship in
the World, Citizenship in the
Community, First Aid, and
Reading;
Sammy Kelly, Citizenship in
the World;
Kent Eversmeyer, Citizenship in the World;
Harry Fannin, Citizenship in
the World;
Gene Parker, Citizenship in
the Community.
Tim
Todd
Robertson,
Harrison, Joey Rose, Robin
Farley, Craig Widley, Sam
Chadwick, Jay Mattox, Kevin
Lawson,and Johnny Carruthers
all received First Aid Merit
Badges.
Jon Harrison was presented
the Progress Level Award at
Star and Chris Parker received
the rank of Life.
Troop 45 is sponsored by the
Methodist Men's Club of the
First United Church. Regular
meetings are held at 6:30 every
Tuesday night at bie church.
Boys who are either in the fifth
grade or age 11 through 17 are
eligible to participate in
scouting.

Louisville.
Some of Karen's awards
Include the Courier-Journal
Award and second place in
Home Management Demonstrations. She has given foi:
demonstrations in State coo
petition in Louisville.
Miss Alexander's Citizenship
activities include working with
civic groups, as a Junior 444
Leader, and school and church
work.

Four-H Rifle Clubs
To Meet Saturday
At Army Building

Standing on
GOING UP—The Jeff Rowlett home on Main Street is pictured as several carpenters erect the large home about 1904.
old Murray
the
seen
be
may
right
the
At
Offices.
House
the
White
houses
now
the top of the house is William M. Valentine. The home
owned by Van
High School before it burned. Notice the unpaved Main Street in front of the house and the brick walk. The picture is
Valentine of Murray.

Break-in Reported

The Calloway County 4-H
Rifle Club will hold its mood
meeting on Saturday, May S.
A break-in was reported
Students from Faxon, Almo,
Lynn Grove, New Concord and Wednesday at the Garland
Hazel will meet form 8:00 am. arocery in Dexteraaccording to
until 10:00 a.m. and students Wieriff Clyde Steele.
Steele said that 30 cartons of
from Kirksey and University
in Pennies, and
School meet from 10:00 am. igarettes,
sandy and other foods, as well
until 12:00 noon.
The meetings will be held in as a radio were taken in the
the new Army Reserve Building aurglary.
Steele also reported eight
on 441 North. Members of the
local Reserve are doing the' persons cited for cold checking,
two for public drwikeness, and
instruction for the project.
A meeting is also being one for failure to support minor
planned for the Murray State children
University Rifle Range and this
will be a competitive event.
Saturday's program will
include a film entitled "Trigger
Happy Harry," and instruction
on shooting postilions and rifle
The Administration of the
range commands to be used
Murray-Calloway County
while on the range
Hospital will sponsor a coffee
honoring all Red Cross
Volunteers on Tuesday, May 8,
at ten a.m. in the Conference
Room of the hospital.
This will be a part of the
hospital's observance of
&vital Week, May 6-12.
All volunteers who work in the
hospital and the convalescent
division are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.

At Dexter Grocery

Haldeman, Erhlichman Meet
Watergate Prosecutor Today

Coffee Planned For
Volunteers Tuesday

WASHINGTON (API — Outgoing White House aides H. R.
Haldeman and John D. Ehrlichman visited chief Watergate
prosecutor Earl Silbert today.
Haldeman has resigned as
Nixon's chief of staff. Ehrlichman has quit as his chief domestic advisers. Both said at
the time they resigned Monday
that they had asked to talk to
Silbert.
The pair was accompanied by
their lawyer, John J. Wilson,
who told newsmen, "We'll be
here all day."
The two are scheduled to

Gospel Program Will
Be At Mt Horeb Church
A program of gospel music
will be presented at the Mt.
Horeb Free Will Baptist Church
on Sunday, May 6, at 2:30 p.m.
Featured on the program will
be the Harmonettes of Princeton.
The public is invited to attend,
church
a
according to
spokesman.

meet investigators from the ficient information to file crimiSenate Watergate committee nal charges against Dean on
the basis of testimony provided
Friday.
The developments come amid by others.
On April 17, ?resident Nixon
reports that they face possible
Indictment for their role in an said no administration official
alleged White House coverup of should be given immunity, but
the statement is not legally
the Watergate wiretapping.
Wednesday the White House binding.
Jeb Stuart Magruder, the No.
realigned responsibilities because of their departure. Staff 2 man in the Nixon re-election
veterans will fill their va- campaign, reportedly placed
Dean and Mitchell at three
cancies temporarily, sources
meetings in 1972 at which the
said. And the White House offiWatergate bugging was procially announced that Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew has posed. Magruder was at the
federal courthouse today, apbeen given an expanded role in
parently to give a deposition in
forming domestic policy.
the Watergate civil suits.
The Washington Evening Star
See Watergate,Page 16 )
reported that government investigators have been negotiating in secret with an attorney
for ousted White House counsel
John W. Dean III over whether
to grant him immunity from
prosecution in return for his
The New Concord Parenttestimony.
Teacher Club will meet Moo
The testimony of the 33-yearday, May 7, at 7:30 p.m. at the
crucial
considered
is
old Dean
school with the devotion to be
for any prosecution of Haldegiven by the first grade.
man and Ehrllchman. The govAn election of officers for the
sufhas
reportedly
ernment
next school year will be held.
The New Concord 4-H Club
will present its talent act which
won first place in the district
and will now be presented at the
State Fair in June.
Refreshments will be served
by the first grade.

New Concord PTC
Plans Meet Monday

Nixon Stiffens Wage-Price Control
System To Closely Watch Big Rims
Rev.George Hayse

Missionary_
To Speak At
Kirksey Church

Rev. and Mrs. George Hayse,
missionaries to the Republic of
South Africa, South Field, will
speak at a special service at the
Locust Grove Church of the
Nazerene,just north of Kirksey,
at 7 p.m. Saturday, May 5.
Also appearing at the service
will be the Singing Ball Family
from Cincinnati, Ohio, a gospel
singing group.
Rev. Hayes has served in
many areas of missionary
work, From 1948 to 1952. he
served as an evangelist and
built the station in Blouberg.
From 1954 to the present time,
he opened a new district, had
supervision of pastors nnd
churches, was manager of the
Nazarene Publishing House for
two years, and during the past
year has otervedfts the field
superintendent of the
of South Africa field.
AWARDED EAGLE RANK—Sammy Kelly, center, was
Rev. Paul E. Couch, pasior at
awarded the rank of Eagle, the highest rank In &eau-tint Si
the Kirksey church, issued an
receni Court of Honor held by Troop 45. The Scout is flanked by hip invitation to the general pub!ic
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kelly.
to attend the services

WASHINGTON( AP) — President Nixon has stiffened his
wage-price-control system to
require a closer government
watch over price boosts by big
companies. But he says consumers should expect inflation
to be a problem for several
months.
"We should be mature
enough to recognize that there
Is no instant remedy for this
,prabiem," Nixon said Wednesday as he announced new steps
to try to moderate surging
price increases.
The President ordered large
Companies, those with annual
sales of $250 million or more, to
notify the government in advance if they intend to raise
company-wide average prices
by more than '1.5 per cent
above the levels of Jan. 10.
The effect would be to delay
such price increases by 30
days, the time It would take the
Coot of Living Council to determine whether they met government standards.,
It was a step back toward the
Phase 2 mandatory wage-pricecontrol system that Nixon
abandoned on Jan. 11, but the
adMinistration stopped far
of reverting to that approach.
Treasury Secretary George
P. Shultz said he has no Idea
how many of the approximately
650 companies affected by- the

new guideline are getting close
to the 1.5-per-cent limit.
He described Nixon's move
as "an insurance policy, a sort
of preventive measure."
Nixon also announced that
the government bureaucracy to
administer and enforce Phase 3
controls will be bolstered. The
Cost of Living Council will get
about 100 new employes and

the Internal Revenue Service
about 500 more to enforce the
controls.
Also, the White House said
the 650 largest companies will
be required to make a full and
detailed report on price increases posted since Phase 3
began.
In disclosing the new steps,
(See Wage-Price, Page 16)

Ham Breakfast To
Be On Saturday

A Country Ham Breakfast
will be served at the DexterHardin United Methodist
Church on Saturday, May 5, at
the church.
The breakfast will be served
form five to ten a.m. with the
cost of the breakfast being a
free will offering.
Proceeds from the breakfast
will go to the retarded schools of
Calloway
and
Marshall
Counties, according to a
spokesman for the Methodist
department's Bureau of Labor Men of the church, sponsor of
Statistics.
the breakfast.
The industrial commodities
index is regarded as a truer
measure 91 inflation than food
prices as it is less affected by
seasonal changes.
Over-all, wholesale prices
rose eight-tenths of one per
The Calloway County 4-H
cent in April, a significant Club Dress Revue will be held
jump but below the record 2.2 Saturday, May 5, at the
per cent increase in March
University School auditorium
Wholesale prices usually are on North 16th Street.
later reflected in higher retail
Registration will be held from
prices.
12:30 to one p.m. The garments
The increase was a little
will be judged and later
higher—one per cent—on a seamodeled by the dub members
Mrs. Alvin Usrey, Mrs
sonally adjusted basis. Farm
products and processed foods Carves Paschall, and Edwin
increased one-tenth of 1 per Jennings are in charge of the
dress revue
(See Wholesale, Page 16)

Wholesale Food
Prices Decline
-WASHINGTON (API
Wholesale prices of food and
farm products declined in April
for the first time in six months
but the drop was more than off'
set by the biggest jump in industrial prices in 22 years, the
government reported today.
The decrease in prices for
processed foods and farm products was led by a 2.9 per cent
drop in meat prices, apparently
reflecting the effects of the recent nationwide consumers
meat boycott and President
Nixon's ceiling on m'eal prices.
But the prices on a broad
range of industrial raw materials rose 1.4 per cent, the largest monthly increase since
January 1951, said the labor

Dress Revue Will
Be Held Saturday
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Ten Years Ago Today
LIDGE••'MOS Fill

Deaths reported are Mrs. Mason Outland, age 54,
Bert Paschall, age 69, and Mrs. Ellen Power
Waldrop.
Army Pvt. Thomas E. Thorn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tommie E. Thorn, completed a five weeks basic
aircraft maintenance course at the Aviation Center,
Fort Rucker, Ala.
The clean sweep of a double header baseball game
over Western gave the Murray State Thoroughbreds
the Western Division title of the Ohio Valley Conference.
Engagements announced today are Miss Cynthia
Jetton to Phillip Thomas Stone and Miss Beverly
Ann Douglass to Louis Michael Wells.

-

• .0
-,"11.0•

2.0 Years Ago Today
LIDO=•TIMEZ8 FILE

Bible Thoughtfor Today
to one another, tenderhearted,
Be ye kind
forgiving one another, even as God for Christ's sake
hath forgiven you.—Ephesians 4:32.

God's love for us is our best reason for loving
unlikeable people

Public Relations
Notebook
By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Journalism
Murray State University
One of the most exciting
times of the year is that time
when school is about over and
seniors in high school and
college are floating on air as
graduation time approaches.
There is something almost
magical aboto a graduation.
Everything is just wonderful.
Everyone concerned is bound
by an invisible tie.
Mothers and fathers beam
with pride at their son's or
daughter's graduation. Little
sisters and brothers look on
with awe . and sometimes
fascination and sometimes
with uncertainty at just what
is taking place. And the
students themselves play their
roles welL Some are happy
and jovial, some are sad,
some stand erect and proud
and still others look lost and
out of place.
Particularly in a home community during high school
commencement weeks there is
a social atmosphere which all
citizens appreciate. There are
parties and more parties.
Graduating seniors re'ceive
gifts and exchange mornentos
and many are busy making
plans to go on to college. A
milestone has been reached.
And celebrating is truly
proper and in place. For high
school seniors have just completed their first 12 years of
school. Some will go no further. Others will go on
through junior college and
still others Will go on to
college and graduates,school.
IA,graduation exercises
tbiltit the same- pat/ern. People will begin to
g before --the appointed time. Some will sit
and wait (Viers wilt stand
around and gawk. And others
will mill about and chat idly
with others. Some mothers

ists — the latest is the Stratford Hilton. Driving through
the town you also see discreet
STRATFORD - UPON - signs on many homes offering
AVON, England — In the "bed and breakfast."
chancel of Holy Trinity
Stratford is about 65 miles
Church is a worn stone mark- from London,a pleasant drive
William
ing the burial place of
through a pastoral countryShakespeare.
side that adds to the illusion
According to tradition, the
that time has stood still here.
poet himself wrote the lines
Dairy cattle and horses
engraved upon it:
hills.
"Good friend for Jesus sake graze on gently rolling
Cultivated fields alternate
forbeare
with strands of moss-covered
"To digg the dust enclosed
heare;
trees.
Not far from Stratford is
"Bless be ye man yt spares
Arden Forest, which Shakethese stones
"And curst be he yt moves
speare used as the setting for
my bones."
"As You Like It." The forest
But this village's most faalso provided the lumber used
mous resident had little cause
in framing the town's halfto fear that his remains would
timbered houses.
be removed to the adjacent
Among the many structures
bone-house, as was customwhich remain from the Elizaary after a while.
bethan era are the house
Because of its importance
where Shakespeare was born;
as the birthplace and home of
his mother's home at nearby
Wilmcote; the picturesque
Shakespeare, Stratford has
remained a quaint Elizacottage of his wife, Anne
bethan village, where modern
Hathaway; the stone Guild
automobile traffic looks out of Chapel, with its adjoining
gildhall, almshouses and the
Piace.
The life of the town centers school which the poet probaround its annual festival of ably attended, and the stoneShakespearean plays. Hun- arched bridge across the
dreds of thousands of tourists Avon.
come here each year to attend
Holy Trinity Church apthe Royal Shakespeare Thepears much the same as at
atre and to visit the many
that time, aside from the adsites associated with the poetdition of an 18th Century
playwright.
spire. It was in this church
For the visitor to England,
that Shakespeare's baptism
Stratford-Upon-Avon is alwas recorded on April 26, 1564
most an obligatory pilgrim— "Guliehnus Ulla Johannes
age, the first spot most people
think of seeing, after a tour of
London's highlights.
A number of hotels have
been built to accommodate
the growing numbers of tourBy RUBY SEXTON
Copley News Service

W. P. Williams, President (1941 1963)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene M<Cutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager

James Rubin Carrol, age 16, son of Mrs. Euin
Spraggs of east of 'Alma, drowned May 1 while
swimming in a creek east of Benton.
Other deaths reported were Mrs. Martha
Magness, age 85, and Mrs. Nettie Knight, age 78,
both on May 1.
The Calloway County Tuberculosis Association
has been given an award by the Kentucky TB
Association for having the highest increase in the
sale of 1952 Christmas seals for counties under 50,000
population.
The Murray Lions Club will have slave day on
May 15 with the proceeds going to the Calloway
Health Center.
County
host the 1953
The First Christian Church will
annual convention of District One of the Christian
Churches.
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Phone Calls Incentive At Prison
EDDYVILLE, Ky.—A five
minute phone call once each
month may not seem like much
to the average citizen— but the
average citizen isn't a prison
inmate.
State
Kentucky
The
Penitentiary at Eddyville
recently began a new inmate
incentive phone call program
through which an inmate on
good behavior is allowed to call
home collect one a month for
five minutes.
"The program has gone very
smoothly thus far," said Ma.
Joy Lockhart,corrdinator of the
program."Keeping them to five
minutes can be hard, but moat
have been very cooperative."
A survey was taken to see
which inmates and families
wanted to cooperate in the

going, I think it will be a very
program. In order to parpopular program and definitely
ticipate, an inmate must
an incentive to the inmete."
maintain good behavior and his
family must be willing to accept
charges for the call. An in- -V-41.4•-****
***********************
rules
the
of
fraction
automatically suspends an
CENTRAL
inmate from participating.
CENTER— *
Calls are made Monday thru
Thursday eveings and between
753-0881
40 and 50 inmates call each
night.
Ms. Lockhart said many
inmates, as well as inmates'
families, had expressed their
thanks for implementing the
Program.
"It's really too early to give
the program a complete
evaluation," said Superin-1
tendent Henry Cowan, "bat
from the way things have been

Shakspere." The date of his
birth has been placed on or
about April 23 and an annual
celebration is held at Stratford.
The Shakespeare family
home is a substantial halftimbered building where the
visitor can wander through
rambling rooms decorated
with authentic Elizabethan
furnishings.
When the house was offered
for sale in 1847 a trust was
formed from voluntary subscriptions to preserve it. One
room is given over to Shakespearean memorabilia, including the books he used as
sources for his works —
Holinshed's "Chronicles,"
Plutarch's "Lives," Ovid.
The guest book for the
birthplace is open to the spot
where it was signed in 1838 by
another young writer —
Charles Dickens, then 26.

LETTERS i.na EDill3R/
Dear Editor:
Thank you for your excellent
cooperation and for your
prompt printing of news items
this year. As Advisor of Phi
Beta Lambda at Murray State, I
have for several years observed
your keen interest in the activities of our young people
Your cooperative attitude and
helpfulness are greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
(Mrs.) Lanette Thurman
Instructor

By)
DEAR ABBY: N
was kicked around,
schooled himself an
We have no money
with Bernie.
He has decided
no musical training
organ by just blowii
to be asked, he car
offers to play. He is
how to discourage hi
We recently wet
for 45 minutes atter
dreadful. I was so
up. Meanwhile he fa:
I have a feelink
asked Bernie not te
numbers, but he bl
thinks I'm great. Ye:it
He reminds me i
voice when he was 2
to entertain were pii
"Well, now we w
anymore.How can I handl
to me.
DEAR BETTEF
friend to tell him
continues his compu
and hope be improve
Ms performances bri

* Thur.-Fri

DEAR ABBY: Pi.
he's had a few he
away things. [His r
even the necktie Is
things en people, son
Some folks reali
next day they will i
most people just keel
Is there a soiutio

Sat *

* CINEMA 1 *

DEAR WIFE: Ye

Showtime 4:00-6:25

DEAR ABBY: I
street with my inIte
name, the Post Offic
up. When my mothei
opens it and reads i
e
:
ti $11.011,r Ipainetr
'" toed my
mail, but he doesn't
ask the Post Office
excuse in the book
addresses they aren'
they do it on purpose

BURTOrl IS
EARD'
1BLUEB
with
beautiful wows.
Heay

Cleanup Campaign
Conducted In LBL

DEAR NO: Sipco
his mother. a Post ctl

Problems? You'll
For a personal reply
Calif. MO. Eneku
piease.

Cleanup, - conservation Village State Resort Park.
projects, and recreation are the Major General J. H. Cushman,
aims of 150 members of the commanding officer of the
101st Airborne Division from 101st, will be lunching in 'And
Fort Campbell who are spen- Between the Lakes on Tuesday
ding a week at Land Between with a group of community
the Lakes, TVA's big recreation leaders from Stewart and TVA
area in western Kentucky and personnel.
Headquarters for the enTennessee. During their stay
the 101st will be conducting a campment will be at Bowen
cleanup campaign in con- Landing, one of 22 lake access
junction with students from areas located along the
Stewart County High School in shorelines of Kehtucky Lake
and Lake Barkley. Boswell
Dover, Tennessee.
Landing will be closed to the
The group will be collecting public until Friday afternoon,
litter along the Kentucky Lake April 27. However, campers will
shoreline and around the find similar facilities at any of
southern entrace to Land the other 21 lake access areas in
Between the Lakes along U. S. Land Between the Lakes. In
Highway 79 and Tennessee 49. addition two family camThey will also tour the En- pgrounds, Piney, three mles
vironmental Education Center north of U. S. Highway 79, and
in Land Between the Lakes, Hillman Ferry,four miles south
Lake Barkley State Resort of the Barkley Canal, are open
Park, and Kentucky Dam year-round.

and fathers will sit together
talking. A mother will suddenly recall the time she
waited for her diploma many
years ago. An usOer who is
just a little sleepy-eyed from a
party the night before will
show an elderly lady who
hasn't missed a graduation in
more than 30 years to her
seat
People With cameras will
edge closer to the sidewalk.
Then the procession will
begin. There will be a long
line of boys and girls in
scholarly robes and tassled
hats. They will move along,
two by two, and out of step.
MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
They will file into the
auditorium. There will be
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
coughing and scraping of feet.
National Institute of Mental Health
A man will begin to speak and
all will sit down and listen.
Backkin the fifth row a boy
will Ion ouso window at a
green tree. A girl farther back
Suicide Taboo
death, and other factors which
will think of the sun in her
affect attitudes toward suicide ,
American
in
taboo
is
Suicide
hair as she lounged beside a
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June Wedding Planned

Budding harmonica
player needs lessons
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: We are retired. As a child my husband
was kicked around, didn't have much education, but Bernie
schooled himself and became a very big business success.
We have no money problems, but I have a big problem
with Bernie.
He has decided that he is a "performer." He has had
no musical training, but now he tries to play the mouth
organ by just blowing in and drawing out. He doesn't wait
to be asked, be carries the mouth organ everywhere, and
offers to play. He is simply terrible, but people don't know
how to discourage him.
We recently went to a party and Bernie held the floor
for 45 minutes attempting one song after another. It was
dreadful. I was so embarrassed I couldn't hold my head
up Meanwhile he fancies himself a natural talent.
I have a feeling people are looking at us sideways. I
asked Bernie not to play in public until he learns a few
numbers, but he blew his top and said, "Everyone else
thinks I'm great. You're just jealous."
He reminds me of a man we both knew who had a good
voice when he was young, but in his later years his efforts
to entertain were pitiful. When he died I heard people say,
"Well, now we won't have to listen to 'Shanty Town'
anymore."
How can I handle this' I love him, but he won't listen
BETTER HALF IN ARIZONA
to me.
DEAR BETrER: If you can't enlist Bernie's best
friend to tell him the truth about his "talent." and be
continues his compulsion to share it, urge him to practice
and hope he improves, and try to prevail upon him to make
his performances brief.
DEAR ABBY: My husband isn't an alcoholic, but after
he's had a few he gets very generous and starts giving
away things. [His cufflinks, expensive pens and pencils,
even the necktie be is wearing.) He practically forces
things on people, some of whom he hardly knows.
Some folks realize it was the booze talking, and the
next day they will return whatever he's given them. But
most people just keep it.
HIS WIFE
Is there a solution to this problem?
DEAR WIFE: Yes. Sobriety.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and 1 live on the same
street with my inlaws, and since we have the same last
name, the Post Office is constantly getting our mail mixed
up. When my mother in law gets our mail by mistake, she
.opens it and reads it Theri, die bringrinktei. She Mews
fee e! eeseak
date.
5111.. our,tpusines=
11:1101 Ms mother te quit-opening our
." toad my
mail, but he doesn't want to start a fight. Don't tell us to
ask the Post Office to be more careful. They have every
excuse in the book from mail sorters who can't read, to
addresses they aren't able to make out. Sometimps I think
they do it on purpose. What should we do' NO PRIVACY
DEAR NO: Since your husband doesn't want to irritate
his mother, a Post Office box might be a good investment.
Problems? Yowl! feel better if you get It oil year ehesL
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 111700,
Calif. 11111. Enclose stamped. self-addressed esielspe.
please.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want W
Know," send Si to Abby. Box wee, Les Angeles, Cal. Will,
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Crafts Displayed
At Coldwater Meet
At Bazzell Home

Thursday, May 3
A musical program will be
presented by Carter School
students at Murray Middle
School auditorium at seven p.m.

Mrs. Jerry Bazzell opened her
The annual Mother-Daughter
home for the meeting of the
banquet of the Murray High
Coldwater Homemakers Club
School chapter of the Future
held on Tuesday, April 17.
Murray University School
Homemakers of America will
7
May
Monday,
"Selecting Pictures for the PTA will meet in the school
Women be held at the Murray Woman's
Methodist
United
The
Home" was the subject of the auditorium at seven p.m.
of the Coldwater Church will Club House at 6:30 p.m.
lesson presented by Mrs. Newel
meet at the church at seven Reservations are three dollars
Doores who also gave the
per plate
Baptist
Creek
p.m.
Spring
The
devotion.
at the
Since the last meeting, Mrs. Young Women will meet
Tuesday, may 8
The Executive Board of the
Hugh Adams had finished a church at seven p.m.
Murray City School Bands
will
Club
Woman's
Murray
slack suit with the help of the
will present their spring concert
The Murray Jaycettes will meet at the club house at 11:30
clothing leader, Mrs. Bazzell
at the University School
Linda
Mrs.
of
m.
a.
home
the
at
meet
in
Mrs. Noble Fuqua was
auditorium at seven p.m.
charge of the craft lesson on Waugh at 7:30 p.m.
the
of
Group
Moon
Lottie
"Rug Making." Mrs. Wayne
The Westside Homemakers
The Baptist Women of Baptist Women of the First
Adams gave a demonstration on
meet at the
meet at the Club will meet at the home of
will
Church
Kirksey
will
Church
Baptist
how to hook a rug using a burlap
church at seven p.m.
home of Mrs. Earl Warford at Mrs. Wayburn Wyatt at 12:30
bag for the rug base and using
p.m.
p.m.
7:30
rug
and
both the wool strips
Moose
Murray
the
of
Women
yarn.
Lodge
Mrs. Earl Adams was taught Lodge will meet at the
p.m.
eight
at
hail
She
rug.
how to make the Rya
was told if you can make a knot
The Garden Department of
you can make this rug as it is
the same stitch grandmothers the Murray Woman's Club will
used in tacking quilts. Complete meet at the club house at two
instructions,can be found in the p.m. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Hugh Houston, J. W.
April American Home.
Young,
Clifton Key, Gene
Published at:
a
stamped
was
display
On
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, Ky.
pillow top with the recli-cut yarn Brandon, and Dewey Ragsdale.
Editor: MONA PURDOM
and a latchet hook by Mrs. Hill
Art Workshop will be at the
Adams. Each person present
SEASONS OF LIFE
hooked a few stitches. Latchet Murray Art Guild from 6:30 to
as
hooking is a fascinating and 9:30p.m. with Emily Wolfson
Life might be compared
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Wayne Smith of 3844 Cook Street, Paducah, useful hobby as well as restful director on the second session
To the seasons of the year;
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
as you can relax, talk, or watch on organization of a painting
The beauty of each
television while you work, Mrs. with emphasis on color.
daughter, Carolyn Ann, to Thomas Wayne Roberts,son of Mr. and
With rewards so dear.
Mrs. Thomas Edwin Roberts of Murray Route Six.
Adams said.
Th Night Owl Homemakers
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Birdie Butler.
Other crafts displayed were:
The loveliness of Spriug
Grandparents of the groom-elect are Grover Kanine of Winn, A wall plaque of a piece of Club will meet at the home of
Is sweet to behold
Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. Tilghman Barrow of Murray Route 'Duce plywood covered in velvet and Mrs. Kathy Denton, 1806
With its blossoming beauty
Miss Smith will be a member of 1973 graduating class of artificial flowers by Mrs. Monroe, at seven p.m.
A Miracle as it unfolds.
is.
and
Club
the
of
DECA
Reidland High School. She is a member
Homer .Bazzell; beautiful
also employed at Bob's Drive-In, Paducah.
ceramic peices made by Mrs.
The spiender and glory
Friday, May 4
The groom-elect graduated from Calloway County High School Sarah Sanderson; -Colonial
Of the summer of life
May Fellowship Day program
in the class of 1969 where he was a member of the FFA Chapter
Maid" toaster cover by Mrs. will be at the First United
With its hopes and dreams
and the Pep Club. He is now employed at the Colonial House
Vada Smith; crochet wall Methodist Church at ten a.m.,
Is an exhortation of delight.
Smorgasbord.
hanging pattern to be used at sponsored by the Church
The wedding will be an event of Monday. June 25, at seven- the next meeting by Mrs. Dan Women United, with Attorney
The maze and brightness of Fall
thirty o'clock in the evening at the Cherry Corner Baptist Church,, Bizzell.
Cannot be described at all.
Sid Easley as speaker. A
Murray. The reception will follow in the fellowship hall of thorn
Visitors attending were Mrs. potluck luncheon will be served
But its glory of beauty beams
church. All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding: Carl Christenberry and Mrs. at noon.
As does Life in which God rules supreme.
and the reception.
Marshall Eddyings. Children
musical program will be
A
present were Mark and Nicole
The seasons of Life seem short indeed.
presented by Robertson School
Bazzell, Tracey and Kelly
But the golden hours are a treat
Middle
students at Murray
Making the winter sweet,
Adams.
School auditorium at seven p.m.
And the dawn complete.
The next meeting will be held
GIRL
SEGO
--Copied
hiesday, May 15, at 12:30 p.m.
rummage sale will be held
A baby girl, Mary E11zabet4 In the home of Mrs. Hugh
In the Courthouse area in
weighing eight pounds three kdains.
Our thanks to the Flint Baptist Church for the inspiring
downtown Murray starting at
ounces, was born to Mr. an;
devotion on last Wednesday evening.
PLAYS IN BAND
ten a.m. The sale will be
Mrs. Wayne D. Sego of Be-nton
Maxey,
Thomas
Danny
Mrs. J.D. tiayburn opened Route Eight on Saturday, April
sponsored by the Hazel United
The Easter holidays were made brighter with enMrs.
her homejor the April meeting 23, at 1:49 a.m. at the Murray-, grandson of Mr. and
Methodist Church.
and,"gotd1149.!')5rovided bY- the Nturruy:
tertainment
Murray,
,•
Of the r.'W*othy Creup -of the Calloway County Hospital
' 4eddle Cathey of
Christian Fellowship. llbey. aeranied a Visit for -0.4"
from
band
the
in
played
First
the
of
5
May
Baptist Women
Saturday,
our
of
each
made
Bunny,"
"Easter
live
real
a
from
The new father is a funeral Colonial Junior High of
Baptist Church.
Final registration- for the
residents an Easter basket and brought an Easter Egg
director at the Collier Funeral Memphis, Tenn., at the Fish
The guest speaker for the
Summer kindergarten, sponTree for the home. We are also grateful to them for
Benton.
Home,
Fry parade at Paris, Tenn., last sored by the Sigma Department
morning meeting was Miss
remembering us each Friday afternoon.
second
won
band
His
Mrs.
Friday.
are
Grandparents
Debbie Moody, daughter of Mr.
of the Murray Woman's Club,
and Mrs. G.T. Moody, who told Clifford Sego of Munfordsville place. His grandmother, MTS. will be held at the Sigma KinBrownie Troop Pie. 55 and their leader Mrs. Peter
in
of her experiences as a summer and Mrs. Hardin Sutherland of Cathey, viewed her grandson
dergarten room, Robertson
Whaley made our dining table more festive with
the
parade.
Benton.
missionary ifV1Califorrua. She
School from nine to 10:30 a.m.
handmade bud vases. Needless to say, we think of
also announced that she will be
them at every meal. We certainly enjoyed their visit
The annual Derby Day Dance
a youth director at a church in
and hope they will come back soon.
will be held at the Murray
Hawaii this summer.
.
and
members
for
Country Club
Mrs. Hugh Oakley, chainnan,
Many thanks to the YWA's of the first Baptist Church
out of town guests. Dancing
member
presided. Each
their gifts of stationery to each of the residents We
for
Byron
by
music
The Hazel Parent-Teacher in the school cafeteria with the with
brought candy to fix a basket
appreciate your thoughtfulness.
mothers
grade
on
fourth
from
and
be
meeting
will
third
Band
Gallimore's
for a shutin. Mrs. Oakley ap- Club held its regular
nine p.m. to one a.m. The adpointed Mrs. Eugene Russell, Thursday, April 19, at the school as hostesses
Each and everyone of the residents enjoyed an Easter
All members are urged to mission is $10.00 per couple with
Mrs. Jerry Upton, and Mrs. Joe with the deovtion being given by
Egg Hunt Betty Arnn and Avis Smith found the most
the
of
meeting
final
the
attend
Dr.
seventh
necessary.
Cothran's
Roy
no reservations
Johnston to serve on the Mrs.
eggs
A
17
May
Thursday,
are
year on
grade.
and Mrs. Charles Homra
nominating committee.
Timmy Alton read the special invitation is extended to chairman.
Beatty
Durward
Mrs.
A hearty welcome to our new residents. Mrs. Beulah
child
reported on the state WMU scripture and Timmy Coles led ail parents who will have a
Phillips and Mrs Flois Hale from Murray Also, to
A flea mart and bakeisale will
the
for
School
Hazel
in
enrolling
meeting at Cedarmore. The in prayer.
Mrs Janie Farris from Detroit, Mich.
be held at the American Legion
In honor of Teacher Ap- first time this fall
Calendar of Prayer was read by
at seven a.m.,
Ball start
preciation Week, the teachers
Mrs. Richard Walker.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
sponsored by the South Murray
Refreshments were served by were each presented a rake
Mr. Robert ('arlisle and Mr. Robert Davis-Both
Homemakers Club
the hostess, Mrs. Rayburn. baked arid donated by PTC
celebrated birthdays last week. We wish them many
Guests included Mrs. Victoria members. The principal, Roy
many more.
6
May
Sunday,
pen
Harkinson of Princeton, aunt of Cothran, received a desk
at
held
be
will
Homecoming
Mrs. James Martin, Mrs. set. Cakes were also given to
Harold Mercer of Bremen and Mrs. Pat Hutson, school
Mrs. Forbus Jordan of' secretary, Jessie Evans, school
Miss Vickie Workman, brideGainesville, Fla., sisters of Mrs. custodian, and William B. elect of James Holland, was the
Miller, guest speaker.
Hugh Noffsinger.
honoree at a delightfully
Miller, superintendent of planned household shower held
Calloway County Schools, and on Friday evening, April 27, in
Calvin Key, school board the community room of the
representative, talked to the Dees Bank of Hazel.
assembly about the proposed
The gracious hostesses for the
new schools and answered prenuptial occasion were Mrs.
luestions presented to them by
Willie 0. Vinson, Mrs. Joe W.
the parents and other interested Dortch, and Mrs. Rupert Nix.
persons.
For the event the honoree
Circle I of the United
The Hazel PTC voted
to wear a light pink and
Methodist Women of the First unanimously to give the County chose
suit. She, along with
blue
pant
17,
Church met Tuesday, April
School Board a commendation her mother, Mrs. Samuel Workat two o'clock in the afternoon on their efforts and progress in
man, and her mother-in-law to
in the social hall.
the consolidation program.
be, Mrs. Prentice Holland, were
Walter Byars presided at the presented hostesAps' gift corMrs. Robert Smith was
program leader for the day and meeting. Following the reports sages of pink carnations.
presented a most interesting by the secretary, Mrs. lenita
Games were played with Mrs
program on the topic, "Easter Malcolm, and the treasurer.
Oran Hopkins, Miss Tamera
Mrs. Ella Tidwell, the room Osborn and Miss Nix Ann
In The Christian World."
count
was taken and won by Osborn being the recipients of
The chairman, Mrs. Connie
Mrs. Curd's sixth grade. Mr. the prizes who later presented
the
opened
and
Ford, presided
Byars announced that Marvin them to the honoree.
meeting reading "The Legend
Harris,
County Court Clerk,
Refreshments ofsake, punch.
AnDogwood."
Of the
would like to set up voter re- nuts, and mints were served at
to
interest
of
nouncements
registration at Hazel in the near the beautifully appointed table
members were made by Mrs.
future.
covered with pink with a white
Ford.
Hal Miller, chairman of the net overlay and centered with
The roll call and minutes
nominating committee, an arrangements of mixed
were read by the secretary,
presented the new slate of of- spring flowers flanked by pink
Mrs. Robert Smith. Mrs. Carl ficers for the school year 1973.
candles. Miss Pam Dortch and
Rowland gave the treasurer's
74. They are Mrs. Pat Hutson. Miss Beth Vinson presided at
and
sick
the
report
on
A
report.
president; Mrs. Marilyn Erwin, the punch bowl an& served the
shut-ins Was given by circle
vice-president; Mrs. Lanita cake.
members.
Malcolm, secretary; Mrs. Ann
Miss Dee Toni Osborn kept
During the social hour the Barrow, treasurer. The group the register. The honoree
hostesses, Mrs. Bailie Puroorn ' voted to elect these by ac- Opened her many lovely gifts for
and Mrs. Claud Farmer, served
clamation.
the guests to view.
refreshments to the fourteen
Following tlie. business
Approximately thirty-five
members present..
meeting, a socfhl hour was held persons were present
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Dorothy Group Has
April Meeting At
The Rayburn Home
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Hazel School PTC Commends School Board
For Consolidation Program At Meeting

Vickie Workman Is
Honored At Shower
At The Dees Bank
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GAZETTE TERRACE

Miss Carolyn Ann Smith

Mrs. Robert Smith
Presents Program
At Circle I Meet

Make your
Graduation gift
a lasting one with a
beautiful Bulova. Shop
now, while our selection
is complete, and you're sure
to find the watch you want.
For him and for her. From ;40.

Temple Hill United Methodist
Church with a basket dinner at
noon following the morning
services and a gospel singing at
one p.m.

Monday, May 7
Kathleen Jones Group at the
Baptist Women of the First
Church wW meet at the home of
Miss Lorene Swann at 7:15 p.m.
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Secretariat, Angle Light Head
Field Of 13 Entered For Derby
By ED SCHUYLER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
With a week-old injury forcing
Impecunious to the sidelines,
the entry of Secretariat and
Angle Light headed a field of 13
entered today for the 99th running of the Kentucky Derby.
Secretariat, Meadow Stable's
1972 Horse of the Year, drew
the No. 10 post position, while
his stable mate, owned by
Frank Whittaker, will go from
the No. 2 slot in Saturday's
$125,000-added classic.
Restless Jet, winner of the
Everglades at Hialeah last winter for the Elkwood Stable,
drew the pole position for the
144-mile derby.
Outside of Angle Light, in order, will be Ed Elserneyer's
Warbucks, Sogmund Sommer's
Sham, and the Indiana-bred
Navajo, flying the colors of Jo
Stevenson and Ray Stump.
Then will be Elmendorf
Farms's Twice a Prince, Flamingo winner Our Native and
the Florida Derby champion
• Royal and Regal, who races for
Abraham I. Savin's Aisco
Stable.
Further to the outside will be
Lazy F Ranch's Forego, Secretariat, Joseph Kellman's
Shecky Greene, Arthur Appleton's My Gallant and Gottdank
and Sechrest's Gold Bag.
The unlucky number in the
field is the first in 13 years.
The last time 13 horses went in
America's most famous horse
race was in 1960 when Venetian
- Way took all the marbles and
the heavily favored Tampion
was out of the money.
Mrs. Jimmy Croll, wife of the
trainer of Royal and Regal, and
Mrs. William Resseguet, wife

of Our Native's trainer, aided
the racing secretary in drawing
the post positions for the derby.
Impecunious, Mrs. Robert
Feinberg's Arkansas Derby
winner, was left out of the Derby field when the left front heel
he injured in last week's Blue
Grass Stakes flared up again.
Trainer George Handy, who
earlier thought the injury was
healing nicely, spent most of
the night nursing the colt, but
said just after dawn there was
no way the son of Pia Star
could race now.
With Impecunious out, trainer
Lou Goldfine said he would try
to retrieve jockey Braulio
Baeza for the speedy Shecky
Greene.
Goldfine had released Baeza
earlier this week and the Panemanean rider had agreed to
take Impecunious because
Goldfine had been told that
Shecky Greene would not start
unless the track was rated as
fast.
"We felt there was no point
in keeping him on our horse
when he might sit there and
miss the race," Goldfine said.
. Secretariat's jockey, who was
last year's winning rider, said
the colt seems better prepared
for the Derby than Riva Ridge
did before his victory a year
ago.
"This horse worked better
Tuesday morning than Rive did
for the Derby last year," jockey Ron Turcotte said after
working Secretariat five-eighths
of a mile on a sloppy track in
58 3-5 seconds.
Turcotte also worked Angle
Light five-eighths in 59 flat.
Angle Light and Secretariat are
trained by Lucien Laurin, but
Angle Light is owned by Edwin

Whittaker.
Others expected to be entered
today for Saturday's 99th running of the $125,000-edded, 144mile Derby included Sham.
Gold Bag, Restless Jet, Imper-

Derby
Field

cunious, Warbucks, My Gallant,
Shecky Greene, Navajo, Forego, Royal and Regal, Our Native and Twice a Prince.
Post time for the Derby at
Churchill Downs is 5:40 p.m.
EDT. CBS will provide television coverage from 5-6 p.m.
and radio coverage from 5:255:45 p.m.
Laurin and Mrs. Helen
Tweedy, operator of Meadow
Stable, miased Secretariat's
workout. Laurin and Mrs.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Here is the field for Saturday's
99th Kentucky Derby, with post
positions, riders and probable
odds:
20-1
1. Restless Jet M. Hole,
2. A—Angle Light J. LeBlanc,
Even
3. Warbucks W. Hartack, 15-1
7-2
4. Sham L. Pincay Jr,
30-1
5. Navajo W.Soirez,
6. Twice A Prince A. Santiago,
30-1
7. Our Native D. Brurnfield,8-1
8. Royal and Regal W. Blum,
15-1
12-1
9. Forego P. Anderson,
10. A—Secretariat R. Turcotte,
Even
11. B--Shecky Greene No Boy,
10-1
12. B—My Gallant A. Cordero
10-1
Jr.,
30-1
13. Gold Bag ss. Fires,
Stable-Edwin
A—Meadow
Whittaker entry. B—Joseph
Kellman-A. I. Appleton entry.
Owners: 1. Elkwood Stable;
2. Edwin Whittaker; 3. Ed E.
Elzemeyer; 4. Sigmund Sommer; 5. Joe Stevenson and Ray
Stump; 6. Elmendorf Farm; 7.
Mrs. M. J. Pritchard, Dr. E.
W.Thomas and William J. Ressequet Jr.; 8. Abraham I. Sevin; 9. Mrs. William S. Farrish
and Mrs. Edward H. Gerry; 10.
Meadow Stable; 11. Joseph Kai'man; 12. Arthur I. Appleton;
13. Dr. Milton Gottdank and
Randy Sechrest.
Trainers: 1. Carter Thornton;
2. Lucien Laurin; 3. Don
Combs; 4. Frank Martin; 5.
Jim Keefer; 6. John Campo; 7.
expected to pick up the rest of Bill Ressequet Jr.; 8. Jimmy
the week.
Croll; 9. Sherill Ward; 10. LuThe first of the Parnelli cien Laurin; 11. Lou Goldfine;
Jones cars made it onto the 12. Lou Goldfine; 13. Randy
track Wednesday as Joe Leon- Sechrest.
ard gave his machine some
Distance: 144 miles. Value
shakedown runs. Teammates Al with 13 starters: $198,800 ( a
Unser and Mario Andretti, both record). Net to winner: $155,050
former Indy winners, still wait( a record); second $25,000;
ed for their cars to arrive.
third, $12,500; fourth $5,000.
Three-time winner A.J. Foyt
Time of race: 5:40 p.m.,
planned to make the first runs EDT. Television (CBS 5-6
in his new Coyote today.
p.m., radio: 5:15-5:45 p.m.

1. BRANDON'S
11.4 . BITS

Defenseman Jim Dorey started the third-period eruption,
finishing off a good passing
play with Tom Williams and
Tom Webster at 2:19. Brit Selby tied the score at 4-4, 49 seconds later.
Dorey teamed with Williams
and Webster and passed the
Jets dizzy before Selby slapped
the puck into the open net behind a baffled Ernie Wakely,
the Winnipeg g.oalie—
Then French scored his first
French scored two goals in goal of the playoffs, deflecting
the final 20 minutes as the a low slapshot into the top corWhalers rallied for five straight ner.
"I was lucky and good on
goals in the third period.
that goal. I was in the right
"We were confident we could spot and Ricky (Ley) hit my
come back after that second stick with his shot."
period," French said. "We figJohn Cuniff made it 6-4 beured if we got a quick one we'd fore French completed the
have them.
scoring into an empty net.

Colonel Executive Named
To Post For San Antonio
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.(AP) —
Jack Ankerson doesn't speak of
miracles but the new general
manager of San Antonio's
American Basketball Association franchise admits to "
tremendous task" ahead.
Ankerson, 31, was until
Wednesday assistant to the
president of the Kentucky Colonels' ABA entry, which is the
ABA championship series.
From the top playoff team in
the ABA's East Division, he
jumped to the only team in the
ABA West that did not gain a
playoff spot

Standings

Murray High is,going,to be quite busy next week. If the weather
permits, the Tigers will play five doubleheaders in five days.
It should be interesting to -watch the scores. The Tigers will'
undoubtedly start hitting better and with a sure-to-be-tired pitching staff, we may be seeing some real slugfests.
The Tigers will play tomorrow at home against Christian
County.

There's no vacation now
for farmers who are
planting and growing
crops. We, too, at Murray
Insurance Agency, are
Crop-Hail
busy
with
protection, livestock and
machinery floaters, and
Workmen's Compensation
insurance for our farmers.
Let tz serve you too.

the
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4751

Tweedy drove from the stable
area to the grandstand to
watch the work but were late
because Laurin had difficulty
finding a gate that was open.
But both were satisfied with
the workout time and were confident that Secretariat will be
their second straight Derby
winner, something that hasn't
happened since trainer Jimmy
Jones and Calumet Farm won
with Iron Liege in 1958 and Tim
Tam in 1959.

WINNIPEG (A0)--- John
French sat in the dressing
room with a smile on his face
and said he was "lucky and
good" to score the winning goal
Wednesday night as the New
England Whalers whipped the
Winnipeg Jets 7-4.
The victory gave the Whalers
a 2-0 lead in the best-of-7 World
Hockey Association final series
for the World Trophy. The third
game will be played here
tonight.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)—The
speed keeps inching upward toward that much sought 200
mileoper-hour barrier at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
The fastest "unofficial" lap
was 199-plus by Gordon Johncock, but that was during tire
tests earlier this spring. Nobody's come close to that yet
this month--but no one would
be too surprised if it is surpassed.
With the first qualification
run for the May ?A Indy 500 amomm111111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111M111011111N11111111111111111H111111110111
just eight days away, Johnny g.
Rutherford is leading the pack
this month.
fHe pushed his 1973 McLaren g
American League
to 192.348 Wednesday after havEast
Eing corrected a few problems
W. L. Pct. G.B.
=.
10 10 .500 —
ilwaukee
newly
dethe day before with a
I
10 11 .476 1/2
Baltimore
signed aerofoil.
1
2
YOrk
10 11 .476 /
New,
FS_
Cleveland
10 12 .455 1
His hot lap just barely topped
By
Mike
1
Brandon
.455
10 12
Detroit
Swede Savage, who cranked
8 11 .421 11/2
E. Boston
one at 191.815 in his Eagle, and
West
.12 5 .706 —
Chicago
Mike Mosley, who pushed an14 9 .609 1
Kansas City
other Eagle at 190.435.
Tomorrow is going to be quite a day.
California
11 S .579 2
1
2
Jr.
Minnesota
•
9 9 .500 3/
Rookie Johnny Parsons
To begin, I will graduate from Murray State with my BS in
Oakland
10 12 .455 41/2
completed his rookie tests
journalism.
1
2
7 11 .399 5/
Texas
Wednesday and was given an
Wednesday's Games
And then, as far as sports goes, there is the OVC Baseball
New
4,
York
3
City
Kansas
veteran
of
panel
okay by a
Championship at Morehead. Russ Peach and Jerry Weaver will
•
Boston 6, Texas 2
Speedway drivers.
open in the Friday twinbill.
California 5, Detroit 3, 12 in.
With 30 cars now through the
If the Thoroughbreds can sweep both games, then it's all over.
Oakland 7, Milwaukee 3, 10
preliminary phase of technical If not, and the two teams split, then the deciding game will be innings
inspection and 42 stabled in
Cleveland 8, Minnesota 4, 15
Saturday afternoon.
Murray was rained out of their game yesterday with Southern innings
Gasoline Alley, the pace was
Chicago 4, Baltimore 0
Illinois University.
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
It's really a shame that the two teams could never get together.
Friday's Games
SIU is ranked ninth in the nation and is sporting a 20-2 record. The
California at Baltimore, N
Salukis set an all time winning streak Monday as they whipped
Oakland at Cleveland N
Kansas City at Milwaukee. li
Arkansas for their 17th and 18th wins in a row.
Minnesota. N

"For our Vacation?"

Delta Queen Ends Long Losing
Streak To Belle Of Louisville

Whalers Defeat Winnipeg
To Command WHL Series

Magic 200 MPH Barrier.
At Indy Around Corner

AtR CENTER
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A big event this weekend for tennis fans will be the Western
'Kentucky Conference matches. The event will be held Saturday
and Sunday at Murray State
Murray High coach Ron Beshear is hoping for a large turnout to
support his fine team.
Austin Pea', has signed another outstanding recruit. He is Reed
Epley from Lexington LaFayette. The 6-5 Epley is a guard who
averaged 14 points and 12 rebounds per game last year for his
high school team.
It seems that everyone in the ()V(' is going for the big guards.
Murray has signed a 61 guard from New Jersey, a 6-4 guard
from Tennessee and a 6-5 guard from New York.
les Taylor has gone back to Carbondale. Odds are now that I es
„.
will not be playing pro ball.
The'last time I saw him, Monday, he said that it was all very
doubtful
"Pm a man with a family to raise and I just can't afford to
gamble. I can make good money working in a factory," Les said.
.If anything develops ffOrn the situation, Les promises to.call the
I edger & Ttines and let the people of Murray know what his final
decision will be

Boston at
New York at Chicago, N
Texas at Detroit, N

National League
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
12 9 571
Chicago
12 9 .571 New York
9 7 .563 '
Pittsburgh
9 11 450 2'
AAOntreal
Philadelphia
9 11 450 2, ,
4 16 .200 P.
St Louis
West
San Francisco 19 7 .731 —
Cincinnati
114 8 .636 3
Houston
16 10' .615 3
12 12 .500 6,
Los Angeles
San Diego
It 16 .333 10',
Atlanta
7 15 .318 10
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh 2, San Francisco
Houston 9, Philadelphia 4
Cincinnati 6, New York 1
„Montroal 3, Atlanta 2
-SC Louis 5, San Diego 4
LOS Angeles 4, Chicago
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati (McGlothlin 1 0) a'
New York (Matlack 131, N
Chicago (Reuschel 3-11 at Lo,,
Angeles (Messeesinith 1 2), N
Sr Louis' (cieeetand oaf re
SantDiego (Greif 1 1), N
Pittsburgh tBriles 0 2/ at SA(1
Francisco (Willoughby 2 1), N
Only games scheduled
_Friday's Gaines
Anent° at Philadelphia, N
Louis at Los Angeles, N
Houston at New York, N
'Cincinnati at Montreal, N
Pittsburgh al San Diego- N
ChitarGo at San Francis& N

From a team whose tradition
Includes signing ABA stars
Arts Gilmore and Dan Issel
away from the bidding of the
at NBA, he comes to a team
ose directors have been out
in the cold in the signing wars
and a team which, relatively
speaking, has no big stars.
"I realize we have a tremendous task ahead of us but
I'm more than just confident
that we'll enjoy a lot of success," he says.
Some things are already
changing.
For one, the team no longer
Es in Dallas, where it never
gained wide acceptance in six
years. A group of San Antonio
businessmen agreed to operate
the club for two years and sustain any expenses in order that
it could move here.
For another, Ankerson announced the name ''Chaparrals" is out and the team will
hold a contest for a new name.

t

By SY RAMSEY .
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Delta Queen surged ahead
of the Belle of Louisville in
Wednesday night's Ohio River
steamboat race and stayed in
front all the way to end four
consecutive defeats.
The Queen, the only overnight cruise ship in the nation,
managed to execute a key turnaround along the nearly 10-mile
course and cinched the victory
with the maneuver.
A jubilant Captain Ernest
Wagner heaped praise on his
pilot, Arthur Zimmer, saying
that "because of the Zimmer
twist" the Queen was able to
even the series at 5-5.
"Zimmer initiated his own
little technique," the ship's
master said without elaboration.
Before the Queen rolled
downstream towards the finishline for a 200 yard triumph, one
rooter aboard had shouted to
Wagner: "You'd better win today. It might be our last
chance."
The referennce was to the
possibility that the Queen,
whose wooden super structure
does not meet federal safety
standards, might have to quit
running after Nov. 1.
However, for the past four
years, the Queen has managed
to obtain Congressional exemption from the law.
Wagner's strategy was rather
simple: to start with a lead, to
make a sufficient turn on the
first attempt, and to out-class
the smaller Belle on the
straight away finish with the
help of the longer course three miles additional this
time.
It suceeeded, despite the
Belle's tactic of slipping behind

Six Mile Island to execute a
sharper turn in slower waters.
Neither the high water nor
floating debris hampered either
the schedule or the race itself.
For the victory, the Queen
obtained the guilded antlers
which the Belle has possessed
since 1969. The trophy was in
the ship's lounge within minutes after the race.
The Great Steamboat Race is
part of the week-long Kentucky
Derby Festival at Louisville.
The Queen planned to return to
Cincinnati today and pick up a
complement of passengers
planning to attend Saturday's
big horse race.
Until the latest race, each
ship actually had won four

Home Advantage Doesn't
Exist For Black Hawks

Jarrett became entangled
By JOE MOOSHIL
Associated Press Sports Writer with Montreal's Rejean Houle
CHICAGO(A?) —That home in the first period of Tuesday
ice advantage the Chicago night's 4-1 loss to the CanaBlack Hawks were eyeing in an diens.
Initially it was thought that
effort to get back into contention in their seemingly futile Jarrett had only injured his rib
battle for the Stanley Cup is cage, but further examinations
gradually diminishing through showed a fracture. With Magnuson and Jarrett out, the
mounting injuries.
Down 2-0 to the Montreal Ca- Hawks were forced to return
nadiens in the best-of-7 series, John Marks to defense Tuesday
the Hawks learned Wednesday night and now will dress dethat defenseman Doug Jarrett fenseman Len Frig, up from
has a broken rib and will be Dallas, for Thursday night's
out for the remainder of the game.
Even more alarming to the
playoff.
Adding Jarrett to the casu- Hawks' cause is Mikita's situalty list which claimed defense- ation. The plucky center sufman Keith Magnuson in the fered a gash on the middle finNew York series and center ger of his right hand in the
Stan Milcita in the first game of third period of Sunday's game
the finals against Montreal, the when he was checked by Jim
Hawks appear to have little Roberts.
The finger was so swollen
chance of detouring the Canathat Mikita could hardly get the
diens.
In fact, it seems they'll be hand into his glove. With a
hard pressed from preventing a healthy team, the Hawks were
four-game sweep in games underdogs to the Canadiens
iennessee finally woke up Thursday night and Sunday who lost only 10 games during
late Wednesday afternoon to afternoon.
the regular season.
trounce East Tennessee State
13-2 in college baseball but the
first game of the doubleheader
went to the Bucs by a 1-0 score.
Tennessee's Ronnie Wood led
the second game uprising, driving in four runs to hack the
four-hit pitching of Gary Mashburn.
Gary Dempsey singled home
the only run of the opener in
the third inning for East Tennessee State's triumph.
In a day of light action
John Ed Scott
among Southeastern Conference
For Mayor
clubs, South Alabama edged
Auburn 8-7 in 11 innings.
Ernie Calderone drilled a
run-scoring single in the Ilth to
give South Alabama its 28th
victory of the year. Eddie Stanky's squad has lost seven
times. Auburn is 20-12.
Today's action has Kentucky
Wesleyan fatting Kentucky in
the only game scheduled
among SEC teams.

Tennessee Splits
Pair With ETSU
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The Lady Named Bull
Can Handle A Rifle
SEATTLE (AP) — When
Alice Bull shot holes in the
neighbor's wash tub she never
dreamed it would eventually
lead to her appointment as the
first woman on the U.S. Army's
National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practices.
She was only seven years old
at the time, growing up in the
city of Port Angeles, Wash, and
using an air rifle when she
"poked a few holes in the
neighbor's big wash tub that
dung on the side of their house
and got paddled good for it."
But the incident convinced
her father, who was interested
in marksmanship, that she was
serious about shooting so he got
her a .22 rifle. Along with the
gift came "a lot of very rigid
instruction about the care and
handling of guns" and a slogan
she's never forgotten-- "a gun
Is always loaded."
Mrs. Bull, the first woman to
receive the U.S. Distinguished
Rifleman Badge, the NBPRP's
highest honor, started her competitive shooting at the University of Washington.
She had read about the university's women"s rifle team
but "was very green that first
fall and didn't find out early
enough to make the tryouts."
ol was Johnny-on-the-spot"
her, sophomore year and made
the 26-girt-squad "by the bare
Ain of ply teeth," Mrs. Bull
said.
' There were 30 to 40 ether

races, and the fifth for the
Belle came by default. The
Queen is four times heavier
than the Belle, and almost as
long as a football field.
The captain of the Belle,
Charles Brasher, attributed the
Belle's loss to high water and
wind.
"She (the Queen) made her
tunn a lot faster than she normally does. She was able to
turn without stopping because
of the high water," he said,
adding he was surprised to set,
the Cincinnati boat make the
turn so well.
Brasher also explained that
the 10 to 20 mile and hour wind
did not affect the heavier
Queen, as it did the Belle
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schools in the nation that had
similar squads, Mrs. Bull said.
All were affiliated with the National Rifle Association. Matches were arranged and targets
exchanged by mail.
"The tension and excitement
of shooting those targets was
almost as great as if we'd been
shooting shoulder to shoulder,"
she said. "In fact, it was almost worse because when
you're around in a crowd at a
competitive match the excitement gives you a bit of a
lift. When you know the target's the only thing that's going
to answer for you, it's pretty
nerve-wracking."

Regular

93°
'220

SPITZ
of seven
Blouse
Winer, 2
plan to I

The only time the UW's girls
and boys teams mejt?in competition was in the prone event
and the girls often won, Mrs.
Bull said.
Mrs. Bull won her first trophy at a state pistol shoot-off
the summer following her graduation from college_
"I didn't do too well in .22,"
she said, "but I won the .38 revolver match_ It was my first
victory outside of college.
^, From there, Mrs. Bull went
on to win a score of championships, including the national
women's high power rifle title.'
Her husband prefers the shot- gun, while their son, Leland
Jr., a University of Detroit law
professor, is close to eeining
.his Distinguished Rifleman
Badge.

GUARANTEE
High Voltage means
•traight-through-the
partition cell canner
tors deliver more ini
ti•I st•rting power
than an othersv Ile
identical battery with
up-and-over cell ,'en
nes-tors,

Free replicement within 90
days of purchase if battery
proves defective. After 90 days
we will replace it with a stow
battery. if defective, charging
only for the period of owner-,
ship. Your monthly charges
for tuirnerefhip all be computed
by dividing the current selling
price lona trade-in at the time
of return, by the number of
months of guarantee.

Vft'
vens
N
"'"

tweeds

et.etvd.

INSTALLED IN YOUR CAR

Soars Hos a Credit Plan
to Suit Vow Needs
Si-.

SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE
Mk ROI:DUCK AND CO,

Sears
Tint One AV% COMO,

B.g Boo* or ask ton detad,

SouthsIde Shopping
Center
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-2310
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'E
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Steve Coulson Is A Hitting
Specialist For Murray State

Orlando Cepeda Enjoying Role
As Red Sox Home Run Hitter
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Anywhere Orlando Cepeda
hangs his bat is home.
Long a muscleman in the National League, the "Baby Bull"
has found a home—and a new
life—in the American League
as a designated hitter with the
Boston Red Sox.
Cepeda continued to flourish
in his new surroundings with
his sixth home run of the year,
a grand slam job, that helped
the Red Sox whip the Texas
Rangers 6-2 Wednesday night.
"Every homer feels good,"
said Cepeda about his dramatic
shot that capped a five-run
third inning. "But home runs
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Plante Signs
As Coach
For Quebec

entangled
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QUEBEC (AP) — Jacques
Plante won't be doing any more
roaming—the Quebec Nc:- diques of the World Hockey Association have made certain of
that.
The 44-year-old Plante, who
played for five National Hockey
League teams and generally is
credited with introducing the
freewheeling style of play to
the goalie's position, signed a
10-year contract Wednesday as
coach and general manager of
the Nordiques.
Plante, who threw his body in
front of pucks for 18 seasons,
perhaps is best remembered
for the revolutionary changes
he introduced. He was the first
goalie to wear a face mask on
a regular basis and the first to
leave the protection of his goal
crease to control loose pucks.
He replaces Maurice Filion
as coach and Marius Fortier as
general manger. Fthon will remain with the team as chief
scout while Fortier is becoming
a vice president.
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Scramble Golf To
Be Held At Oaks
A Scramble Golf Tournament
will be held at the Oaks Country
ail on Sunday, May 13, at one
p.m.
Members are urged to sign up
at the Oaks Pro Shop or call in
their entries before noon on
Saturday, May 12, according to
a club spokesman.

don't mean anything unless you
win.
In the other American
League games, the Kansas City
Royals trimmed the New York
Yankees 4-3; the Californiu Angels defeated the Detroit Tigers
5-3; the Oakland A's bested the
Milwaukee Brewers 7-3 in 10 innings; the Cleveland Indians
turned back the Minnesota
Twins 8-4 in 10 innings and the
Chicago White Sox blanked the
Baltimore Orioles 4-0.
National League scores:
Pittsburgh 2, San Francisco 1;
Houstop 9, Philadelphia 4; Cincinnati 6, New York 1; Montreal 3, Atlanta 2; Los Angeles
4, Chicago 1 and St. Louis 5,
San Diego 4.
Cepeda has not only been hitting homers for Boston, he's
been hitting for average, too.
The brawny Cepeda, also
known as "Cha Cha" for his
love of bouncy music, is hitting
at a hot .347 clip with 25 hits,
four of them doubles. Cepeda
has knocked in 17 runs and
scored 12.
Ed Kirkpatrick drove in two
runs with a sixth-inning double
as Kansas City ended New
York's four-game winning
streak behind the pitching of

Paul 8plittorff and Gene Garber.
Art Kusmyer doubled hamse
the tie-breaking run in the 12th
Inning and then scored on
Sandy Alomar's sacrifice fly as
California defeated slumping
Detroit. The Tigers have
dropped seven of their last nine
games.
Gene Tenace completed a
four-run uprising in the 10th inning with a three-run homer as
Oakland trimmed Milwaukee,
Prior to Tenace's smash, Reggie Jackson had knocked in the
go-ahead run with a fielderschoice bouncer.
"I'm not a home run hitter,"
insisted Tenace, although the
figures belie his statement.
He's had seven so far this season.
Leo Cardenas, a former Minnesota shortstop, delivered a
tie-breaking, two-run single as
Cleveland scored four times in
the 10th inning and handed
Minnesota its fifth straight defeat.
Wilbur Wood pitched his third
straight shutout with a six-hitter and became the major
league's first six-game winner
as Chicago beat Baltimore.
Wood, 6-2, extended his scoreless inning streak to 28.

Tempers Flare But USA
Cage Team Whips Russia
ALBUQUERQUE,N.M.(AP)
— "They allow mayhem out
there," Coach Bob Cousy said
Wednesday night after his U. S.
team easily whipped Russia 8367 to take a 2-1 lead in their
six-game exhibition basketball
series.
Cousy obviously was pleased
with the victory, but his Russian counterpart, Vladimir Kondrashin, was not. The coach refused to talk to the press after
the game and refused to allow
his players to.
Cousy's use of the term mayhem was considerable understatement to most observers of
the rugged game. Elbows and
hips flew abundantly, and there
were nearly fights when tempers flared.
UCLA's Swen Nater, who was
called a "dirty player" by Kondrashin earlier in the week,
nearly tangled twice with Ivan
Dvornii.
Each Wok exception to the
other's conduct toward smaller
players. Nater is 7 feet tall and
weighs 250 pounds. Dvornii is 69'n and weighs 242.

Referee Martti Huhtamaki of
Finland warned each player
about his conduct several
times.
Aleksei Shukshin got a bloody
nose in the first half, and he
was taken out of the game with
a leg injury after Nater
knocked him down late in the
second half. Salnikov was temporarily blinded after JIM-Orley of the U.S. Army stuck a
finger in his eye.
Cousy said the highly partisan crowd of more than 15,000
contributed to the victory: "It's
tough for the Russians to play
before crowds like that. We had
the team ready to tear down
the dressing room doors when
they went out for the game,
and the crowd kept the adrenalin pumping."
Hitting 55 per cent of their
shots, the U.S. players ran up
an 18-point advantage before
slipping to a 13-point margin at
halftime.

Burnett Signs
As Cager At
Murray State

Steve Coulson, a senior third-baseman for the Murray State
Thoroughbreds, is the second leading hitter on the team this
season. Coulson is hopeful of a professional career in baseball.

Knicks Have To Conquer
A Mountain To Win Game
By JACK STEVENSON
Associated Press Sports Writ
LOS ANGELES I AP) — The
New York Knicks must conquer
the mountain to beat the Los
Angeles Leiters for the National
Basketball Association championship—and they know it.
Towering Wilt Chamberlain,
at 7-feet-1, proved the dominant
factor in the opener won by the
Leiters 115-112 over the Knicks,
and he could be the same here
tonight in the second game of
the best-of-seven series
Chamberlain's dorninatics of
the boards—with the aid of INNen-footer Mel Counts—forced
the Knicks into an outside
shooting situation.
"With Counts and Chamberlain in the lineup, it really
gives them a lot of versatility,"
commented Knick center Willis
Reed, the NBA's most valuable
player when New York beat the
Lakers for the title three years
ago. `
"Wilt can come out and challenge our shooters and Counts

By Steve Hale
When Western Kentucky's
baseball team tried to spoil
Murray State University's bid
for the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship earlier this
season, they were met by the
hot bat of Murray's star thirdbaseman, Steve Coulson, who
was six for six at the plate and
flawless in the field. Coulson
says, "That game has to be the
greatest sports thrill of my
college career."
Coulson, a senior from FiskRombauer High School in Fisk,
Missouri, is currently Murray's
second-leading hitter and says,
"Hitting is my thing." Having
a .364 batting average and 21
RBI's, Coulson also has 8 extra
base hits, three of which are
triples which ties him for the
team lead.
Coulson signed a basketballbaseball scholarship with Three
Rivers Junior College after
graduating from high school.
On arriving at Three Rivers, he
lost no time in establishing
himself as a consistent hitter, as
he led his team both seasons
there with .362 and .340
averages. Surprisingly, he was
also the leading pitcher on the

can stay inside and rebound,"
said Reed.
Chamberlain blocked seven
New York shots and had six assists, most for the Lakers, in
the opening game. Reed, Jerry
Lucas and Phil Jackson all
worked against him, to little
At 36, Chamberlain led
avail
the league in rebounds with 1,064 during the regular season
and hauled down 290 in the two
Opening playoff sets.
Against the Knicks, he hauled —
down 20 rebounds and forced
the New Yorkers to the hazard-7
eus offense of shooting long. In I
the fourth period, Dave DeBusschere and Bill Bradley did
Put from outside with regularity, so the Lakers, who led
by 20 points with slightly more
than a minute to go in the third
quarter, had to hang on for the
three-point triumph.
"The fact we closed to within
three points makes no differen c,' commented DeBusschere. "The fact remains we
are 0-1."

team with an 8-1 record While
at Three Rivers, Coulson was
named all-conference two
years, all-regional one year,
and most valuable player in the
state his sophomore year.
He was recruited by several
four-year colleges his last year
at Four Rivers but chose
Murray because, "Its schedule
was so much better than any of
the others."
Coulson played center field
his first season at Murray and
continued his good hitting with a
.314 average. He led the team in
triples with six.
Upon the graduation of thirdbaseman Ron Rudnick last
year, Coach Johnny Reagan
moved Coulson to that position
and he's been there all season
Coach Reagan says, "Steve had
played third base in a summer
league and he had no problems
adopting to the position. He's
played practically flawless ball
for us all year."
Coulson hopes to play pro
ball. "I'm looking forward to
the draft,- he says. "I've gotten
leters from a few teams and
nothing would please me more
than to get a shot at the pros.

But, I won't be disappointed if I
don't."
Coach Reagan feels that
Steve will definitely be drafted.'
"Steve rarely strikes out, he has
a good arm, good speed, good
attitude, and is a very unselfish
ball palyer. In general, I think
he's a good pro prospect. I'll be
surprised if he's not drafted."'
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.'
Melvin Coulson of Fisk

Wranglers Riding Club
To Ride Friday Night The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Friday, May 4, at
seven p.m. at the riding rink, weather permitting, according
to Gary Wicker, president of the
club.
Wicker said the members will
start riding for points on Friday
evening.

BOWLING
GARDEN CITY, N.Y. — Patty Costello, New Carrollton,
Md., amassed a 1,380 series
and took the lead in the $30,000
U.S. Women's Open Bowling
Tournament.

GILLETTE GT AND CRAGAR SS GO-TOGETHERS
ON SALE NOW AT [WINGS
— Just Rocosvod Truck Load —

Colonels Could Get Break
If Daniels Can Not Play

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)—The stiff and sore in practice
Indiana Pacers won't know un- Wednesday.
''We just won't know whether
til gametime whether Center
Mel Daniels will be able to play he can play until after he
Richard Burnett, a 6-4 guard in tonight's third American warms up,' said Pacer Coach
from Coluinbia Junior College, Basketball Association cham- Bobby Leonard. "Obviously, if
Columbia, Tenn., has signed a pionship playoff game against he can't it's going to be a long,
long road for us."
national letter of intent with Kentucky.
Daniels injured his lower
If Daniels can't start, LeonMurray State University,
basketball coach Cal Luther has back in warmups before Mon- ard plans to move 6-9 Darnell
day night's game at Louisville, Hillman into the middle against
announced.
Burnett avereged 19.6 points which the Colonels won, 114-102, Kentucky's gisuit 7-2 Arts Gilin 56 games over his two years to tie the best-of-seven series at more, who accounted for 29
points, 26 rebounds and seven
of play at Columbia. He was one game apiece.
The 6-foot-9 center played 35 blocked shots Monday.
named the most valuable player
The Colonels have an injury
in the Tennessee junior college minutes that night despite the
league last season and to the all- injury but his back stiffened they're watching closely, too.
Guard Rick Mount sprained
regional J. C. tournament team. after the game. He was still
his right ankle early in MonHe hit almost 50 percent of his
day's game and did not play
field goal attempts during his
the rest of the way.
junior college career and
The ankle was still bothering
guided his teams to 24-4 and 25-3
Mount in practice Wednesday,
seasons.
and if he is unable to start, the
He is a native of Nashville and
call will go to Jim O'Brien.
a graduate of Cameron High
Indiana, the defending ABA
School. Before enrolling at
champion, has lost only one
Columbia, he played two years
--- 'If home game since Feb. 1.
PHILADELPHIA (
with the Ft. Campbell service
you got to go, it's good to go
'team.
with a team that has a chance
Luther, in announcing Burto win it all," said Deron Johnnett's signing said, "Richard is
son.
a fine shooter and ball handler
The 33-year-old Johnson was
winner
Spits,
Mark
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Hills.
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"It's a break for me.•• said San Angelo, Tex., were paired
AP Wirephotoi play both guard and forward."
Johnson, after learning he In one key match in today's
would join the A's, last year's quarter-finals of the $95,000
Family Circle Professional
World Series champions
Johnson, who in 10 years as a Women's Tennis Tournament
Miss Court, despite a Much of
major league player has been
with. the New York Yankees, flu, downed Kathy Kuykendall
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FREE

SIZE

CONVENTIONAL EXCISE
TAX
SIZE

RAISED WHITE
LETTERS

SIZE

CONVENTIONAL EXCISE
TAX
SIZE s

WHITE
STRIPE

RAISED WHITE
LETTERS

Up To63
4 Inches Wick
/
Up To 93is Inch*s Wick

D70 14 (6 95)
E7014 (735)

F6014 (7.75)

s38.95

F70 14 (7 75)

H6014 (8.55)

'43.95

G70 14 (8 25)
H7014 (8 55)

F60-15 (7 75)
H60 15 (855)

38.95
'43.95

*All Prices plus F.E.T. 11.88 to '3.77
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'26.95
'27.95s31.95
$29.95'33.95
$31 95535.95

27.95
29.95:33.95
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.

EWING TIRE SERVICE
Phone 153.3164
303 Cediva:er Road - Near 5 Points - Murr2y, Ky
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5.30: Saturday 730-5:00
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Women Seeking Psychiatric Help Turning To Feminist Therapists
By JURATE KAZICKAS
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP)- Women
seeking psychiatric help increasingly are turning these
days to psychotherapists who
call themselves feminists. Their
reason: dissatisfaction with
male chauvinism at $50 an hour
on a analyst's couch.

3-2 in private psychotherapy.
More women than men are admitted to hospitals for psychiatric care and remain there
longer as patients.
Some feminists-like Dr.
Phyllis Chesler, author of Women and Madness-say a double
standard of mental health always has been applied to men

"Women have always been
analyzed in terms of rigid sex
roles and male needs," said Dr.
Susan Schad-Somers, who practices in New York. "A feminist
therapist would ask: 'Does this
woman define herself in terms
of her own needs?"
Dr. Somers and several other
feminists and therapists have
set up the Women's Psychiatric
Referral Center that circulates
the names of dozens of acceptable therapists-male and female-and arranges interviews
for interested women. De.
Somers says that, since the
service started Sept. 10, about
20 women have called each day
to request assistance.
A list of other referral centers is kept up to date by Dr.
Annette Brodsky of the Association for Women in Psychology,
who reports that feminist therapy is available through centers
in a number of states, including
Arizona, California, Colorado,
North Dakota, South Dakota,
Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania and
Texas.
According to studies by the
National Institute of Mental
Health, women outnumber men

and women and definitions of
"normal" behavior in women
have been based on commonly
accepted views of the female
role.
''The danger of traditional
therapy," says Dr. Pamela
Ohne,a psychotherapist in New
York, "is that it starts out with
certain ideas like women have
an instinct for motherhood, that

they are natural nurturers, that
women are passive and receptive."
The advantage of feminist
thereapy, says Dr. Ohne, is
that it gives a woman the
widest possible range of options
to find herself.
"Before, many therapists
would say that the definition of
health is getting into a sexual
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To many of us, the painter Paul
Gauguin represents a romantic ideal. We
are told that he was a poor bank clerk
who, disgusted with the sooty air of Paris
and his own dull life,fled to Tahiti to live
as a painter. From here, it is said, he
dazzled the world with his bold and
exotic paintings of beautiful tawny
maidens and lush palms. Actually, most
of that is myth. Despite his eventual fame
and triumph, much of his life was difficult,or sad,or just ordinary.
Gauguin was a Parisian, born in 1848.
Far from being a poor bank clerk,he was
in fact a prosperous stockbroker; he
painted as a hobby,and collected works
by the modern artists of his day. He was
married,and had a family.
At thirty-five, he took a bold and
decisive step. He abandoned his,successful business career in order to devote himself solely to painting. He separated from
his wife and children, and allied himself
completely with the Impressionist group
of painters then so active in Paris.
Gauguin believed that western civilization was a sick or dying society;
industrialism, he thought, denied Man a
complete life, forcing him to be materialistic and money-grubbing while his
emotional life was neglected.
Gauguin wanted to discover, or rediscover, for himself the world of true
feelings; so he set out on a quest which
was to last for the rest of his life.
He first traveled to Martinique, but
illness drove him back. The following
year, he sold all his possessions and went
to live among the peasants of Brittany,
the westernmost province of France. He
absorbed himself in their lives,becoming
particularly aware that religion was still a
part of their everyday existence.He tried
hiportray their simple, direct faith and
deep religious experience in his paintings.
In 1891,Gauguin sailed to Tahiti,once
more in search of an unspoiled life. He
wanted to reverse the usual role of the

white man in the Islands; he hoped to
learn from the natives rather than teach
them. He remained in Tahiti for two
years, painting some of his finest pictures
and writing Noa Noa, an autobiographical novel.
Briefly, he returned to France. He
exhibited his new work, which aroused
some interest but made him very ,little
money. His bright and bold canvasses
showed clearly the influences of the
native art of the South Pacific and of
non-European styles.
Gauguin told his European friends that
the renewal of western art and of western
civilization as a whole. must come from.
the "primitives...! This romantic doctrine
of a return to nature was not new,but no
one before had gone so far towards
putting the theories of "primitivism"
into pratice.
Discouraged and ill, he sailed back to
the South Seas in 1895. There, be
contracted leprosy, and his last years
were spent in extreme discomfort, both
of body and of mind. Nevertheless, he
painted to the end. He died at Atuona in
the Marquesas Islands,in 1903.
Today, Gauguin's paintings are highly
prized. His beautiful compositions, brilliantly colored and decorative, with their
flat planes and smoothly curved outlines,
have won him a place among the greatest
of modern painters. He is credited with
helping to restore the interest of other
painters in the fundamentals of color and
pattern for their own sake.

relationship with a man. Women do have strong emotional
needs for tenderness and affection, but now they are learning
how to fill those needs without
becoming dependent on men in
the old ways."
Feminist therapists say they
also are trying new approaches
with their patients, making it
more of a partnership, treating
the woman as a peer. The therapists also charge considerably
less than other professionals, as
low as $15 a visit.
Freudian
Traditional

analysts, however, are skeptical of feminist therapy.
"I think the feminists have
gone to an extreme and are
just as likely to be one-aided in
their views as the people they
accuse of being one-sided,"
said Dr. Nathaniel Ross, clinical professor of psychiatry at
Downstate Medical Center in
New York. "Anatomy and
biology are powerful influences
in life. A woman is really denying a part of herself if she
doesn't want motherhood and
marriage. Let's face it, men
and women really are different; and I say, vive la difference."

Good selection

Sizes S-M-L-XL

Men's light weight

$4.99 $5.99

JACKETS

$6.99 17.99

SHIRTS

e 753-1916

MOTHER, WE WILL NEVER CAUSE
YOU ANY TROUBLE!!!

13.99 14.99
15.99 '6.99

Mens dress

WITH ANY GE Potscrubber
Dishwasher

STRAW HATS

Good selection Men's banlon

SHIRTS

SOCKS

79' & '1.00

MODEL SC460N

Sizes
Solids and
patterns

KNIT

S-M-1,-X I.

13.99 14.99

15.99 816.99

New shipment Men's Knit

SPORT SHIRTS

Nee shipment Men's

Good selection Men's

UNDERWEAR

Sm-Med.- L-XL

BELTS

By Hanes

Sizes 30 thru 52
Good selection Men's

3.88 to 8.99

Vests, T. Shirts, briefs and shorts

One group Men's summer

One table Men's stay-press

ROLL-UP HATS

CANVAS SHOES
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CASUAL PANTS
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LADIES
Good selection ladies

Goon selection ladies

CANVAS SHOES

SHORTS, SLACKS

Girls
SANDALS

Convertible Potscrubber
with Handsome Maple
Wood Top
• Four Pushbutton Wash Cries:
Power Scrub -gets p s, pans,
even crusty casseroles sparkang
clean
Normal- vigorous washing of
everyday loads
Rinse & Hold - rinses away food
and holds dishes for a full load
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loads
Short
• Three Level Washing Action -for
improved washability
• Automatic Rinse-Glo Dispenserreleases rinsing agent at just the
right time-glassware comes out
spotless
• Built-In Soft Food Disposerliquifies soft food and flushes
it away - no need to pre-rinse
dishes
• Roll-Out Racks-extend fully for
easy loading and unloading
• Removable Silver Basket
• Retractable Power Cord &
Hose Connections

SWIMSUITS
Sizes 30 thru 46

DRESSES

Good selection boys and girls

CANVAS SHOES
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20% off

Infant sizes and up
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MODEL SD460N

4 cycles: Normal, Permanent
Press, Automatic Soak and
Mini-Quick', a complete 10minute wash/spin and rinse/
spin cycle. Variable water
levels. 6 soak, wash, rinse
temperature combinations. 3
speed combinations: Normal
wash and spin, Normal wash
and Gentle spin, Gentle wash
and spin.

ALL LADIES

All ages

Spec

Af

MINI BASKET"'
WASHER
WITH AUTOMATIC
SOAK CYCLE

Nee shipment ladies

AND TOPS

1.99 '2.99 '3.99

($31.98 Value)

One table Men's Knit dress

One table Men's Polyester
and cotton short sleeve

GE Teflon Coated
Buffet Skillet
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The staff c
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WESTERN
STRAW HATS
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Somewhere
there's a woman
who wants to buy
your
Station Wagon I

Goodselection Men's

One rack Men's short sleeve
Srn-Med-I.
Polyester cotton

urn

Good selection

Boys & Girls

20% off

WINDBREAKERS
Sizes 9 mos. to 14 yrs.

2 price
1
/

TI

on pair

SLACKS AND JEANS

Nylon derilm and poplin

SAVE '80.00

At Murray Appliance we give personal service-good fast at a cost you can
afford. You Never get the run a round on service and parts at Murray
A ppliance

Made

Men's White Satin bordered

Settle -Workman
3d6 Main
Murray

HANDKERCHIEFS
841.00

MURRAY APPLIANCE,
212 E. Main

Howard Coy
John Simmons, Owners

BE
Phone
753-1586
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Murray Man
Charged In
Paris Court
A Murray man charged with
breaking and entering five
Henry County homes in the last
a
two
waived
weeks
in
hearing
preliminary
Court
Sessions
General
Tuesday and was bound over to
the Grand Jury under $15,000
bond.
A 17-year-old juvenile also
charged, who was not named, is
still in custody, according to the
sheriff's
County
Henry
department.
Sheriff's deputies arrested
Robert Merrill, 23, of Murray,
Sunday after tracking him and
the juvenile by airplane. Sheriff
Leon Williams said the arrest of
Merrill apparently broke the
of
chain
two-week-old
burglaries.
Merrill and the youth face
five counts of burglary when the
Grand Jury meets Monday.
Almost all the goods stolen in
the five burglaries have been
recovered, according to Sheriff
Williams. Most of the stolen
property was recovered in
Poplar Bluff, Mo., but some was
found in other states. A large
amount of meat was reportedly recovered from a locker in
Murray.
Several thousand dollars
worth of guns, tape players,
record players, silverware,
coins and meat, along with $300
to $700 in cash, was stolen,
Williams said.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
Pentagon papers trial judge
has directed attorneys to give
him legal briefs today on dismissal and mistrial motions
and raised the possibility that
the case may never go to the
jury for a verdict.
U.S. District Court Judge
Matt Byrne has said he will not
allow jurors to begin deliberations until he probes all facts
about a burglary of the office
of codefendant Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist and alleged
White House involvement in
prosecution of the case.
Byrne also demanded that
the government give him more
details about the alleged roles
of Watergate conspirators G.
Gordon Liddy and E. Howard
Hunt Jr. in the burglary and in
a special White House investigation of the leak to news
media of the Pentagon papers.
Ellsberg and Anthony J. Russo, both former researchers on
government projects for the
Rand Corp., are charged with
espionage, conspiracy and theft
for copying the Pentagon papers, a top secret study of U.S.
involvement in Vietnam.
Byrne says he wants more information on the Liddy-Hunt
operations in order to determine whether those actions interfered with the defendants'
constitutional rights to a fair
trial. Byrne has expressed
fears that "tainted evidence"
obtained from the Liddy-Hunt
work might have been used in
the prosecution.
Byrne has stressed an urgent
need to find out what papers
were found in Hunt's White
House office and safe when
they were searched by the FBI.
But the only documents surrendered by the government
Wednesday were three FBI reports on recent interviews with
White House aides John D. Ehrlichman, H.R. Haldeman and
Bruce Kherli.
interview
Etulichman's
added only sparse details to a
previous interview. Haldeman
and Kherli professed no knowledge of Hunt's and Laddy's role
In any White House probe of
the Pentagon papers case or
Elleberg. They also said they

as part of "Postal Week" nation-wide. The observance locally has included
The staff d the Murray Post Office are being honored
stamp collector Brown Tucker.
local
by
albums
and
techniques
a display of stamp-collecting
BOND SALES
Sales of Series E and H
Savings Bonds in Calloway
County for March were $21,092
while sales for the first three
months totaled $82,057 or 27.4
per cent of the county's annual
goal of $299,000. Sales a year
ago were $72,251.
Baker said he felt some effort states do not have," he said.
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FoundaMinimum
the
through
er efficiency.
commented.
down on the descendants of the mar Achille Fould told the Namechanism
"The argument in Kentucky tion Program, the
Bounty mutineers on Pitcairn tional Assembly Wednesday
{ on that point)." he said, "is by which state funds are disthat of all the factors in the
Island.
disschool
local
have
to
to
low
tributed
too
are
we
that
Linus government's decision to go
Prize-winner
Nobel
reached the breaking point tricts.
Pauling warned that the tests ahead with tests this year, the
"That is something most
yet."
would increase abnormal births most important was "the necessity to ensure national indeand cancer cases.
In Paris, a member of the So- pendence” for France.
Some governments that have
Federal State Market News cialist opposition to the Gaullist
government asked why the been loud opponents of French
Service May 3, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog tests could not take place in testing in the past have been
Market Report Includes 9 France if they are as harmless quiet so far this year. These include Chile, Bolivia and Coas the government claims.
Buying Stations
New Zealand and Australia lombia, which with Ecuador
Receipts: Act. 620 Est. 900
Barrows & Gilts 25 U) 50 cents plan to ask the International and Peru made a formal deCourt of Justice at The Hague mand in June 1972 for suspenlower Sows steady
Women's
Women's
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 34.50-35.00 for an injunction against the sion of last year's tests.
Ecuador's foreign ministry isUS 1-3 200-250 lbs., 34.00-34.50 tests.
To all the protests, the sued a statement in April conUS 2-4 240-260 lbs., 33.50-34.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 33.00-33.50 French govert replies demning the "atomic extests will go plosion" but has made no furfirmly that
Sows
. Foreign Min- ther protest. Peru's war minisUS 1-2 276-350 lbs , 30.50-31.50 ahead as pla
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 30.00-30.50 ister Michel Jobert said he was ter said his government was
ASST STYLES
US 2-3 450-850 lbs., 29.00-30.00 astonished at "orchestrated working for joint action by all
SPECIAL GROUP
campaigns" to stir up public countries affected by the tests.
Values to 1 19.99 Boars 24.50-29.00

Specialist Recommends Gradual
Equalizing Of State Education

French Nuclear Tests
Making Political Waves

Purchase Area
Hog Market

don't know where reports from
such a probe might be.
Ehrlichman, in his second
FBI interview since reports of
the 1971 burglary surfaced last
week, said he believes "there
must be papers covering investigation of Daniel Ellsberg" by
Liddy and Hunt.
Ehrlichman said in an interview made public Tuesday that
he knew about the psychiatrist's office burglary and
of Liddy and Hunt's effort to
produce a psychiatric profile of
Ellsberg to show the defendant
had "moral and emotional
problems." Ehrlictunan said
the conspirators worked for the
White House at the time.
Of the latest interview with
Ehrlichman, conducted Tuesday, the FBI reported, "It has
been over a year ... since Mr.
Ehrlichman has seen anything
on the Pentagon papers investigation
"Mr. Ehrlichman maintained
a newspaper clipping file on the
Pentagon papers case which he
kept in a file cabinet. This file
has since been sent to the President's file, however, and Mr.
Ehrlichman assumed the material was now in 'archives.—
The FBI said Ehrlichrnan
told them that the investigation
of the Pentagon papers was
handled out of the office shared
by Egil Krogh, a White House
assistant, and David Young, a

National Security Agency employe.
"Mr. Ehrlichman did not
know the whereabouts of what
Krogh, Young, Hunt and Liddy
produced as a result of their investigation," the FBI report
said.
The FBI agents said Ehrlich- A
man complained to them about
disclosure Tuesday of information he had given the FBI.
The FBI report also quoted
Ehrlichman as saying he knew
of no probes concerning Russo,
but had seen FBI reports on
Ellsberg's wife, Patricia, and
on New York Times reporter
Neil Sheehan, whose paper published excerpts from the Pentagon papers in June 1971.
Ellsberg's attorney, Leonard
Houdin, accused the govern- P
ment of dragging its feet in
providing needed data.
"This is a parody of an investigation. This is a joke," said
Houdin, who has asked repeatedly that the Watergate principals be ordered here to testify.

Mrs. Harold Fones Now
Recuperating At Home
Mrs. Harold f Mary) Fones is
now recuperating at her home
at Penny on Murray Route Two
after having undergone back
Baptist
surgery at the
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Term.

Radiant Colors for
Discriminating Woman!

GENUINE DIAMONDS
In Exciting Combinations with

GENUINE RANUDBIEEMS'ERALDSIIRES
Come in and see Our up to date
collection of brIlliant fashions

14k

PRINTED & SOLID

DOUBLE
KNITS

rebige
MYTHEIV itAY
OBilje Oi_6!

Great fur Mother and Daughter
•alik e...ond at o really great
price! 100% Polyester double
knits in . splashy prints and
sporty fashion solids, 60'' wide,
Mo chine
wash ?I.
dry.

After Easter Sale
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. Only
May 3, 4, 5

Decorate with burlap
from India. 48" wide,
made of 100 per cent
jute and on rolls.
Wide range of colors.
I Reg. $1.19 yd.

DRESS
.SHOES

DRESS
SHOES

99t

The perfect fabric for slacks
or pantsuits! 100% Polyester
in fashion solids and plaids,
45' wide and on bolts.
Perma pr•ss, perfect for suitings.

yd.

Values to 126.99

NOW

$ 1890 NOW $

PANTY HOSE
NOW
Reg. 99 Pr.

1 290
63;

PR

ON SIZE FITS ALL

Men's
Genuine Leather

Specially for the active Morn!
100% cotton, boldly printed oi
sporty fashion solids. It's 45''
wide, and wash and wear.

,

ENTIRE STOCK
Men's

CREPE

SHOES
TENNIS SRO
New Styles-New Materials
SHOES
Reg. 122.99 to 26.9'

PRINTS
Ideal for turtle
necks, cuffs and neck
edges.

Made to sell fro 116.99

$99-0 NOW $ 1

,

690

Soft and supple lightweight
crepe, in brightly colored prints.
Lots of Spring florols! 45"
wide, machine wash n' dry,
permo press.

Open Fr. Til 8:00 TM.
:

BURNETTS SVOES
Paris Tenn
a
-

=

Retired employees of the Murray Post Office include, left to right. tonnte Ford, Carafe thendas, H.
..viAgd,cop, Max Hurt. Van Valentine, Jesse Roberts. Curtis Palmer, George Williams, Weak;
Waldrop, Robert Ovens, and Harry Sledd. They represent a to7tOflll Years ser'viCeVille Murray
Post Office. Other living employees who are reitred, but not shows are Lerman Neale, Gus Lamb,
Alfred Barnett. Maynard Ra gsdale,Mon in Wh tneII. Hal Kin e ins, and Raphael Jones.

Untie Jeff's Shopping Center
Open Daiiy 9-5 IlTnciar i21fO
FABRIC

CENTERS
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Proposal Would Long Hair Lowering Restaurant Ratings
Label Milage
On All Cars
DETROIT (AP) — If the Environmental Protection Agency
has its way, consumers may be
able to find out the gas mileage
of automobiles the same way
they can tell the contents of a
Can of soup — from the label.
The EPA released mileage
figure's for some 450 cferent
y and
1973 car models Wedne
said it would continue to do so
—-—
on an annual basis.
The agency, which has been
critical of high fuel consumption by new cars, _ described the move as "a first
step toward establishing a voluntary energy labeling program for the automobile."
Although Wednesday's move
may be a landmark in federal
regulation of the auto industry,
the EPA figures included no
major surprises.
As expected, they showed
heavy cars and those equipped
with automatic transmissions
use more gas than lighter models and cars with manual transmissions.
Lighter cars like the Ford
Pinto, the Chevrolet Vega and
the Toyota all got about 20
miles to the gallon when
equipped with manual transmissions. The three models
each weigh about 2,000 pounds.
Models weighing about 5,000
pounds and equipped with automatic transmissions got only
eight or nine miles a gallon.
These included the Chrysler
Imperial, the Mercury and the
Oldsmobile.
The statistics were based on
tests run a year ago at the
EPA facility in Ann Arbor. The
cars were run for 23 minutes
each on a machine called a
dynamometer, which synthesizes urban driving conditions.

FRANKFORT,Ky.—Lt's been
a hit musical. It's gone to extreme lengths. And now it's
leading the list of reasons why
food service establishments in
Kentucky are graded down
during sanitation checks.
It's HAIR!

According to a recently—
published report of the State
Department of Health's Food
Control Program, more eating
establishments stirveyed under
a special project failed to meet
standards for "clean outer
garments and proper hair
restraints" than any of the
other 118 standards on the
sanitation checklist.
On the other hand, more than
90 of the items checked were up
to par in 80 per cent or more of
the 640 eating places surveyed.
The Kentucky InterstateCounty Food Service Sanitation

Survey Project report shows 16
of the 20 food service establishments located within one-half
mile of interstate exits violated
the "hairy" standard. So did 364
of the 620 eating spots surveyed
in 24 Kentucky counties selected
for the study by random
sampling methods.
"(Kentucky's Food Service
Code, developed under the
authority of KRS 217.125, says,
"1. The outer garments of all
dishpersons, including
washers, engaged in handling
food or food-contact surfaces,
shall be reasonably clean. 2.
Hairnets or caps shall be used
by employees engaged in the
preparation and service of food
to keep hair from food and foodcontact surfaces, provided, that
personnel serving food may use
headbands or other effective
hair restraints in lieu of hairnets or caps." The Code is used

Costs Not Slowing
American Leisures

by
local health department
sanitarians throughout the state
in their sanitation checks of
restaurants in their respective
counties.)
Surveyors found just three
other deficiencies that occurred
in 50 per cent or more of both
the interstate and county food
service establishments surveyed. Two were in the area of
food protection and one in the
area of food equipment and
utensils. Specifically, food was
left uncovered, unrefrigerated
or in other ways unprotected
from possible contamination.
Suitable thermometers were
riot always properly located in
refrigerators and food heating
units. Non-food-contact surfaces of food equipment and
utensils, such as the outside of
pots or lids of cookware, were
not always kept clean.
Conducted under Contract
FDA 72-46 with the Public
Health Service, Food and Drug
Administration (FDA),
of
Health,
Department
Education and Welfare, the
study was designed to help
determine the sanitary status of
food service establishments in
the state. Food survey officers
Marvin Wesley and Robert
Wilkerson conducted the
sanitation checks in 1972. Ewell
P. Conyers, D.V.M., director of
the Division of Environmental
Control
Food
Services'
Program, directed the project
and prepared a report submitted to FDA earlier this year.
In his report, Dr. Conyers

By JOHN CUNNIFF
from a study by the Conference
Board, a nonprofit research orAP 13us1uis Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — Pierc- ganization largely supported by
ing through the somber, dron- business, which reports that
ing monotone of grumbling and Americans are in the midst of
discontent over the high cost of a leisure boom.
Recreational and leisure time
living, each year there is heard
the shrill laughter of America spending, it claims, now ex.
at play.
reeds $80 billion a year, and it
Which is to say that despite rising each year. These are
constant concern about making some of the percentage inends meet, Americans never creases between 1960 and 1971:
lose their enthusiasm for a
Radio, television, records and
good time. This year they plan musical instruments 186; books
the best times yet, costs not- and magazines 185; personal
withstanding.
consumption expenditures 104;
Not even the dollar deval- admittances to legitimate theuation is likely to slow travel, ater, opera and entertainment
and early estimates based on of nonprofit institutions 101.
surveys and passport appliThe study shows that more
cations indicate more than than 60 million Americans pareight million Americans will ticipate in picnicking, more
travel abroad in 1973, com- than 70 million in swimming, 60
pared with 7.4 million last year. million in games and sports,
Such an increase would not and a like number in attending
be unusual. Between 1960 and sports events and concerts.
1971 foreign travel by AmeriRising incomes and more uscans rose 153 per cent, and to- able leisure time are making
gether with domestic travel such pursuits possible.
The Board of Directors of now accounts for expenditures
Nearly 25 per cent of families
Begley Drug Company has of roughly $45 billion a year, have incomes of $15,000 or
declared a regular cash says the Conference Board.
more, the Conference Board
While some people are trav- says, and the number of famiquarterly dividend of ten cents
per common share on the eling from place to place, oth- lies in the 25-to 34-year-old age
outstanding common stock of ers will occupy their free time group who make that amount is
the corporation and a regular riding up and sliding down- hills growing rapidly.
semi-annual cash dividend of or boating or chasing balls. SkiThe leisure time is made
three per cent on the out- ing has grown from 50,000 parstanding preferred stock of the ticipants in the 19408 to 4.5 rnii--* available not so much by
changes in the length of the
corporation. Both dividends are lion now.
More people than ever before work week, which has repayable May 15, 1973 to holders
will be bicycling, unless those mined stable in the past decof record May 1, 1971.
9.6
million bikes sold in 1972 — ade, bet by an increase in the
of13egley's has its general
fices and distribution center in an increase of 13 per cent over length of the average vacation
Richmond, Kentucky with 35 11171 — represents more the res- from 1.8 weeks to 2.2 weeks,
retail drug outlets throughout olution than the execution of and to recent federal legislation
those who planned to exercise. assuring five long holiday
Kentucky.
Others will be taking to the weekends.
It also has subsidiary
Always looking for trends, esoperations of 56 Big B One Hour road in larger vehicles. CampCleaners operating in six states, ing is growing in popularity, pecially those that can be
B & B Equipment and Supply which probably accounts for turned to profit, Wall Street
Company, the major supplier of the fact that there are now stock analysts are promoting
the cleaners, and Big B about four million campers, shares of some of the well
Franchise, Inc., a marketing motor homes, trailers and re- known scheduled and charter
airlines and many of the hofirm for the sale of the cleaner lated vehicles on the road.
Most of these fi..,-ores are telmotel corporations.
franchises

says,"...it would appear the
consumer is not being afforded
the safe and wholesome food
he
should
that
supply
receive.. From this survey it is
obvious that violative conditions are frequently found
which singularly or in combination provide a potential for
foodborne illness."
To improve this situation, Dr.
Conyers supports a better, more
uniform training program for
people in the food service industry involved in sanitation.
His report to the FDA recommends that:
—courses be prepared at the
federal level to Wain state
supervisory personnel, local
sanitarians and members of the
food service industry (with
input and review by state
agencies), and a standardized
program for certifying local
inspection personnel also
established at the federal level.
—more encouragement of
specialization of people working
in food sanitation come from the
federal government.
—"considerable thought" be
given to qualifications of food
service operators and their
employees, with the possibility
of a standardized qualification
testing program to include
methods of instruction and
certification.
—local sanitarians continue
to check food service establishments at both interstate exists
and within counties, as they
apparently are doing an equally
thorough job at both kinds of
sites.

Bel
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The tiny Wayside Shrine of St. Francis,
utilized while the adjacent Grace Episcopal Catheckal was being built in San Francisco,
is being dismantled. It will be moved and reconstructed in the Napa Valley

WAYSIDE SHRINE TO BE MOVED

ltattf!taek

II
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Begley Drug
Declares Cash
Dividends

Spectacular Sound
That Surrounds You
REALISTIC 280-WATT
AM/FM "4-CHANNEL"
MUSIC SYSTEM

II

• [AS 36 a•cofd

Separate Items Pr.ce

II
II
II

II

lag
SO.I.
554
95

wall this comTwo out distrotmg none enjoy stereo
fortable and quyi way lo
eareweces
Aff-Cefleoevoi laodbond and
33-195
Alumnus. earphone housings.

11

•

120-VOLT AC SIREN ALARM

ns1995
Perfect for any 1 20 VAC olorrn tyslem
•wprientiol, cone...root or industiat Wakes
loud worn•ng none /seord for block, Ott
doors Of out For lint or burglary 275 197

QUEEN HELENE MINT JULEP MASQUE 15 MINUTE HOME TREATMENT
MUST SHOW IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT OR— YOUR MONEY BACK!

DISASTER ALARM KIT
FOR HOME AND WORKSHOP

"1 1595
1 11

tofery
From 'Almon
reds gas ond
.1tt in hp..
workshop, goroqe 2P sTsqo

MONEY SAVING
UHrIVHF INDOOR
TV ANTENNA
I.*
12 VS

II

COMPACT HAND-HEID
8-RANGE MIATITESTER

II
II

II
11

ideal tester for racfin
I•frIC•alen,•Ilatn•eff,
habb.)Offf Grew Pay for
-do - it • yoursolfers" to
save on hone repcsirs
Reads AC DC volts With
leads, battery included.
22 027

Ii

II
It
II

STEREO CASSETTE
CAR TAPE PLAYER
rnet
cid 000 GET nos
cmerf oist AS

SPe

Reg $495 Voisie

A 11014V/ WHEN
YOU BUY THE
TAPE MATER
Holds 34
cassettes or 12
Yorks
44 650

6450
Add Om Realistic comport tope deck to
VOW car and -mak• yaw own kind of
mus•c minus ael CO0leffeffeolf Includm
convenaer and occurate slide controls
for volume balance tone Easy to instol/ 12.1872

II
II
II

II

Sere On The Reeks& Welkie-Telkie
That Rts Year Needs

\

II

II
II
II
II
II
II

POPULAR 3-CHANNEL MODEL

995

F•otur•s adjustable
Le, le SIS
squelch, budt.,n meal
negatiy•
5495
ground chassis for no
Of car 21 133

Get better TV recap
bon wee the, -.49nee
tower
model Tele
sCOpolg *Somme, Ro
toting top s•ction
Complete with 12 pa
10.00 fine implies)
sw•tch mid color
coded UHF VHF
loads 15 1811

11
11

HIGH-POWER 6-CHANNEL MODEL
Features includ• 5
froth of tali pouter,
built in none limiter,
acbustabl• scpalch
21 134

Rog lift

11

7495

II
II

CELEBRATE! PICK UP A "BATTERY-A-MONTH" CARD ... FREE

•

Radio Iltaett

al era

LIEr
IlAsQuE

41INT J 11

..
.RI ent•
"
/
1
411,
?II.
.Semen sown Pt.°

Large Economy.E7't •

$300

NortVth Extended

• ^Skeet

-

II

II

AOTHORIZED SALES CENTER
Stql4T & SOUND SALES At SERVICE

753-7100
t
Murray, Ky.--

Pr

II

1077 30

•

Destgesed -nth handle for easy carrying You can
even mount o on the wall Ant pug mto rod.„ TV
or plan* and taint your mimic outdoor, 40 1 299

II

II

0111111

Mrs-le Portable
For Peri* Of Perth

1595

to

II

95
"
T Igi5

I%

Ii

II

Pocked wits professional features ma-krona push
button <ord.l for all tope modes Record battery
meter, tonere on off make. W•110 earphone and
carry case inducied 14.879

Ti,. world's first romot• control 4'
channel stereo receiver
Enough
pow., to handle up to 8 speakers
Includes $30 value walnut receiver
Cafe. Auffanafoc dosover fr.11, Cfal
mood needle and custom base Four
acoustic suspension speakers with
12" woofers orsd 3" Penteters in oiled
walnut effeloaffef AS this at o•Gety
/200 savings

FULL-RANGE 8"
HI-Fl SPEAKER

Sa
Rit
to

II

II

SAVE
79 50
[
s= 2.00

Changer

II

REAUSTK
PORTABLE '
CASSETTE RECORDER

• °TA 790 Four -Channel Iffiefeae 598 00
• (it) OPT:MUS 5 Speaker Systems 399 80

HELPS DRY UP ACNE-PIMPLES...

Central Shopping Center-Murray, Ky

II

II

flgat

8890°

RINSES AWAY BLACKHEADS

the agony of blackheads, acnepimples. and enlarged pores, give
yourself this home treatment and
see the breath-taking rtsults. Ask
for it by name.QUEEN HELENE
MINT JULEP MASQUE.

II

SALLIE,

pixtor Develops Home Treatment that

A leading New York Doctor. and other foreign impurities. As
working with a cosmetic labora- it firma and hardens, ris suction
tory has developed a simple action draws out waste matter
home treatment that rinses away from the pores... In IS minutes
blackheads. helps dry up acne you simply rinse the masque
pimples. and shrinks enlarged away with lukewSrm water which
pores The name of_ this medi- dissolves ii immediately. W4n
cated product is IIIIILIEEN HEL- you wipe your face, you can see
ENE MINT JULEP.-MASQUE. that blackheads and other pore
Apply this delightfully Mint- -filler- actually come off on your
Scented-Cmaeu-and within 2 or wash cloth And your skin feels
.. • really clean .
re3 minutes an absorbing agent
called Argilla. dries and turns freshed, smooth like velvet.
this cream into a plastic-like Women 35 and over will enjoy
masque. Yoe.will now feel as • the skin tightening experience as
though hundreds of tmy fingers- the masque relasest,lired facial
are kneading tlie,skip. loosening muscles ,prid eaSti• tension lines
pore 156 alIrt.-litsiek treed,. on faCe anit thregetif you suffer

II
II
..

.•
It

'Store Open Daily 10 to 6 P.M.
Except Friday 10 to 9 P.M.
Closed Sundays

It

II
e

,̀
1".gentOnf

—;527-9900 —

01

He
Vg
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Get The
Say-Rite
Habit and
Save Every

DISCOUNT DRUG CEMRS;Time You Shop
PRINGLES
POTATO CHIPS

AMERICA'S NO.1 TONIC
16C20

WITH THIS
COUPON

ANTACID LIQUID

or TABLETS

Relieves Heartburn
and Indigestion
LIQUID

Say-Rites
Low Low
Price

Francis,
ancisco,

TABLETS

9.69 Value

LOVING CARE
Hair Color lotion

Crest
TOOTHPASTE

C

A 50L

CARE,
C010. LatoOr,

- By Clairol

7 OUNCE
III

oF

Say-

Say-Rites

Rite's

Low

58

Lowe

Low
Price

Low
Price

-- 17.131ia1u.

III

ifi
III

III
III
III
H AV F7PTE

2.00 Value

EFFERDENT

Mello Mist
HAIR SPRAY

Deature Cleanser Tablets

ONE A DAY

60's

MULTIPLE
VITAMINS
with IRON

100 Tablets

Say-Rites

Say-Rites
Low
Low

Low
Low

Price
I

S,V4,

Value •

Price

Prokll DOW'

NET ViT 1301

9.69 Value

99c Value
III

UI
III

III

III
III

III

III
III
III

Its

Have You Visited
Our Friescription
Department?
Our Friendly ,
Helpful Pharmacist
Will Gladly Show
You How You Can
Slave On Your
rescrii3UHT/$*7-

• special

body wave

exclusively for body
for curls with body
TAKE YOUR CHOICE EITHER ONLY

Say-Rites
Low Low
Price

9.89
Value
Say-Rites
Low Low
Price

t.11- ODOR A

•
9.09 Value
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Elderly Couple on Social Security
Having Trouble Making Ends Meet
11 grandBecause of her diabetes, Mrs. daughter and their
His pension is small because
in nearby
live
who
children,
dietetspecial
had
have
members
Miron must
fellow union
voted against substantial union ic foods, which are more costly. towns.
Christmas and holidays are
"We need meat and we still
plans. "Most of them were
at their children's homes,
spent
and
ly
occasional
knew
they
only
and
but
eat it,
young fellows,
can't afford to buy
"we
but
hamlike
they weren't going to be there only cheaper cuts
for any of them," Mrs.
when they were 65," snorted burger," she said. "We eat a presents
Miron said. "They underMiron, a stocky, barrel-chested lot of salads now."
MiMrs.
During the summer,
man with a booming voice.
The Mirons accept with equaMrs. ?Akron's Social Security ron grows tomatoes and onions
their tight financial situnimity
monsave
she
to
garden
when
started
tiny
her
which
in
check,
express some worry
but
ation,
be
she'll
sure
reis
ey. But she's not
turned 62 this month,
talking about their medigarded as a minor windfall. able to do it this year because when
cal expenses.
They're worried, however, that of her health.
At 62, Mrs. Miron is too
Once a month, they treat
the expenses resulting from
for medicare and must
their multiple medical prob- themselves to dinner out — a young
$21.40 a month for Blue
lems will won cancel out the $1-a-plate meal sponsored by spend
insurance.
the city's parks and recreation Cross-Blue Shield
additional income.
doctor
twice a
the
to
goes
She
Miron suffers from emphy- department.
or $15 a visTheir 10-year-old car sits out- month and pays $5
sema, heart trouble and failing
depending on the amount of
ears and eyes. His wife is a side the trailer, its fenders it,
needed.
care
The
diabetic and has had recurring splitting and body rusting.
She also pays about $10 a
they don't know
say
Mirons
problems.
hernia
rough."
medicine.
Their mobile home is bright what they'd do if it broke down. month for
Until Mrs. Miron began re"She was supposed to get a
it
ceiving a monthly $110 Social and simply furnished, with They have no money to get
physical recently but she
one.
Security check in April, the blonde wood paneling covering repaired or to buy a new
Miron said. "It cost $90
didn't,"
seca
buy
blue
to
and
going
were
yellow
"We
couple's annual salary was $3,- the walls and
afford it."
couldn't
we
and
before
off
420 or $285 pier month — $244 in furniture placed neatly around ond car and pay it
Mrs. Miron is afraid she may
sick,"
got
of
he
but
t
Pictures
retiremen
room.
his
living
from
the
$41
and
Social Security
go to the hospital soon
grandchildren adorn the tables Mrs. Miron said. "It took us too have to
his pension.
hernia operation
another
for
the
suddenly."
"By the time you pay for and a crucifix hangs on
but she said, "I'm not going to
savany
have
they
if
Asked
wall.
utiliand
medicine
rent, food,
I'm dragged there.
The Mirons paid off the trail- ings, Miron retorted, "God, no. do it unless
ties, there's hardly anything
afford it."
can't
just
We
still
thing."
but
a
We don't have
left," Mrs. Miron said. "And er several years ago,
She said the hospital charges
they
the
time,
rent
same
to
the
at
month
But
a
$63
these
all
pay
of
cost
the rising
for a semismall plot of ground on which it pointed out with pride, they about $85 a day
things isn't helping matters."
her medical
but
room,
private
debts.
don't have any
Miron, 67, was forced to re- sits.
$35 of
They don't have the money to Insurance covers only
Mrs. Miron, a short, plump
tire three years ago as a toolthat.
but
miffed
added,
they
now,
carefully
much
do
with
y
woman
grinder at a small machiner
Medicare pays for 80 per cent
red hair, produced last month's it's not much of a hardship beshop because of illness.
of Miron's medical expenses,
rent bill. With electricity and cause they never did much.
pay
Their entertainment consists he said, but he still must
school tax costs added, it totalRelief.
which
medicine,
his
of
most
for
on
cards
Wow/ IWO Lamp Lasting
playing
of
primarily
ed $76.
month.
"When we came here, the Wednesday and Sunday after- costs about $20 a
The recent 20 per cent innoons with other senior citirent was $35," said Miron.
he
Before moving into the trailer zens. When they're at home, crease in Social Security,
y wiped out
eight years ago, the Minns had she watches television and he said, was practicall
'eclat Itch
by the loss of medicaid beneStifferers of ‘aginal itch.
lived in rented houses for the reads.
eczema
underarm itch. lash. wales n called
He estimates his net infits.
visenjoy
also
formulatio
Mirons
marriage.
their
The
first 36 years of
r:port a creme
Lod..
at $5 a month.
crease
BICOZENE cheeks itching agonyfights
and
son
"We couldn't rent a home or iting their married
This widely used medication
stinging
Miron
Mrs.
li Mating bacteria. relieves
t
now,"
apartmen
soothes
and burning uhile It gently
nerte
said. "It's just too much mon- Re-discover Kentucky
tender. inflamed tissue. Quiets
natural

By LYNNE OLSON
Associated Press Writer
WESTLAND, Mich. ( API —
Home for Bud and Inez Miron
is a back row of the Mohawk
Trailer Court in this worldlyclass suburb of Detroit. Their's
is a frugal life.
The &Brans, both in their 805
and on Social Security, are
used to the simple way.
"We never did run up bills,"
said Miron. "If we didn't have
it, we did without it."
But, still, there is the feeling
that things could be better.
-What we're getting ian't
really enough," said ?Cron.
• Were scratching to stay alive.
I'd like to see Nixon and the
other people in Washington try
living on Social Security. It's

SAVINGS
TO HELP YOU
CATCH THE
Big Ones!!!
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday
Central Shopping Center

The Mirons eat simply, usually only two meals a day, but
their monthly food bill comes to
about $120

Central Shoppmg Center

*ELECT*
CHARLES WINDSOR
for Magistrate
District No. 4
wort and
ent
managem
2 years business
experience.

10 years of road

Cpres

Bo. 53

Windsor

L y no Grove

East Kentucky House
Is Well-Traveled Home
By Helen Price Stacy
Any house built in 1786, and
still standing, should have a
guard standing by to see that
each log, chink and chimney
rock is preserved as a
to a way of life.
mon
through Eastern
Tray
not locig ago,
Ken
such an old log
disco
house in the middle of a creek
bottom in Knott County.
Later I described the house to

--7 —
77-1"
7.11U-

Call of the
Wild!
e
II'

•

*.
woo.
ra_for
<
.
1.10.10

00,011,

Floyd County historian Henry
P, Scalf of Stan:dile.
"It's the old Fielding Johnson
place," he said. "Tilsit house
has been in two states and eight
counties and was moved only
once.
The house was built an Carr
Fork when the territory was
part of Virginia. When Kentucky was established from
Virginia, the house had a new
address, but the same location.
Before Knott County was formed the house was in Letcher
County. In the same process of
evolution, it has been in a total
of eight counties.
Doors in the house were made
of hand planned black walnut;
joints were sawed with a ripsaw.

ILir!'

P.'
•••11111.

*753-3231
Dial an Extraordinary
Mobile Home
Loan
A mobile home is the
answer to a happy wanderer's lifestyle ... or the
most convenient way to
settle down in the wilds.
Either way, the extraordinary bank is the.,expressway to a better
mobile-home loan. You
can simply dial our "Call
of the Wild" number, or
come in person, to apply for your loan. Our
friendly loan officers will

Fishing
Poles

Reg.
99'

For decades, the structure
was a tavern where whiskey
was sold and where the
wayfaring stranger found
lodging for the night.
During the War Between the
States, a deaf must who lived in
the area was walking toward
the house when soldiers rode up
and ordered him to halt. Unable
to hear them, he continued
walking toward the house The
soldiers, not aware of his
condition, shot and killed him on
the path.
One outstanding resident of
the house was the Rev. Semeon
Justice who in 1834 married
Adelphia Carter Johnson,
widow of Thomas Johnson The
groom was a native of Pitt- i
syivania County, Va., and had i
enlisted in the army at Fort
Rutledge in 1777 at the age of 12.
Justice became drummer boy
and his brother John, who
enlisted at the same time, was .
fife player.
Justice weighed 400 pounds at !
the time of his marriage to Mrs. •
Johnson and it is said he had a
arrange
special chair built to ac- •
terms to suit
commodate his bulk When he
your convenience.
died, in 1846, 12 men were
needed to carry the coffin to the
See us, and you'll be
cemetery.
singing the song of the
'The Johnson house. which '
open road.
stands in the shadow of the
construction of Carr Fork
Reservoir, would be an interesting attraction for tourists.
Many other old log houses
have fallen, been razed or sold '
to people who know their value
and appreciate their beauty
Still the Johnson house remains,
holding the secrets of the past
The house has known the settling of the mountains and the
nt spirit of a people
South Branch North Branch Independe
who found way to "make do" in
t
Chestnu
12th & Story 12th &
rough, ridgy country. Today the •
4110b2U11111004 aqpe
fig
perhaps g,ainering. sec its '
Slioesilslat
Wel len low
future generations

Best Buy

Rod & Reed
Combination

CANE

For THAT Awful
ITCHING

ends so as scratching stops
needlessly
healing starts. Don't suffer
druggist.
Get BICOZENE today a t your

300

MITCHELL

Fishin
Line

Reg. '24.97

6 to 60 lbs.

7'

Cotton

NET
Reg. '1.99
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ENTER ROSES MAY
CONTEST ENDS SEPTEMBER 30

4 PRIZES EACH MONTH!
4 GRAND PRIZES AT CLOSE
OF CONTEST!

ENTER THE MAY CONTEST Now!!
**Fish must be caught on live
* Types of Fish Eligible:
or artificial bait by entrant.
• Largemouth Bass
*May contest begins
• Crappie • Bream
May 1, Ends May 31.
• Stripe Bass
* In case of a tie a drawing will be
* Entrant must register prior
to catch.
held to determine the winner.
Roses
in
r
* Entrant must registe
y winners are eligible for
Sporting Goods Department once * Monthl
Grand Prize.
each month. No charge.
* Fish must be brought to Roses
for weighing.

MAY PRIZES

rand
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LARGEST LAItGEMOUTH-Thermous Cooler
LARGEST CRAPPIE-Trail Blazer Camp Stove
LARGEST BREAM-APC Lantern
LARGEST STRIPE- Inflatiblle Row Boat
• Largemouth Bass
Season $75 Sporting Goodes
Gift Certificat
• Crappie
prizes
• Stripe Bass
Sporting Goods
$50 Gift Certificate
• Bream

Cent

1

MARCH WINNERS

It's extraordinary what
we can do for you,
If you let us.

IF

•
wick

PEOPLEScyi BANK
KY.
MURRAY
MEMBER F.D.I.C.
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Canoeing, Fishing Aid
Planned On Hiwassee

Your Individual Hofoscope
Frances Dr•ak

TVA will operate the
Apalachia powerhouse this
summer on a special schedule
designed to benefit trout fishing
and provide more dependable
flows for river floating on the
lower Hiwassee River. Special
operations had been tried experimentally last summer.

FOR FRIDA ,MAY 4. 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARM
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
If you have not overlooked
anything important, you should
now be able to launch the first
stages of a new undertaking;
can also solve unusual
problems.
TAURUS
Nii3P
Apr. 21 to May 21)
The use of an old strategy or
piece of advice may be your
best stand-by now. Look out for
things "Offbeat," Out-ofcontext: they can mislead.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Your success now will depend
largely on your mental attitude.
Use your innate foresight and
ingenuity to press toward wise
decisions and action.
CANCER
65Clo
(June 22 to July 231
Good planetary influences.
Especially favored: sound
business, transactions, real
estate deals, home improvements, family concerns.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Better-than-ordinary
advantages indicated. But, in all
things, look below the surface.
Don't be taken in by superficialities.

1
1',4

‘crk

Npkik

VIRGO
( Aug, 24 to Sept. 23)
A good day. Among many
favored activities: secretarial
and confidential work; home
and children's affairs; travel,
outdoor pursuits.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Make your schedule a flexible
one. There are possibilities of
changes and variations in
certain situations — all
promising to be beneficial.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Don't sidestep obligations in
favor of more desirable activities. You have a lot going for
you, so it would be foolish to
offset efforts of the past.

SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Don't undertake anything
without knowing
proper
procedure. Find out how
associates think and feel. Excellent progress indicated
through alert thinking and
action.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
Your intuition should be
strong now; but double-check to
make sure you are not
overlooking small details. TON
all should go well
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Pay no attention to dissenters
or pessimists. Go about your
work and other activities with
good will and a bit of finesse.
You can have an unimially
satisfactory day.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Business and financial
matters slated for immediate
advancement; also for future
gains. But take no risks; conservative
management
stressed.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a warm and
outgoing personality, a good
intellect and unusual versatility. You believe in people
and in their inherent right to
justice and happiness; are
humanitarian in your impulses
and make excellent physicians
teachers.
Taurus
and
represents impartiality, artistry, love of beauty and careful
judgment. Those born on this
date also have an element of
mysticism in their nature. You
have many fields from which to
choose a highly successful
career, notably: art, the drama,
poetry, the law, jurisprudence,
statesmanship and acting.

r >ft

appedrine.
strongest
chet•auds
prt

now,ENJOY
EATING and

LOSE
IY
T!

LOS, 10, 20, 30 pounds and more of excess
weight Appredrine, a remarkable little

tablet, contains one of the strongest diet
aids without prescription Start losing
weight very first day Have the slim, trim
figure you've always wanted as you follow
this extraordinary, easy slimming plan.

Enjoy eating 3 meals and 3 snacks every
day. Don't go hungry as ugly fat disappears
fast from waist, tummy, thighs, legs, everywhere Appedrine is fully guaranteed. You
lose weight fast starting very first day or
your money back without question
Central Shopping Center

The river below Apalachia
powerhouse, in the southeast
corner of Tennessee, drops
through a scenic gorge in the
Unicoi Mountains and is a
popular stream with white
water canoeing enthusiasts.

vi

SCENERY IN FRANCE— Corn-cob shaped buildings r og in the sky at Cretin!, a Paris, France, suburb are part of
the "City of the Twenty First Century" housing project under construction. Design is by Paris architect Gerard Grandval

Natural streamflow in the
Hiwassee River Is low much of
the time in the summer months,
but power generation at TVA
dams upstream releases stored
water that makes it possible to
provide adequate flows for
canoeing below Apalachia
powerhouse.

This reach of the river also is
included in the trout stocking
program of the Tennessee
Game and Fish Commission,
and the scheduled operating iH
plan will limit low-flow periods a
in the stream to improve food
conditions for trout.
:13
From June through Sep.4;
tember, TVA plans to operate
the plant's two generating units
to provide a continual flow from
10 am. to 6 p.m. each day
(Eastern Daylight Time). On
Saturdays
and
Mondays
discharge will be limited to one
generating unit from 1 a.m. to
10 a.m., and on Sundays there
will normally be no discharge
from 1 a.m. to 9 a.m.
The schedule of flows for
October will depend on the
water levels in upstream
If
reservoirs at the end of Sep- tri
tember and the streamflows
available.
'et

XC'

YOUR PERSONAL NOROSCOPE
FOR 7173. For • personal 110-d•5e
forecest on kW*, wealth, love and
marriage. send Si 00 Min ZS cents In
coin for postage and Wading to
Horoscope soon Department. Sae 173.
Old anew Station. Nov York. N.Y
Ine
ffiADORITfairiM
ur
11. yonwntre.
1nf
.
ZIP.and DATE OF BIRTH (tow sore
yom fief nve riget forecast kw VOW
zodiac Mon)

54

Hospital Report
AD4JLTS. l's
NURSER+..1
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Lelia Ann Baker and
Baby Boy, 802 S. 17th, St.,
Murray.
DISMISSIAIS
Ronald Edward Palumbo,
Box 543 University Station,
Murray, Master Paul Douglas
Hester, Rt. 1, Kirkaey, Pat
William Elkins, 1710 Miller,
Murray, Sidney Wyatt Howell,
504 Mayfield Rd., Clinton, Mrs.
Wanda Sue Thorn, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Mary Ruth Bell, Rt. 1,
Bell
Almo, Mrs. Viola
Schrader, Rt. 1 Box 131,
Murray, Mrs. Cecile Ann Applegate and Baby Girl, 1606
Sunset Dr., Murray, Miss
Jamey Burlene Hodges, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Hellon Lillian
Carlin and Baby girl, 1102
Doran Rd., Murray, Omus
Oliver Flora, Rt. 5, Murray,
Arthur Like, Box 6, Hazel,
Charlie Almer Green, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Dottie
Lou Bailey, 1636 W. Main St.,
Murray, Mrs. Rosa Lee Bass
(expired), 212 N. St., Clinton.

MAYTAG

THE PERFECT
GIFT FOR

MOTHER'S
DAY
1114hlantlet
vahnc.matic WASHER
MAY
Performer
-Fabric
MI
13th
NEW
MAYTAG

A

TERRIFIC

TRIPLE-LEVEL
WASH ACTION
Ful width stainless steel,
Lippe and lower wash wins
plus main middle spray
nozzle force powerful water jets against every Ash
surface. Gets * or small
loads spoiling clew.

NO DISHWASHER
WASHES MOM DISHES
With Maytag's unique redgeg for
pots pans, silverware, dishes,
glassware, cups and lightweicht
items, no dishwasher washes more
dishes Simple to bid and unload.

•
ie44,

NIGH IILDCITY WATER NTS PLUS
MKRO-NESN'" nina
Efficient filter allows smaller wow holes and
higher water pressure 17 powerful Aiding
water jets scrub dishes hospital clean, even
sticky dried Foods. No hand rinsing with a
Maytag Dishwasher)

MAYTAG

MAYTAG AUTOMATIC WASHERS
• Automatic water level control saves water, detergent • Power Fin Agitator -designed for all
size loads • Permanent Press Cycle - for today's
modern fabrics • Lint filter • Perforated wash.
basket gets dirt away from clean clothes • Full
Time Safety Lid- action stops in seconds when lid
is opened • Maytag Dependability.

FABRIC-MATIC
DRYER
AUTO DRY CONTROL

• QUIET • FAST
• Jam Rwsistemt

MAYTAG
FOOD WASTE
Disposers

mayiat Haia-tri-liert• Dryersgentle,
ever, heat. No hot ftspots, no

Surround clothes wil,h
overdrying.

IF I AM ELECTED JUDGE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
THESE THINGS wru, BE DONE:
Judge's office will be kept open six days a
County
1 The
week
2 All law enforcement officers-sheriff's department,
game wardens, fire marshals, state troopers-will be backed
by the County Judge There wilt be no support for the County
Detective because we will not have one.

•
IMPOOTANT FEATURE Of AU MAYTAG DEPENDABILITY
So MATTER WHAT APPIJANCE YOU CHOOSE YOU GET THE MOST

WARD-ELKINS

3 The laws regulating the liquor problem wilt-be rigidly
enforced since the people in Murray voted as they did ehcerning this isloe.
Everyone will be treated equally and fairly regardless
4
of social or financial standing.

.
Baer W. Jones
Candidate for Calloway County Judge
(Paid for by Susan Jones, Treasurer, Route 1, Alm°, Kentucky)

Permanent Pren--Spric.ial conditioning period at end of drying
cycle relaxes and removes
wrinkles, resets original creases
and pleats.
.Full Opening Safety Dace •
Fine Meth Lint Filter • Many
others

Phone 753-1713

S.

Murray, Ky.
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1 Postal Workers
Murray Postoffice employees
have integrated themselves into
the community and hold
positions of responsibility in the
civic, church, and business life
of the city.
In observance of Postal
People Day here in Murray, the
following resume of the activities of local postoffice
employees is being published.
Postal People Day was observed here on Saturday, April
Forty-one regular workers
and seven substitute mail
comprise the emcarriers
ployee list at the local office.
Lester Nanny, Postmaster
has been an active member of
the Murray Lion's Club for 10
years. He has served on the
board of Directors and is a past
President of the Lion's Club. He
has been a Director of the local
chapter of the American Red
Cross for 12 years and has
served as Chairman for 2 years.
He has been an active member
of American Legion Post 73 for
28 years holding most of the
offices and serving one year as
Commander. He has been a
member of the D.A.V. 25 years
and served as President of that
organization. He has been a
member of the V.F.W. for 30
years. He is a Mason having
served as Master of Murray
Lodge 105, be_longs to Murray
Royal Arch. Murray Council,
Fulton Commandery and is a
Shriner. He is also active in the
University Church of Christ.

G.B. Jones, Supt. of Mails,
has been active in his church,
has been a Sunday School
teacher for 18 years, Supt. of
Adult Sunday School Dept. for
four years. He has been Trustee
for two years, served as Deacon
for twelve years and-Chairman
of the Deacons for three years.
He is Church Clerk and served
four years as Training Union
Director. He is a member of the
Murray Lion's Club, served as
Lion Tamer and worked on
many fund raising pro}ects. He
has been a member of Murray
Lodge 105 for 79 years and a
member of the American
Legion since World War II. He
has coached baseball in the
Park League for two years and
Little League for three years.

Course and Standard Course in
Instruction of First Aid with the
American Red Cross. He is also
a member of the V.F.W.
Loyd Boyd, City Letter
Carrier, is a member of the
Murray Lions, served on the
Board of Directors. He has
served as Vice President of the
Jay-Cees. He served several
years on the Murray High Band
Boosters and served we years
as president. He is a member of
the Legion Post 73 and served
one year as Vice-Commander.

John Lassiter, clerk, has
served as Sunday School
teacher of Locust Grove Baptist
Church for 20 years, served as
Deacon for 20 years and
Chairman of Deacons for 10
years. He has served as commissioner of Murray Water
District No. 2 and Chairman of
Commissioners for 9 years. He
was Farm Bureau President for
6 years and has served on the 4H Club Council 8 years. He has
served on various boards of the
was
School,
University
President of the P.T.A. one year
and Executive Officer one year.
He is President of Local 2278
Workers
Postal
American
Union.

Cleo Sykes, Assistant Postmaster,served 15 years as Unit
leader for Boy Scout Troop 45
and Explorer Post 45. He served
on various committees of the
Four Rivers Council and three
years as Chairman of the
Cbennubby District. He was a
leader to the National Jamboree at Valley Forge in 1957,
attended three Regional Conferences and three National
Conferences of Exploring in
Scouting. He was awarded the
Silver Beaver in 1962, the
highest Scouting award for
adults and is a Vigil member of
the Honor Camping Society. He
was presented the President's
Award as outstanding Scouter
of the year in 1964. He was also
presented a plaque by the
W.O.W. in Appreciation for
Commendable Service. He is an
active member of Post 73 of the
American Legion having
served as Commander for two
years. He has been District
Commander of the American
Legion, First District and ViceCommander of the Department
of Kentucky. He has been active
in American legion Baseball
and other youth activities of the
American Legion. He is
member of Murray Lodge 105,
Royal Arch Masons No. 92,
Murray Council No. 50 and
Mayfield Commanclery. He has
served as High Priest of R.A.C.,
Commander of the Council, and
Emminent Commander of the
Comrnandery

Don Wells, clerk, has served
his church, The Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian, as
Elder for 6 years, Assistant
Sunday School Supt. 3 years and
Church Treasurer for 11 years.

Ray Newsome, letter carrier,
has been a member of the JayCass for six years. Secretary
two years, has served as Internal Vice President and
External Vice President. He
has been a member of Fair
Board of Directors five years
and is now Secretary of the Fair
Board. He has earned the Spoke
Award and the Spark Plug
Award. He is a leader in 4-H at
Hazel School and a Mason in
Murray 106. He has served
three years as Secretary of
Local 2156 of the N.A.L.C.

Louise Donelson, clerk, has
served 3 years as Secretary of
County
Calloway
the
Association for Retarded
Children and is Steward in
Local 7278 of the American
Postal Workers Union

Take stock in Amen,a

Buy U.S.Savings Bonds

Dan Jones is Vice Commander of American Legion
Post 73, member of Murray
Don Crawford, Letter Carrier Lions Club, played with Soft
is a Deacon at Scotts Grove Ball League, worked with Little
Baptist Church, member of League Baseball and bowled
Baseball Alumni Association at with one of the local leagues.
Murray State and is President
Jerry Ford, City Letter
of Local 2156 of the N.A.L.C.
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FAMOUS Name Brands

Ladies

NEEDLE POINT

SLON

<16(

SANDALS

ktlit
Reg. '5.98

Sizes 5-10

With Free
Lady Trac 11 Razor
Choice of Reg, Extra Hold
Unscented, Ultra Hold
Reg.
13-oz. Can '2.35

$

18

Cold Capsules
Pack of 10
Reg. '1.79

TENNIS
RACKETS

COMPLETE SELECTION
CYPRESS GARDEN

BOAT
SEATS

SKIIS AND
SKI TOW ROPES

Swivel Type

BEATI

White or Avocado
BLACK & DECKE

YOUR CHOICE

DELUXE

LAWN

Edger &
Trimmer
4" wide
1
Cuts /
Trenches

5- 3

Aw yetroo°4
Model 8220

Drill Kit
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WRC
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SWIt
CIRC
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Camera Ready Copy Only.

DUPLICATING

SHAKESPEARE

QUICK —WAY
LATEX
QUICK—WAY
LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

WONDER TROLL
Model 606 or 6061

TROLLING
MOTOR
Each motor

HOUSE PAINT
All Colors to choose from

equipped with 3 speeds
forward and reverse. 6 or 12 yolts..

Youf- Choice

22" Cut
3.5 H.P.
-- PHONE 753-4642

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Asst Colors

1 TO 100 COPIES

50443 MNYN STREET
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LADIES

SHIRTS

A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.

WHILE -YOU -WAIT

Nelson Blalock is presently

BOYS
Short-Sleeve

J.R. Jones, City Letter
Carrier, is a member of
American Legion Post 73, has
served three years as Post
Commander. He is on the State
Executive Board of the National
Association of Letter Carriers
having served 6 years. He is
working with the 4-H Club at
Faxon Elementary SchoM. He
has completed Home Ii4-sing

VALENTINE

The Local 2156 of National
Association of Letter Carriers
has been active as a group by
donating to Lions Club
Telethon, donated to Jay-Cee
Christmas Basket Fund and
donated to Senior Citizens Club.

Cullen Irvin is presently ViceCommander of Legion Post 73,
and worked with 4-H.

M
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26 Piece

(FORMERLY

Brownie Jones was coach of
P.O. Basketball team, assistant
coach of Bynum Construction
Softball team and basketball
coach Wallace bookstore.

Wright, Letter
Robert
Carrier, played with the Post
Office Basketball team.

0 1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1111N11.11.1%1141
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Charles Smith, Rural Letter
Carrier, has served as
Treasurer of the Kirksey
Church of Christ and coached
Park League Baseball and
served as Vice President of the
Park League.

Fast Print Copy Center

serving on the Executive
Committee of Legion Post 73
and has worked with and for
American Legion Baseball.

• Illi
•
•
"Mi II

Thomas Herndon, Rural
Letter Carrier, has coached
Park League and Little League
Baseball for 12 years. He is a
member of American Legion
Post 73.

Sweeten your savings.

Jerry Fulton, Letter Carrier,
is on the Executive Committee
of Post 73 American Legion,
played on basketball team with
P.O. group and is Secretary of
Local 2156 of N.A.L.C.

I.
,im.
a a
.
vie

Randolph Story, clerk, is a
mernber of the Murray Lions
Club and is a newly elected
Director. He has been active in
his church, Sinking Springs
Baptist.
Roy Folsom, clerk, is an
active member of American
Legion Post '73 having served as
Commander 2 years and been
active in Legion Baseball and
other youth programs. He is
active in the First United
Methodist Church and has
served as Usher. He is a
member of Murray Lodge 105,
Royal Arch Masons No. 92,
Murray Council No. 50, and
Mayfield Commandery. He is
Secretary of Local No. 7278
American Postal Workers
Union.

Letter
Charles Lamb, City
Carrier, is active in the 7th &
Poplar Church of Christ, is a
member of the furniture
committee. He has worked with
the Hazel F.F.A., is a member
of American Legion and served
two years as President of Local
2156 of the N.A.L.C.

Carrier, is assistant coach of
Girls' Softball Team, chairman
Girl Scout Fund Drive, is a
member of the Naval Reserve,
received an Honor Certificate
from U.S. Naval School Command and completed a Master
Course in Electronics, TV.,
Radio plus Advanced TV and
Advanced Electronics. He also
played with the P.O. Basketball
team.

42071

$4999

$5997
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t Executive
gion Post 73
with and for
Baseball.

MONEY MATTERS

Food vending
industry reflects
new naturalism

ght, Letter
with the Post
team.

reseitly Vice*ion Post 73,
4-H.

of National
etter Carriers
is a group by
Lions Club
d to Jay-Cee
;et Fund and
Citizens Club.

By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service

school at
CHAMPION COLLECTORS— It took students at Colen Hoose grade
Mrs.
teacher
Their
caps
bottle
million
one
of
pile
this
collect
Normal, Ill., fours years to
million
Dorothy Peiffer, rear, initiated the idea to illustrate the immensity of one

Are such old American
standbys as hamburgers,
ham and cheese sandwiches;
cola and coffee likely to become a diminishing part of
the American scene?
Vending machine authorities have reason to think so.
Studies indicate today's
young people are beginning to
turn away from these traditional items in favor of natural foods and ethnic favorites.
Dr. Donald Webb, professor
of marketing, University of
Missouri, underscored the
vast implications new preferences have not only for the
vending industry but for the
entire field of food retailing.
It is Webb's feeling that the
under-35s have become the
bellwether opinion leaders of
Amenca, that the attitudinal
leadership has shifted from
the older community.
"Vending firms must become sensitive to the changing needs and preferences of
its customers," Webb said.
There is a growing emphasis on physical enhancement,
and wellbeing, not only
among the younger population but among those not so
young. Webb said. "It points

BLONDIE
-strVA40 COULD EiE
AT THE DOOR
„AT F I VE O'CLOCK
7IN THE MORNING

1LS

THE PHANTOM
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AUCTION SALE

WANT TO BUY

BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
LARGE USED chest of drawers. AUCTION SALE, Saturday, Ma Sharpe Street, beside park,
on
94,
9:00
5,
a.m.,
w
Highway
M3C
Phone 753-9715.
shopping center,
edge of Tr -City. Complete house Inear schools,
I 606) 549Phone
university.
BUYER OF Standing Umber, of nice furniture, electrical a 2494.
May8C
and
dishes
cooking
pliances,
also logs, pulp wood. Phone 753June 4C utensils.
BY OWNER; House 1318 Poplar,
toward a trend of eating 4147.
For information call Chester & three bedrooms, living room,
right," he said.
Miller Auction Service 435-4042, dining room, kitchen, utility
For the full-line vendor,
CARD OF' THANKS
Lynn Grove.
Webb said, it could mean
room, fireplace, garage, nice lot,
'•perhaps greater specializaall appliances, including dishNorArtell
of
family
We the
tion in terms of product lines,
refigerator, stove
man, would like to express our ANTIQUE AUCTION SALE, washer,
763greater use of on-location nuway to all of Saturday night, May 5, 7:00 p.m., washer and dryer. Phone
small
this
in
thanks
tritional data and recommenMSC
0871.
neighand
friends,
relatives,
9 miles south of Paris, on Highdations, and even suggested our
sorrow, during way 79 at 79 Auction , Henry 2
ORCHARD;
ACRES
menus which the customer bors in our time of
and Tenn
Stra
can use to organize a nutri- the loss of a beloved husband
wonderful father and grand- Selling, grandfather clock, ho
all John
tionally balanced meal."..
mantle clocks, tables, old chairs, Ra.dIpeTT
father.
Auction
of
marketing
the
"Clearly,
Thanks for all of the flowers, brass footed center table, (2) Company 753-8382.
MSC
nutrition is upon the entire cards and food, which everyone walnut buffet, dish cabinet, china
food industry today," the sent. Also to Dr. Charles Clark cabinet,
Marshall IN GATESBOROUGH by owner,
John
marketing authority said. and the emergency room staff at secretary, 21 organ stools, old brick home,carpeted, three large
"Nutritional labeling is the the Murray-Calloway County Murphy bed, double
barrel bedrooms, living room, den,
first step. Today it is volun- Hospital.
gauge kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
20
special
nitro
Lefuever
tary. But the evidence points
R.J. shotgun, cap and ball pistol, two baths, double garage with
Bro.
to
thanks
special
A
clearly that it will be mandaBurpoe and Bro. Roy Gibson for Aladdin lamps, school desk,show storage room, patio, central heat
tory in the future, either
their special message, the choir case, old typewriter, old glass, and air, nice lot. Shown by apor
government
caused by
of the Cherry Corner Baptist pitcher and bowl set, dinner pots,. pointment only. Phone 753-8742
competitive pressures.the wash pot, wagon seat and lots after 5:00p.m.
M3C
Webb said in an interview Church, the pallbearers, and
that he has found college stu- Max H. Churchill Funeral Home more. Will also be selling other
for their kindness and excellent items.
FIVE ACRE terms and ½ acre
:lent preference for variety service during this time.
Beechams Auction Service, lots near Chandler Park.
ranks ahead of food costs in
Mrs. Artell Norman
Gary Beecham auctioneer. Property located on Kirby
their food buying decisions,
1TC Jennings Trail. Reasonably
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sons & Randy Phone 642-0919.
and that there is a great."tolMr. and Mrs. Steve Barrow
priced.
erance for social disorder inHOUSEHOLD AUCTION, John C. Neubauer Real Estate,
cluding eating different things
Saturday, May 5, 1:30 p.m., rain 208 South 4th Street, Murray, Ky.,
at different hours." Like tacos
or shine at late J.S. McDougal 753-0101, residence 753-7531. MSC
or sauerkraut for breakfast.
home, 310 North 8th Street,
One reason: It shows their
Murray, Ky.
GOOD DESIGN is everywhere in
individuality, what some call
Selling antique walnut bed, oak this 3 bedroom house, with
bedroom
TWO
LUXURY
the new naturalism
table, 3 extra leaves, central gas heat and central air
apartment. Now leasing for one dining
refrigerator, two nice ti size conditioning, shag carpet, 2 large
conair
and
heat
Central
year.
reWith the 20-34 age group
beds, (I iron), stereo, record baths, large closet space, atcently expanding 75 per cent ditioning. Completely carpeted,
other .players, portable tractive utility with nice
player,
taster than the general popu- kitchen appliances furnished.
T.V., dinette set, small tables, cabinets, paneled garage, bricklation, Webb advised "humor, Ideally located near university.
tea and wash kettles, wheat walled patio, 830,800
modesty, candor and sun- Phone 753-4342 or after 5:00 p.m.
lanterns, quilts, new
cradle,
MSC
John Randolph Realty &
plicity in advertising seeking 753-8958.
electric blanket, hand work and Auction Company, 753-8382, Keith
to relate to this age group and
lamps,
oil
two
rugs,
other pieces,
the teens." He suggested
M5C
Hayi 489-2488.
guitar,
lamp,
Victorian
merchandisers place small
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
automatic rifle-22, beautiful LESS THAN 10 Acres with cattle
plaques at various locations
pictures and frames, one with fox
explaining the company's phiBICYCLE DEALERSHIPS hound picture, plaques, jewelry, barn, tobacco barn, crib, two
losophy toward its customers.
available. Manufacturer wants to a complete teacher printing set, ponds. Approximately 6 miles
He recommended humanized
establish new bicycle dealer- Coca Cola and business ad- Northeast of Murray.
beidentification,
logos for
First time offered in this vertising pieces, very old. Spring John Randolph Realty &
ships.
cause corporate loyalty
Auction Company 753-8382, Keith
Full
factory training. Inarea.
seems on its way out. He
seat, dinner bell, dehorners, hand Hays, 489-2488.
MK,
would emphasize use of _edu- vestment $2,700 to $8,000. Call 317- tools, , two beautiful pictures,
M3C
cational materials relating to 662-3904.
cranberry
glass and china,
BY OWNER; two or three
degradable containers and
preserve stand, rolling pin, five bedroom home, all new inside.
wrappers.
cartons of old Diamond Brand New floors, new carpets, wall to
matches, 2 roll type teacher's wall, new lipoleums, new elecReference was made to
maps, depression and other trical wiring and wall heaters,
findings 61 John Adams, seglass, various kinds. China, old new water pipes, many closets,
nior vice president, McCann•
Erickson, Inc., to the effect
• fans, wheelbarrow, yard ter- new bathroom fixtures new
•
electric ironer, boxes kitchen catenets, new enclosed
that today's consumers tend
• terlize cart,
• of small things, French harp, old patio, new oversize garage with
to evaluate products much
• papers, knitting needles, books,
more in terms of functiqp,
new electric over head door. 1613
•
durability, repairability and
West Main Street. 753-9288. Come
• goat skin aerijunk.
intangithan
in and see this beautiful home. You
service rather
Shoemaker
• Douglas
•
bles such as prestige, labels
charge of sale. Phone 753-3375. will be pleasantly surprised.
•
and styling.,
M4P
SMILE TODAY
• (Note: due to illness, the Good Price $17,900.00.
• Shepherd Church auction has
leassie
Innovation is sweeping the
yea
silt
asy Imo
• been postponed).
I happy II'
industry. There are extravaM4C ONE ACRE on Blood River Bay,
•
gant merchandising combina•
off Kentucky Lake, across from
•
tions that almost appear to Be
WANT TO BUY
Lakewav Shores and Panorama
restaurants in themselves,
wish
to
want
you
If
there are mini-market mabirLAND WANTED within a mile or Shores. Good private location.
someone a happy
• two of Kentucky Lake. Size Adjoining T.V.A., boundary.
chines to dispense food and
tbday....congrattilate
•
beverage in places with as
their • immaterial. Write P.O. Box 32-A $6,000.00. Phone 436-2427 or 753on
friends
June 5P
few as 30 employes and there
anend
M5C 8997.
engagemeot...s
Murray, Ky. 42071.
are machines so well designed
niversary greetings to your
they almost have a radiant
new!
folks.. congratulate
WANT TO BUY used chest of
personality
parents. or just say
drawers also dress form. Phone
After all, this business of
"hello" in a special way, 753-0777.
MSC PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
vending is a $10 billion annual
use a "HAPPY AD" in The •
market and some executives
Ledger — Times want ads. 1 WILL BUY your 'furniture and craftsman Piano Technician
believe that by 1985 there will
They're fun....and inexTFC
antiques. One piece or house full. Guild.
be a 50 per cent increase in the
pensive too. Just $1.15 for 1 • Phone Paris, Tennessee 642-0919,
proportion of merchandise
Inch. Call 753-1916 and
TUNING—RepairM9C PIANO
Gary Beecham nights.
items sold in standardized
rebuilding.
Prompt expert
make someone Happy.
•
modua
in
or
units
packaging
TO BUY 18,000 BTU or service. 15 years experience.
WANT
lar form.
larger air conditioner. Phone 753- Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W.
M5P Dyer, Murray, Kentucky,. Phone
'976 after 6:00p.m.
753-8911.
TFC

BEATLEISAILEY
AFTER T1415 LET
MI6.6 BLtgLEY
'D4E COFFEE AND
YOU CARIZsr Ti-1E
DOUE*INLIT6i.
A41615 BLIPS

WHAM,THE
DIFFERENCE

E

Crossword Puzzle

NANCY

8220

?9

3

SOMETHING 15
WRONG WITH MY
GOLDFISH — HE'S
SWIMMING IN
CIRCLES

97

GOLDFISH
ALWAYS
SWIM IN
CIRCLES

LIU ABNER
•

speeds
volts.
ice

REA'.ESTATE FOR SALE

HAPPY ADS1

10
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NO SENSE FIGHTING CNER THOSE
COMIC BOOKS.1 THE F.B.I.
IS CONFISCATING'EM!!

AH
THEY'RE THE WORLD'S MOST
LOVES
DIABOLICAL BLUEPRINTS
AN'
FOR 61..11ERRIU-A WARFARE P.
REANYONE WHO READS THEM
RF_CKS
COULD SINGLE- HANDEDLY
THE
WRECK THE U.S.A.!!
USA.

1 Par
5 Music as
written
8 Covers
12 Fuel
13 Torrid
14 Ireland
15 Goal
16 Ventilated
18 Meadow
19 Rupees
20 Containers
21 Near
23 Liquid measure
(ebbe 1
24 Caudat
aPPendages
26 Macaw
28 Transactions
29 Falsehood
30 Skill
32 Wife of Cowart
33 Scottish cao
34 Butter
substitute
Icolloo
35 Greek heifer
36 Food fish
37 Imitation
38 District of
London
40 Compassion
41 Senior labbe
43 A continent
labbr I
44 Sailors
(collo() I
45 Parent lcoilon
47 Afternoon
. Party
49 Floats in air
51 Swiss river
52 tfl at ease
55 flying
mammals
56 Fellow of Me
Statistical
Society (abbe )
67,„Press, borders

•

1 Genus of
maples
2 Unceasing
3 Possessed
Spanish article
Part of leg
6 Rocky hills
7 Devoured
8 Symbol tor
tellurium
te dy
Ksarea
Make
2 LUbr
10
11 Crew
remove
6 Icsha
17
1
20 Bound
22 Symbol for
tantalum
25 Assumed name
26 Goal
27 Sports car
compe 'ton
28 Observe

A N

P0 E

°

Li

EG

D
T
HASTE N
*ETAS
29 Young boy
31 Pedal dipit
33 Also
34 Grain kpi
36 Gbrge
37 Initial
39 Preposition
u salmon
ipoong40 V
41 Blunt end

42 Rockfish
44 Resort in New
Mexico
15 Tropical tree
46 War pod
48 Pectoral
50 Away.
51 Mans
nickname
53 Bone
Exclamation
54
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BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
M4C

Cr V E
N U,Cl
EAGL

12
15

WILL BUY or trade old guns,
used guns, or ne-v guns. Will buy
laying hens. Phone 753-6940. Ma
16C

11":*
kV:Mil

MIAOC 51
IIMM,
54
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Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

One...
Make a list of
good, usable items
you'd like to sell.
Two... Call the phone number
below and give your list to a
helpful Ad-Taker.
Three...Stay at
home to
collect your Money.
Start Now!:

Call LEDGER fi' TIMES
WANT ADS
753-1916,
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FACIE?

'L

ll

THE WANT ADS wAy753.19
Call

753C
-7:16 SHOP

L

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL &STATE FOR 5.! 1LE

-Notesszello

TUCKER REALTORS
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE _LISTING

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

753-1607
753-7638

CITY HOMES
FOR THE NEWELY married or retired on limited income.
North 16th off 121, small house with large 99'x429' lot. Appliance in kitchen, stay for the reasonable price of $11,750.00.
PERFECT FOR TWO TO LIVE comfortably but modestly at
317 Irvan. Large den,kitchen and living room with 2 spacious
bedrooms. Call for an appointment today.
SOUTH 12TH STREET, duplex excellent location on lot .
55'x213'. Invest in the business future of Murray.
THE HOME WITH EVERYTHING in Sherwood Forrest
Central heat and air completely carpeted, kitchen fully
equipped, including compactor. three spacioqs bedrooms,
ere
-and garage all located on 190'x165' lot.
$250.00 DOWN WILL BUY THIS three beeroom home at 313
South 10th Street. House needs some fixing up and painting.
Total price is $10,500.00.
home has
IT'S ALL TOGETHER -This handsome
family
beautiful
desires.
A
r
n_family
mode.
everything the
patio. A specroom with fireplace'and sliding doors to the
wing has
tacular kitchen, and formal dining room. Bedroom
Double atclosets.
of
plenty
and
bedrooms
3
baths,
2 full
$42,000.00.
tached garage. It's brand new too! Look now!!!
TRY 800 NORTH 18TH STREET IF YOU NEED A BIG
BACK YARD for the kids. Two bedroom home with large
family room. This could be just for you
1635 CATALINA COULD BE JUST FOR YOU. Central heat
and air, lots of closets, 3 large bedrooms, 2 baths, carpets.
You can have immediate possession.

KINGSWOOD, Coldwater, Tri-City, Oakdale, Farmer,
Kentucky Lake Development Corporation.

COUNTRY HOMES
DO YOU WANT in the country? A three bedroom home?
Central heat and air? Trees in the back yard? Carpeted
through out? A garage? Then call us about this home in
Highland Oaks near Almo. It's only $21,500.

MOBILE HOME No down DUNCAN PHYFE couch and
payment. No lot to buy. Trailer early American couch. Phone
M6P
on location. Phone 474-2236. M5C 753-753-8378.
ALL METAL two wheel trailer,
$40.00. 1972 Honda 50 mini-trail
REPOSSESSED AM-FM phono good shape $165.00. 1951 panel
stereo console, balance $79.95. truck $195.00. Call 489-2595. M3C
One Demo AM-FM-phono-tape
stereo console, early American , BABY BED, play pen, dressing
, table, boy's infant clothes, girl's
only $259.00. J & B
MSC clothes toddler 3 and 4. Phone 753753-7575.
M4C
3485.
FEMALE FULL blooded German Shepherd puppy, black and BREAKFAST TABLE with 4
$15.00.
silver, 10 weeks old.
,$50.00. Two twin beds with
M5C •,
Phone 753-7833.
s and mattresses, 05.00
ch. 10 drawer chest, $35.00.
CARPORT SALE: Saturday, Five drawer chest, $30.00. AnMay 5th, 8-8 only. Antiques, old tique dresser, $50.00. Night stand,
keywind clocks, trunk, carnival 85.00.
$45.00.
Couch,
glass, oil lamps, glassware, Refrigerator-G.E., frost free,
Avon bottles, dishes, household coppertone, $200.00. Set french
items, miscellaneous, 1614, doors, $5.00. Corner cabinet,
Magnolia off Richland at 16th.
$25.00. Swing set, $30.00. Phone
M5NC
M8P
753-8938.

DON'T BE UPTIGHT! Make this a month to remember,
move into this older house on 94 east. It has three bedrooms,
dining room,living room,full basement, gas furnace and two
air-conditioners. There are are over five acres too.
Reasonably priced at $27,750.00.
DO YOU WANT IT ALL? It's a beautiful brick home in Stella.
It has three bedrooms, two bathsyilving room, dining room,
large den, with a fireplace, and'a seperate game room big
enough for a pool table. To built it new it would cost much
more than the asking pri26 of $35,000.00. Loft us show this to
you.
I CAN'T BELI E I OWN THE WHOLE THING That's"'
what you'll
when you look over this beautiful home with
lit acres,likated on 641 south. This home has a formal living
room,fgelnal dining area,delightful kitchen, three bedrooms
and 114 baths. A large 2 car garage and its all beautifully
landscaped. It's yours for just $34,900.00

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

IF YOU want a camper trailer
see this one before you buy.
1970
Yes.
Expensive?
Wheelcamper, sleeps 6, fully
equipped. Shown by appointment only. Also AKC
registered whit toy peddles
M4C
Phone 753-6488.

259 OLD used brick. 36' of 5' chain
wall, no soil at
link fence Remington portable FROM WALL to
all,
on
with Blue
carpets
cleaned
typewriter with table. Seven
piece ladles Lov. Grand Slam Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
golf clubs with good bag. Four $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
M5C
Goodyear G78x14 P.C. radial Center.
W.W. tires. Two 408 Goodyear
Sup. Rib 4 ply tubeless boat COUCH AND matching chair.
M4C
trailer tires. One 600x9 tire, also $25.00. Phone 753-3943.
tubes. One Goodyear V.W H.D.
battery, new. Solid maple dinette FARMALL CUB tractor with all
set and four chairs. Also maple equipment, including a belly
corner cabinet. One 11" Clarke mower. In A-1 condition. Phone
M4C
commercial floor or rug 753-3943.
scrubber-polisher. G.E. mixer on
stand. Electric grill and per- 8-TRACK Home tape player,
colators. Sioux commercial auto Craig "Pioneer" model, 2
buffer. 19" black and white G.E. speakers, over 26 tapes, $50.00.
M3P
portable T.V. Phone 753-1257.M5C Phone 753-6002.

753-4342

Sales Consultants- Home Phone
Ron Talent
753-4910
C. Bailey Hendricks
753-8958

FOR SALE

CHEVROLET CAMPER van,
refrigerator, paneling, shag
carpet, radio, tape player, builtin Cabinets and storage area.
Also pair of beagles. Phone 7536068 or see Ellen Polk, 1208 South
16th Street after 3:00 p.m. weekITC
days.

Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County Like

STARCIL
and Gol
trailers. F

BOAT AN
deep. Tw
48- deck
Wed for
753-8345.

VACUUM
Frigidalri
with cut
black and
stand. Re.
used. Pho

Dean Gold Standard
$18.95*
$21.95'
$20.95'

(78x15
L78x 15
900%15

Dean Polaris 4 Ply Polyester
B78x13
C78x13
E78x14
F78x14

F'60x14
G60x14
660x15
1,60x 15

$15.95 *
815.95*
817.95*
$18.45*

(178x14
H78x14
178x15
G78x15
H78x 15

$18.95 *
;19.95*
821.95*
$18.95 *
$19.95 *

Raised white lettering
Raised white lettering
Raised white lettering
Raised white lettering

$25.95 *
$26.95 *
$26.95 *
$29.95'

*all prices plus tax

All-Tires White Walks

a, 3

DON & DONNA'S GROCERY

HOLSTEIN CALVES
or

Froth

Week

Phone 489-2161 After 5:00 p.m.

PERFOI
Simmen
Lime*
Oman
Biladber
phone da]
5170.

OPEN G1
tape, U-r
Excellent
tank, pail
753-6167,7

Cain Gulf Service I

SHINERS

tur

GARAGE
Friday 13
braided
19" blac
beedboar
curtains,
and mise
wood Driv

-Prices good thru May 15

CHAMPAGNE TASTE! BEER POCKETBOOK? Then this is
for you! Real nice three bedroom, two bath brick home in
Dexter is priced to sell fast. It must be seen to appreciate.
The $16,500 price. It -won't be available long!

I

SAILBOA
and used!
Scots, plu
trailers. A
9654.

FREE Mounting and Balancing

KENMORE AUTOMATIC ARMSTRONG'S best tine ut a piy
.
washer, $40.00 or best offer. See nylon whitewall ti1
of 6th & Mein
753-5862
.60 + 0.11
x 14 or 15" MSC
775
North
20th.
802
at
LUXURY YOU CAN AFFORD-Finally someone has built a
Corner
.11 + $2.27
-01111new
825 x 14 or 15" luxury home with a reasonahle; peicp tag. A clistom built
BOAT, 14' 855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $243
PIBERGLASS
home with a gorgeous interior that is beautifully coordinated
supreme 4 GOOD PRACTICE piano and EIGHT PIGS, extra nice,
Custom
Armstrong
motor
Johnson
H.P.
40
runabout,
C-O-Z-Y
IS
THE
phone
WORD FOR THIS comfortable little place
to compliment 3 large bedrooms, living room family room, 2
ix!trailer. A-1 condition. $675.00. ply polyester 78 series whitewall horse collar mirrors. Also old 436-2220 or 436-5454.
M3C
Two bedrooms,easy to "keep up", ideal for the young couple
baths and a fantastic kitchen. This dream house is guaranwalnut dining table and buffet.
M5C tires.
Phone 437-4360.
and retired. A real bargain. It's in Tr -City and only
teed to give you many years of satisfaction! Priced at only
$2.42
+
$17.40
Phone 489-2166 or 753-0176. M8C COMPARE, SAVE Seamless
F78 x 14 or 15"
$6,500.00.
07,500.00. Call us for more information and exclusive
MOBILE HOME,24'x60'(double- G78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27 + $2.60
aluminum gutters. Atkins Gutter
showing.
wide). Five months old. Owner H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2.80 CARPORT SALE,Saturday, May Installation. "Financing
A PICTURE'S WORTH A 1,000 words, so go see this country'
APRIL SMART-YOU WON'T BE AN APRIL FOOL.. You'll
must sell, leaving town. Parked J78 x 14 or 15" - $19.70 + $2.89 5, 9:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Chair, available". Phone 753-8407 or 753home 3 miles south of Lynn Grove on Highway 893. It also has
be an April Smart when you live in THIS all electric home
May 23NC
at Riviera Courts. $1,000.00, and Armstrong's best line of lamps, shower stall, lavatory, 8992.
a 2 acre lot. Possession is with deed and is priced at only
that doesn't compromise with quality. It's located on Doran
take over payments. Phone 753- polyester glass belted whitewall light fixtures, T.V. stand, toys,
$23,400.00.
acre lot. Home
Road and has a professionally landscaped
M9C tires.
bed frame, twin headboards and
=84 after 5:00p.m.
TV Towers
has three bedrooms,three baths, plenty of closet space and a
F78 x 14 or 15" - $20 30 + $2.54 fruit jars. Clothes, mostly little
& Antennas
SPRING SPECIAL.- OLDER HOME on corner lot in Tr deluxe kitchen. Call us for an appointment. You'll like it.
MEN'S SUITS, coats size 40- '178 x 14 or 15" - $20.89 + $2.73 girl's size 4-12. Few men's
Lowest Prices Ever
$48,500.00.
City with plenty of road frontage could be comierted to
pants size 33-32, $5.00 each. Two H78 x 14 or 15" - $21.98 + $2.96 women's and boy's clothes. From
TV Service Center
business property. Call us today to see this bargain! It's only
Murray, second brick house on
sport coats, size 38, $2.00 each.
Central Shopping Center
REAL NICE BRICK HOME CLOSE TO high school. Has
$9,900.00
1TC J78 x 14 or 15" - $22.43 + $3.02 left past Shady Oaks Trailer
Phone 753-1733.
Phone 753-5865
everything you want including gracious entry foyer, 3 large
M4C
L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73+ $3.13 Court.
bedrooms, 2 baths, and big family kitchen with built-ins.
IN('OME PRODUCING
ONE DAY only. Antenna TV-FM. Armstrong's best line of
Central heat and air of course. Owner will sell for $28,000.00.
POLLED TRADITIONAL TOYS of walnut,
complete with lead in, guy wires, polyester steel belted whitewall REGISTERED
service. cherry, and pine; pecking bird,
for
bull.
Ready
hereford
Nashville
channels,
25' pole. All
LARGE LOT 75'x139' ON CORNER of 16th and Olive, just
tires.
"CLEAN ENOUGH TO EAT OFF THE FLOORS." That's
and
Cmr. ladder and clown, *ooded cars,
Victor
Gay
Hills
1TP F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13 + $2.68
$25.00. Phone 753-2567.
across street from University. Great location for you.
what you'll say when you see this most attractive home on
436- etc. 12.00 and 15.00. See display at
bloodlines.
Phone
Domino
Catalina. You will love the large kitchen with all built-ins, the
County Library, then order at
M4C
5324.
condition.
good
Veneel:,
.g'a
.
-BED,
in
NEWLY DECORATED FIVE BEDROOM Brick
HIDE-A
G78 x 14 or 15- - $24.27 + $2.87
family room, 3 bedrooms, and Po baths. Carpeted and
753-6625.
heat, new carpeting throughout, grocery fully stocked and
Phone 753-5429, after 4:00
draped throughout with central heat and air. A real big
H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58 + $3.10
M5C Armstrong
equipped. Large clean up or auto repair shop.
p.m.
bargain for $23,500.00. But HuiTy!!
Polyester glass
belted wide 70 series with raised
dozen for $ 1
LOOKING FOR INVESTMENT FOR TAX PURPOSES'
CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25', white letters.
DO YOURSELF A FAVOR TODAY AND SEE THIS
Murray
furnished
fence
posts.
$43,000
in
apartments
Build
Invest
equity,
deduct
treated
and
7
G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 +$2.86
beautiful home next to Calloway County High School on the
good depreciation, spend $585.00 from rentals per month
Lumber Company, 104 Maple H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81 + $3.09
College Farm Road. It has 3 bedrooms; 1 bath with more for
M5C
Murray's
busy
area
Located in the heart of
Street.
second bath. 2 car carport. Owner is leaving town and wants
Armstrong nylon glass belted
2 Mi. E of Murray on Hwy. 94
to sell. $23,500.00.
wide 60 series with raised white
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, letters.
LAKE
NEED A BIG FAMILY ROOM'810 Guthrie his it Also large
Mayfield, Kentucky on the G60 x 14 or 15" - $25.53 + $3.18 1967 VINDALE, 12x60 Mobile CUTLER 71, york and dare seed
home with dishwasher, air soybeans. Broadbent Seed
kitchen with range and oven, dishwasher, and disposal
Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
PANORAMA SHORES LAKE FRONT HOME!! Ideal for a
fully carpeted steps Company, Cadiz, Ky., Phone 235Central heat and air, 3 bedrooms, Po baths. Can be bought
toppers.
summer retreat. Large sun porch and has boat dock.'Relax, , repicnktucpacmampePresr.
"
Armstrong's best highway conditioner,
M15C
and hurricane straps. Call 753- 5182.
right.
the
swim, fish, sunbathe, go boating. Enjoy it all. Only $24,500.
Is
:r tr
L613
eadx tr1u
4"
ck tire", -n
tube
:3e.44
type
e-. $3.66
M6C
7351.
ew
ekend. Call 247-8187 o:
weekend.
;
FIVE STAR VALUE- A BEAUTIFUL MODERN five
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
EIGHT LOTS IN KENTUCKY LAKE' Development Corp.
650 x 16 -4 ply, $20.93 + $2.58
bedroom home in one of the best sections of Murray. Easy
EARLY AMERICAN sofa like seamless gutters, installed per
All for only $1800. Must see to appreciate.
M5C
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40
accessibility to town, all schools and shopping centers. A
new $85.00, chair with hassock your specifications. Call Larry
700 x 15 -- 6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80 325.00,
quality built home with pride of ownership featuring: Split
at 753-2310 for free
dining table and chairs Lyles
for
down
payment
no
LOANS,
VA
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
level design, 3 full baths, fireplace, formal dining area.
estimate.
May 12C
SMALL TRACTS OF LAND
$30.00,
double
bed
with
box
years
to
veteran.
12
qualified
825 x 20 - 10 WO $54.16 + $6.14
Separate family room, large patio with gas grill and 3 car
springs and mattress $20.00.
on out almost to 900 x 20 - 10 y, $65.43
Drive
pay.
carport All for only 145,000 00 ('all now for more in+ $7.33
KIRBY VAGUUMS-The shag
SOUTH OF TRI-CITY,3 acresthat are professionally landClarks River Bridge on Beltllne. 1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10 Chest $5.00, bookcase $5.00, G.E.
formation
rug specialist that adjusts to any
scaped. Blacktop highway frontage. 83,900.00.
portable
TV
with
radio
Bill's
and
clock
on
spot.
financing
Bank
1000 x 22- 12 ply, $80..26 + $9.98
carpet. New and used vacuums
Mobile Homes, 3900 South Armstrong's best lug or $15.00, night stand $20.00. See at
EXCELLENT RENTAL PROPERTY FOR $17,500.00. This
or sale. For demonstration
2
acres,
$1,950.00.
Coldwater.
11
/
2
MILES
SOUTH
OF
1621
Ky.,
Hamilton
Ave.
Paducah,
Highway,
M3C
Beltline
tr
n type truck tire.
frame home on North 17th Streeet has five bedrooms and 2
phone Mike Hutchens, your local
MSC
443-6150.
16 -6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56
baths. A little work and paint will give you a nice income
MAYTAG
WASHER-excellent Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753•
•
30 ACRES OF WOODED LAND in Little Oaks area• Priced at
670 X 15 - 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89
Mavl9C
condition,
8
years
LARGEST
old, $75. For 0359.
KENTUCKY'S
$10,500.00. Land is going fast. Buy'now.
700 x 15 -- 6 ply, $23.30 + $3.33
OLDER HOME ON TREE LINED STREET. Three
information
call
now
while
753-7600.
Buy
M3C
pistols.
of
variety
0
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $30.18 + $4.12
bedrooms, fireplace in living room. Use your talents to
you can still get them at 825 x 20 -- 10 ply, $63.89 + $7.25
transform this place into a charming borne of your own. You
reasonable prices. Country Boy 900 x 20 - 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51 RABBITS: FRYERS, and
FOR SALE
COLLEGE FARM ROAD EXTEN15ED, 41
/
2 acres.
cr
$3,750.00,
can purchase it for $18,750.00.
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles 1000 x 20 -12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52 breeding stock. Reagan's RabAalk Mix'AIIIMINIDOMIK
bitry. Phone 753-4011.
M4C
Arnotie from Hopkinsville, Junction, 117 1000 x
16' Pro Model Tide
- 12 ply, $87.61 -+- 111.50
164. Open Sundays until 4:00 Roby Sales, Highway 68,
and
land
in
norSEVEN
ACRES
of
off
acres,
just
tWENTY EIGHT
FAMILY LIVING can be elegant
Craft Bass Boat
M5C
p.m.
May 9C WELL kept carpets show the
Benton, Ky..
•
nitucky Lake, on Ledbetter theast Calloway County. Phone In this 3 bedroom home with
F OR SALE OR
with
100 H.P. Evinrude
TRADE
results of regular Blue Lustre
ch Road. Over 20,000 trees Bank of Marshall County, Ben- central heating and cooling
spot
cleaning.
Rent
ton,
Kentucky
527-1383.
M9C
electric
Phone
planted
here.
been
I-8ive
system, shag carpets, dish
Motor
JET BOAT-18', fully equipped
shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market,
M4P
763-6955 after 5,00 p,ity
washer, garbage disposal, builtwith new trailer.- Used 10
with
Five Points.
M5C
hours.
LAKE BARKLE / House in Blue in range and oven, phone outlets Will sell
for u2 original pric,
tfiREE BEDROOM house, north Springs Estates, 3 Bedrooms, 1 and two baths John Randolph
Custom Made Trailer
Phone 436-2427
HEIFERS
BULLS
•
M8C
al Murray. Two baths, den with bath with shower, refrigerator Realty & Auction Company 753USED BALDWIN organ. Used
. Phone 753-7252.
MSC`
'fireplace, central" heat and air, and stave remain. Nice for 8382, Keith Hays 489-2488.
Baldwiigrand pianos. lawardo
011 SA 1.1
-.
to Weaning Age a., Pidfli ema,00,- across from
*d many.extras. Phone Benton $19,500. John Randorph Realty &
*4529.
M4P Auction Comapny 753-8382, Dv TRY-LEVEL four bedroom, extra
i, Post Office, Paris, Ten* resew
Thomas 522-8108
MSC large rooms, central heat and air'THREE BEDROOM
.
.
.
Information
Further
M4C 'BEAUTIFUL ARC registered toy
For
double.
( gas), good well, 9 miles from wide, only $8595.00. 13tlli
poodle puppies, white, black or
LARGE water front lots in
Mobile
YAMAHA 1971--60cc, price silver. Male or female. 6_ weeks
Illood River Subdivision. $4500.00 COUNTRY LOTS for sale Call Murray, 5 minutes from lake. Homes, South Beltline Higtmay,
$156.00. Phone Wingo 376old. Price 150.06 to 153.00. Phone
rooboth. Phone 436-2427 or after Sam Harris 753-8061 or your Phone 436-2205 after 5:30 p.m. Paducah, Ky. Phone 441- 7
June 4C 6150. MayllP realtor.
2312.
••••• M4DIC 753-4469.
May 24C
. p.m. 753-8997.
M3C
M5C
•

f6t

7;

-IRIQ

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

LOOKING AHEAD!!

Pho

Elm

16

LATE M
condition
Phone 751

CAMPEF
full of the
believe, I
type,fold
New and
Corner, 1
Homes, I
Paducah
informat

Al

VOLKS9
miles on
new tire
front en
Call The
753-8046.

CHEVY
cubic irv
rear end
bar, and
9.0-29.5-1
Tennesso
a.m. and

1971 TO1
air condi
Excellen
436-5574.

CHEVR1
four doe
power al
like nev
2368.

1970 JAN
call 4744

CHEVR(
door. Re
457I, aft

GALAX]
power it
Rood Uri
phone 43

FORD
with fad
after 5:0

OLDSM(
hardtop,
air. Goo
$700.00. 1
p.m.

FORD
(
door ha
Excelle
mileage
evening

BUICK
smissio
power
Phone 7l
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Call
753-1916

It
Sell

With A Classified

A d 75C3a:1916

•
•
••1k-•

C
FOR SALE

d
r

118.95
4
121.95 '
120.95

1.95 *
1.95 *
.95*
1.95 *
.
1 95 *

125.95 *
126.95 *
126.95 *
p29.95*

AUTOS FOR SALE

STARCRAFT CAMPERS. Shasta DODGE 1963, runs and drives
and Golden Falcon, travel good. $100.00. Phone 753-5606 M4C
trailers. Phone 753-6650. May 31C
CHEVROLET, 1955-454 cubic
BOAT AND trailer, 14' Jon boat, inch, four speed. Pbone 753deep. Two swivel seats, one on 8606
M4C
--4I" deck in front on pedestal.
Wired for trolling motor. Phone 1970 TORINO GT, two door
753-6345.
M4C hardtop, power steering, power
brakes, vinyl roof. Good condition. Reduced to $1000.00.
M1C
VACUUM CLEANER, Hoover. Phone 762-2557.
Frigidaire portable dishwasher
with cutting board top. RCA MUSTANG, 1966, V8, automatic..
black and white T.V. with metal Phone 753-001, or can be seen at
stand. Recliner cover, never been 1654 Calloway Ave.,apt. 4. M5C
used. Phone 753-9684.
M4C
FORD GALAXIE 1971, two door
SAILBOAT-EQUIPMENT. New hardtop, air and power. Also 1971
and used Lasers, 470's, and Flying Torino, power steering. Phone
M5P
Scots, plus a full line of Moody 436-2199.
trailers. Area code 618-5249654.

M8C

OPEN GT 72, 11,000 miles. Stereo
tape, U-root 70 Thump, 750cc.
Excellent condition. New seat,
tank, parts, tools, helmet. Phone
7534167,753-8824.
M5P

Pce I

3 5862 /
nice, phone
M3C

Seamless
tkins Gutter
Pinancing
38407 or 753May Z3NC

to 0
DO

EXPERT
A good paying spot with.
all fringe benefits awaits
you, if you know your
business and if you are
reliable.
This is a new and used
point in
sales
car
Madisonville, Ky.
See or call collect
Mr.Tom Dockery or Don
Dory
502421-7870
North City Ford

dream of all k to be a Triangle Dinner

Fresh, Fresh, Catfish
$ 1 5°

Ever
enter
Center
865

'S of walnut,
ecking bird,
rooded cars,
cc display at
ni order at
M4C

or Si

VOLKSWAGEN BUG 1963, 200
miles on new engine. New paint,
new tires, new brakes, rebuilt
. S. Many new men
5300
over
front end. $495.00 or best offer,..4.--- average
weeli
Call The Bug Doctor 753-0223 or
fringe benefits
Top
lY
753-8046.
Positions open in
7
M3C
CHEVY U 55-1966, new L.T.1 350
cubic inctikengine, pod track 484
rear end, 4 speed, new paint, tow
bar, and hubs, one set of M & H
9.0-29.5-15 slicks. Phone Pairs,
Tennessee 442-0445 between 9:00
M5NC
a.m. and 10:00 p.m.

WANTED GENERAL office
employee from 7:00 am.tW 4:00
p.m., Monday through Friday.
Must be experienced typist with a
background in accounting. See
Betty Hill at Paschall Truck
CHEVROLET, IMPALA, 1971,
M4C
four door hardtop, vinyl roof 4Lines.
power and air, 21,000 miles. Just
1
like new, $2,350.00. Phone 4362368.
M3C[ WANTED_ SOMEONE :
to tear down house. i
'
Phone or see
1970 JAVELIN and 1972 Gremlin
Dan MWer 753-7550
:
call 474-2371, after 5:00 p.m. M3P
J

1971 TOYOTA Corolla, 4 speed,
air conditioned, up to 30 M.P.G.
Excellent condition,$1400.00. Call
M6C
436-5574.
id dare seed
ient Seed
, Phone 235M 15C
ears. Sears
'stalled per
Call Larry
1 for free
May 12C
-The shag
justs to hny
d vacuums
ionstration
, your local
-0752 or 753MavI9C

LE
I Tide
3at
vinrude

Trailer
252
gistered toy
black or
Ie. 6_ weeks
9.00. Phone
M3C

several areas in Kentucky.
If this sounds nteresting,
(ontact
Division Manager
InRepublic
American
surance Co
1717 West End Avenue, Suite
407
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

.
4

Includes:

Strze5
028. U
-AM Nests
0 1173 tr, U.0103 Fsown

5-3

"THEY'RE NOT 3OOIN6 -THE PITCHER.
THEY'RE F300ING ME."
FOR RENT

'Lob, Slaw

*Hushpuppies

*Onion
•larlar Saner tk-

lb. wr 's lb. Fresh
•French Fries

I) I

Smith at Syvainfore

733-1953

FREE BOOT give away, every
Friday ( women's, men's or
'girls), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe &
TRAILERS, 10' and 12' wide. WILL DO aluminum siding,'Western Store and Shoe Repair.
on
Real nice. See Mrs. B.B. Dill at roofing, guttering
homes: Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC
314 Sycamore Street or phone 75.3 phone 753.8783 for free
MW
M3C estimates.
1551.

1046N7.431...V•4•.
.
11•-•46.111.
111A0101111..Ni.

SERVICES OFFERED

Ray's Lounge
South Fulton, Tenn.

A Great Band
"CH00 CHOO MAMA"

Pirates Under 6 Eat FREE •
Perch er Catfish

Friday Nite, May 4th
Saturday Nite, May 5th
OPEN 7 P.M.
CLOSE 12 P.M.

Pirates 6-11 Token Charge

Hottest
"ORGAN MAN"

for Perch or Catfish

Between lcuites and
Memphis

Also

The

Children's Hamburgers

Popular1 Rock,
SwIns Music

Delicious Food Served
In A Family Atmosphere

RAY'S LOUNGE, South Fulton,
Tennessee. Every Thursday nit.
"Wolfeman And The Pack."
Open 7:00 p.m., close 12:00
midnight. Must be 18 years old.
Have proof of age on you. May 7C

Our Seafoods Are Prepared
in our Own Kitchen.
FRESH OYSTERS, SHRIMP,
CATFISH AND MANY OTHER TASTE
TEMPTING SELECTIONS
AA*

Taptatit's
1Kitripti
All orders prepared for Carry-Out

If You

Phone 753-4141

Miss Your Paper

furnished PAINTING: Willie's Interior &
ROOM
THREE
apartment, air Conditioned, Exterior
Free DRESSES MADE to order. Call
Painting.
Phone
electric heat, private entrance. estimates. Phone 753-4832, 8:00 7538124.
M3C
$70.00 per month. Couples only. a.m. to 4:00 p.m. or 753-7484, after
M5C 4:00p.m.
No pets. Phone 753-1203.
June 5C JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
•
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
CHEVROLET IMPALA 1963, two
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING: carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
and
floors
MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms carpets, furniture,
door. Real good shape. Phone 753TFC
753-7625 nights.
HELP WANTED
M5P
with two baths, air. Located Fox wails service master, all you
4571, after 6:00p.m.
If No Resultsy
Meadows. Phone 753-2744 after need to know about cleaning. BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Night Cook,apply in person
Phone
247-7333.
Hazel
Long John Silvers,
6:00p.m.
GALAXIE 500-1966, 390 engine,
MSC Phone Mayfield collect
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
June 5C topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138,
Road.
power steering. Good condition,
,FOUR BEDROOM house, 9150.
good tires, $600.00. If interested
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
MW HOUSEKEEPER FOR family of per month. Two rooms, $35.
Before 5:00 p.m.,
phone 436-2461.
two elderly adults. References. each. Near university. Phone 753Then
MSC
FORD VAN-1970, V8 automatic Prefer to live in. Write to P.O. 7575 or 753-0869.
•
i
iEPAIrl"
Tr7rmin
•
with factory air. Phone 753-6863, Box 32-Z, Murray,Ky.
After 5:30 p.m. and
M9C
ONE BEDROOM efficiency
M5P
after 5:00p.m.
0
la!ands
We work on all
Until 6:30
WANTED SOMEONE to baby-sit apartment, air conditioned.
on
call
in my -home. Monday through Phone 753-3139 after 8:30 p.m. M9
0
Service
amp
ome
OLDSMOBILE 88-1967,two door Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
factory
and
power
hardtop,' all
Remodehng
Phone 753-1585 after 5:00 p.m. MSTWO BEDROOM unfurnished
TEMPLE HILL Cemetery will
air. Good mechanical condition, C
duplex apartment, central heat
reserve bids for upkeep of
$700.00. Phone 753-8880 after 5:00
0
Center
Service
TV
M5C
mod air, ceramic tile bath with
'0112
cemetery. Bids will be read May
p.m
Central Shopping Center
0 8.
Amor.Carpet throughout, built-,
FOR RENT
Everyone interested in the
in mit.025.00 per month Phones
753-5865
upkeep of the cemetery is asked
Phone
FORD GALA/CIE 500-1967, two
Ml6C WILL MAKE drapes, shades and
to give bids tbEuin Jones or John
door hardtop. Original owner. NEATLY FURNISHED one or 2 7537111
M4C
cornices. Phone 753-0655.
Low
MSC
Grogan.
Excellent -condition.
seen
be
bedroom apartment. May
WILL DO ironing, 15 cents each
ONE BEDROOM furnished
753-7769
Phone
mileage.
at Kelly's Pest Control, located
churches, piece. phone 753.1731
ITC
M9C
evenings.
M4C apartment, near college. Phoot PAINTING--HOMES,
100 South 13th Street.
S . PEST CONtROL
M9C commercial. Reasonable prices
7534079.
any
Do
will,
free
and guaranteed quality. For
type of carpenter FOR 'THE best in pest Control
BUICK 1970 GS, automatic tran•
FOUR ROOM house on highway TWO BEDROOM unfurnished detailed written estimate can work. Large or small jobs. New service and termite control call
smission, factory, wheels,
Superior Exterminating CONS%
near Coldwater. Phone 436apartment. If interested phone Clayton & Jarvis._ at :437-4712,or remodeling Phone ;53power brakes and steering.
M4P 753-5079.
„ May 3C
'
pa ny, 753-7266.
5449.
(
M9C
).
10(
Wadesboro
May
_
7955.
M4P
Phone 753-3473
June 5r

Please
Your
Paper Carrier
First

753-1916

• apermg
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceilin Tile

1

on

Color 0
g TV's '8.00 in city 0
• 0
0
0

it

'N.'40414h1116

Created For
The Family

FURNISHED TWO bedroom
All ty. Lake Catfish
large efficiency
boon and
Dream of Being A Winner
SERVICES OFFERED
&
PLUMBING
SCARBOROUGH
newly,
Both
apartment.
And The Highest Dream
jet
decorated. Both air conditioned HOUSE PAINTING-exterior, Electric. Repairs made on all
Is To Be A Triangle Dinner
24
pumps.
well
submersable
and
Quality
farm.
or
interior-city,
add lots of closet space. Private
Tonight, $1.50 & $1.75
service.
emergency
entrance. Apply at 1606 West work, reasonably priced. C & J hour
753-4953
Triangle bin
Phone
dealer.
Myers
MSC Painting contractors. phone 437. :Authorized
Main Street.
%
31C
May
53-55431
7
7NC
May
4712.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest FLEA MARKET (antique). May
MOBILE HOME, 10'110', three
ProfesControl, phone 753-3914 100 South 5 and 6, from 10:00 am. till dusk
blocks from college an private CARPET CLEANING Amusement
residential
or
Commercial
sional.
M5C
13th Street, "Every day you at Happy Hollow
lot Phone 753-7833. "
at reasonable prices. Free delay lets bugs have their way." Park, Highway 68, Aurora, Ky
in
estimate. Will furnish references.
TFC Free admission. If interested
May
merchandise please
753-5827.
your
selling
Handyman,
Phone
furnished
TWO BEDROOM
Spon.FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank call 474-2351 or 474-2288.
apartment, fully carpeted, air, 10C
7640. ic sored by Aurora Funlancl, Inc.
Secretary installation. phone 753,
electric heat. EXPERIENCED
conditioned,
M4C
$100.00 per month. No pets. Must needs a job. For further inbrush
M3C WILL DO trash and
have references. Phone 7534425 formation call 753-7225.
in
M5C
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone NEW GIFT shop, opening
days or 753-5962nights.
like to display
would
We
Aurora.
TFC
7534130.
ASPHALT PAVING-driveways,
your hand crafted gift items. For
TWO BEDROOM house, located parking lots, seal coating. For
354-8469. M8C
9th & Vine. Possession im- free estimate phone Joe Ford WANTED TO do sewing, must information phone
Company, have pattern. Call Ernistine
mediately. Phone Bob Miller, 753- Construction
MSC Mayfield, 247-6937
2920.
May 30C Hendricks, phone 753-7347. M3C'

75

Lemon

Triangle Inn

FOR RENT

FURNISHED APARTMENT,710 SIX ROOM house, located 100
per
irt Poplar (rear). All utilities South 12th, furnished. $100.00
furnished. $100.00 per month, month. Phone 753-4331.
May 4C
bile
Phone Lynnville 382-1299.
ONE BEDROOM apartment with
utility, air conditioner, electric
heat. Available immediately.
R.W. Churchill 753-2736 or 753M4C
8395.

•1

Fleming-Go Marina

AUTOS FOR SALE

$ 1 75
Fri.

additionsTWO BEDROOM duplex, stove, FOR ALL your
remodeling, residential Or
SLEEPING ROOMS for men, refrigerator, air conditioner
commercial. New or old. Free
furnished, private entrance, air $125.00. $50.00 deposit 1716 Wells
TFC
refrigerator. Ext Inquire at 1714B Wells Ex- estimates. Call 753-6123.
conditioned,
FOR SALE
Zimmerman Apartments, South tended.
MSC
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
WANTED BABY-SITTER, 18 16th. Phone 753-6609.
Polled Hereford Registered
M12NC
TFC
Phone Paris,6424551.
hours per week. Phone 733-0917
BULL
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
M4C
after 8:00p.m.
One year old.
bathroom
ONE BEDROOM furnished living mem- kitchen,
JERRRY'S REFINISHING &
Phone Thomas Lovett
utilities and shower and bath. One or two'custom Bunt Furniture, 6 miles
apartment, partial
WANT A second income? For
7$3-5154
paid. Available May 5, Phone 753- bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
opportunity to work part time, set
M6C ments, South 16th Street, 753- Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 4929741.
own hours, have financial
May9C 8837.
6609.
TFC
LATE MODEL boat, beautiful security. Phone 753-1470. Mayl 1 C
NOW RENTING-trailers for
condition. Complete for $1850.00.
unduplex
ROOM
THREE
wurersity,
near
summr months,
Phone 7534262. You must see.
"AMER ICARE'
air conditioned_ Howe Howe furnished apartment, 213 Elm
.
A Great Mania ifs.
Mav 2.1C
Rent $75. 00 per month.
Hospital, Surgical,
Village, 753-3895 or 753-3482. M6C Street.
BOAT REPAIR
Ky., 898-3216 for
and Medical Insurance
Paducah,
Phone
CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
Since American Republic
M3P
Let us repair your
FURNISHED TWO bedroom appointment.
insurance Company dropped
full of them at prices you couldn't
its policy fees and expanded
damaged boat, wood glass
apartment air conditioned, also
believe, starting at $450.00. Full
the product line on October 9,
or metal, snall or large
efficiency apartment for girls. FURNISHED APARTMENT
type,fold down and motor homes.
1972, new business has inM3C adjoining University Living and
creased 40 per cent. We
boats
Phone 753-3106.
New and used. At Bill's Camper
professional
provide
dining area, kitchen 2 large
Corner, located at Bill's Mobile
salesmen with 20 excellent
Call 436-2211 Of
bedroom,
prospects each and every
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road,
BEAUTY SHOP, completely closets, hall, bath, one
week
carpet, good fur753-0224
Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for
furnished and in good location. wall to wall
1. 40 per cent first year
Phone
M5C
information 4434150.
commissions on all ASH
M9C niture, air conditioning.
Phone 753-0099.
M5C
business.
753-8646.
2. Commissions paid
before issuance on all
ASH business.
3. Vested Renewals.
4
Commission_
A11111
vanced

NOTICE

NOTICE

111 1.Lake Catfish dream of being a %%inner X the flighe..!

0'

HELP WANTED

GARAGE SALE, Thursday,
WANTED SOMEONE to live in
Friday and Saturday, 9':12'
elderly lady. Must send
braided rug, 8'x10' green rug, with
references immediately to Route
19" black and white TV.,
2, Box 142, Murray, Ky.
headboard and frame, games,
M4P
curtains, lamps, lots of clothing 42071.
and miscellaneous. 1513 Kirkwood Drive.
M4C
AUTOMOBILE DETAIL
PERFORMANCE
TESTED,
Simmental, Maine-Anjou,
Umousin and
Brown Swiss,
breeding age bulls for sale.
Eiroadbent Farms, Cadiz, Ky.,
phone days 235-5162 or nights, 2355170.
M15C

NOTICE

Another View

p.m.
753-7278

Open 4 P.M. Tues.-Sat 12 Nodn Sun.
Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
ra
.1%-11‘•

We've Moved
The Chestnut St.
BarberTO Shop
The Southside
Next Door to IGA

We Welcome Everyone
To Our New Location

Which Wink The

Murrayi Barber
op

. •-
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Life gore Dangerous For
Drug Traffickers Lately

Edd Prince Crest Is Expected
Dies Today In Wickliffe Today
At Hospital
WICKLIFFE, Ky. (AP) "I'm not going to do another
thing until the water's gone,"
Mark Pate said as he sat on a
pile of lumber in front of his
Wickliffe home.
The 54-year-old retired railroad section hand and his wife
live in one of the 31 homes in
the Ballard County seat that
have been plagued by floodwaI-Wax late March.
ter
They are one of 14 families
forced out of their homes by
the rising Mississippi about
seven weeks ago.
The Pates and three other
families moved back when the
waters subsided in late April,
but had to leave again when
the latest rise came.
"The water went out of the
house and we cleaned it up,"
Pate said. "I moved back in, if
moving one damned bed back
in can be called moving, and I
stayed there five nights.
"Then the water got back up

Edd Prince, age 83, died this
morning at five o'clock at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His death followed an
illness of three weeks.
The deceased was a resident
of Fern Terrace Lodge at the
time of his death, but he had
resided at the National Hotel for
sometime previously. He was a
and a
retired carpenter
member of the Memorial
Baptist Church. Born September 26, 1889, in Henry
County,Tenn.,he was the son of
the late West Prince.
Survivors are his stepmother,
Mrs. Pat Prince of Paris,
Tenn.; six daughters, Mrs.
Thad (Gwen) Imes, 201 South
15th Street, Murray, Ms. Jack
(Wilma) Hands, Mrs. Paul
(Millie) Lycos, and Mrs.
Maynard (Corrine) Ball, all of
Lansing, Mich., Mrs. Cecil
(Billie) Fiegentaum of Topeka,
Kansas, and Mrs. James
(Janette) Cavitt of Mayfield;
one son, William Dumas Prince
of Lansing, Michigan.
surviving are five
Also
sisters, Mrs. Albert Brattion of
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Odell
Nicholas of Detroit, Mich., Mrs.
Day Fletcher of Sedalia, Mrs.
Odie Fields of Fulton, and Mrs.
Harold Moffett of Mayfield;
four brothers, Paul of Jeffersonville, Ind., Carl of Cottage
Grove, Tenn., Clarence of
Martin, Tenn., and Clifton of
Memphis, Tenn.; thirteen
grandchildren; fifteen great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at eleven a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Jerrell
White officiating.
Interment will be in the
Olive Branch Cemetery, Oxno,
Tenn., with the arrangements
by the Max (luirdilll Funeral
Horne where friends may call
after ten am. on Friday.

Car-Theft
Witness Takes
5th Amendment

again, and I'm all wore out."
Floodwaters stood about eight
inches deep in the Pate house
Wednesday.
The 1`'.ational Weather Service
predicted that latest rise of the
Mississippi would end with a
crest in the Wickliffe area today.
The floodwaters were expected to come within one foot
of the levels they reached at
the end of March, a weather
service spokesman said.
Hayden Fox, meteorologist in
charge of the National Weather
Service station at Cairo,
said the Mississippi was falling
Wednesday "all the way down
to Cape Girardeau," on the
Missouri side.
Elsewhere in Kentucky, both
Lake Barkley and Kentucky
Lake had risen Wednesday to
387.5 feet above sea level,
though more than 160,003 cubic
feet of water a second rushed
through the dams into the Ohio
River.
The weather service predicts
that the lakes will reach nearrecord levels of 367.6 feet in the
next few days. During the
March flooding, the lake levels
were 367.7 feet above sea level.

MISS WILLIAMS HONORED-Miss Hulk Williams (center), a teacher in the Murray State
University home economics department was recently the guest of honor at a tea given by the meal
management class in the department. Miss Williams will be retiring this June from the home
economics department at Murray State. Wanda Everett (right), a junior from Hickman and Leslie
Connell (left), a sophomore from Mounds, ilL, are shown assisting Miss Williams at the refreshment
table.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley

Watergate .

▪

s (Continued from Page 1)

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) - Life has become as
dangerous for the international
drug traffickers as for drug
users, the United States says,
thanks to increased cooperation
from other countries.
"Throughout the world, governments are cooperating ... to
an unprecedented extent ... Globally, the United Nations has
assumed the leadership which
the world expects" in the campaign against illicit narcotics,
U.S. delegate Harvey R. Wellman told the social committee
of the U.N. Economic and Social Council Wednesday.
Wellman said the United
States and cooperating governments arrested more than
twice as many traffickers and
seized more than twice as
much dope in 1972 as in 1971.
Arrests totaled 19,000, seized
contraband, 800 tons.
"Through joint action," Wellman said, "the United States

and other governments have
prosecuted and convicted
prominent traffickers, broken
up International trafficking
rings and generally made the
illicit trade as dangerous for
the traffickers as the merchandise is for the drug users."
But he warned "there is no
ground for complacency" because the volume and geographic area of drug abuse continue to grow.
Wellman said many countries
have ratified treaties aimed at
curbing production and shipment of illicit drugs, but the
United Nations must now adopt
programs which will help these
nations comply with their international agreements.

Meanwhile Wednesday, the
In other Watergate developJustice Department cited the ments Wednesday:
Nixon campaign for failing to
--Sen. George McGovern, last
report a secret $200,000 cash
year's Democratic presidential
Eugene Hughes, former
gift from accused mutual-fund
nominee, said he believes Nix- owner and operator of The Hut
Vesco.
L.
Robert
looter
on's denial of involvement in in Murray, succumbed this
The committee, which could
The Ohio River is expected to
the Watergate wiretapping, morning at 3:30 at his home in
BOWLING GREEN, ,Ky. crest Friday at Paducah at 416 be lined $4,000 on the alleged supports his efforts to "restore Fort- Myers, Fla. His death
broken
had
it
denied
violation,
wit1AP) - One government
feet; it is presently at 42.2 feet.'
his leadership," but resents a followed an illness of about
the law It also noted that yesness testifying at the trial of 23
reference by Nixon to "cam- three months due to cancer.
co's money was given back to paign
defendants charged with inabuses on all sides."
The former Murray man is
him after the Securities and
volvement in a multi-state auto
survived by his wife, rs Ruth
comWatergate
Senate
The
Exchange Commisaion sued
theft ring invoked the fifth
Waterfield Hughes of Fort
him for siphoning $224 million mittee, meeting behind closed
amendment during most of his
(Disarmed from Page 1)
Myers, Fla. He was the son of
with
ahead
go
to
decided
doors,
mutual
overseas
four
from
testimony Wednesday.
public hearings starting in mid- the late Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Pruitt Foods% Blythesville, cent seasonally and industrial funds.
Hughes and the brother of the
on
cent
The Justice Department May. But it failed to decide
Ark., the witneekhas a broth- raw materials 1.3 per
late Hilton Hughes, all of
didn't accuse any individuals of whether to grant anyone imer, Frank Fowitir, remedy of that basis.
The President said Wednes- wrongdoing in its three-part in- munity from prosecution or to Murray.
Scottsville, who is among the 23
The body is being returned to
in tightening Phase 3 eco- formation filed in federal court. decide what subject to take up
day
While Pruitt Fowler was
Murray
and
funeral
testifying, Frank Fowler's nomic controls that price inThe Nixon campaign already first: political espionage or illearrangements will be anspending.
campaign
highbe
probably
gal
"will
creases
and
him,
beside
stood
lawyer
has paid an $8,000 fine for failnounced later.
indicated when he should or er than we would like for some ing to report money paid from
-The Senate let stand its acshould not answer questions. month:;" but added that Ameri- a secret cash fund used to fi- tion of Tuesday in adopting a
---14610while, U.S. District cans "should be mature enough nance the Watergate bugging. resolution urging Nixon to apJudge Mac Swinford has strick- to recognize that there is no in- No individuals were accused in point a special Watergate prosen another paragraph from an stant remedy for this prob- that case either.
ecutor with no ties to the adlem."
Government auditors have ministration. Some Republicans
indictment, during the trial.
The BLS said the wholesale told the Justice Department of viewed the resolution as a vote
The part of the indictment
INMATE BRANDED-Johnny Meadows, 35, shows scars from
deleted alleged two of the de- price index rose at a seasonally two other cases of apparent fi- of no confidence in Nixon's hanThe opening of ft Social
branding he says he received from 15 men in the Odessa Jail at
fendants, Billy Mayes and adjusted annual rate of 17.3 per nancial violations by the Nixon dling of the case.
Security Office in Mayfield has
Odessa, Texas. Scars show outline of the state of Texas with the
James Dennison, of Bowling cent over the past six months, campaign, and have recom-Senate Republican Leader been announced by Clifford
initial of the last name of his alleged victims. A district judge in
Richard C. Dick) Denton is Green, and an unindicted co- sharpest six-month jump since mended prosecution of Hugh -Hugh Scott denied telling Nixon Ray, Manager of the Paducah
Dallas threw out Meadow's confession and ordered a probe into
reported to be doing well after conspirator, Barry Lynn Clay- the Korean War inflationary pe- Sloan Jr., the former campaign that some GOP seantors were Social Security District. The
the incident.
of
riod
1961.
last
attack
Green,
heart
suffering a
ton, formerly of Bowling
treasurer. Action is pending.
talking of retirement unless the Mayfield Office, Ray said, is to
s AP Wirepboto )
night, according to his son-in- received a stolen pickup truck,
The Watergate grand jury Watergate scandal
were serve the counties of Calloway
"Prices in the last three
law, Cecil Lovett. He is now a and moved it in interstate com- months of the period rose more heard two key witnesses cleared up. The Chicago Sun- Fulton, Graves, and Hickman.
patient at the Hinds Generd merce.
than in the first three months, Wednesday. Former Nixon Times had written that Nixon
The manager of the office is
Hospital, Jackson, Miss.
During evidence presented reflecting an acceleration in campaign deputy Jeb S. Magr- began his own Watergate probe James F. Cooper who will move
The Murray man was in earlier in the week, however, it prices of industrial com- uder appeared for what is after hearing that assessment to Mayfield upon completion of
Jackson directing his crew of was revealed the vehicle was modities," the government thought to be his first testi- from Scott and House Republi- a special assignment in the
Murray State University's and McNatt, house adtrucks in construction work not stolen. Instead, a stolen car said.
mony since the scandal broke can Leader Gerald R. Ford.
Atlanta, Georgia Regional campus newspaper, the Murray vertisement.
when he suffered the heart had been traded in for the
-The Washington Post Office, Ray said. He went on to State News, won two of the top
The April increase pushed the open. And E. Howard Hunt
Miss Chapin, who is president
attack.
truck.
executive-branch say that as the workload grows awards and one state office
wholesale price index up to Jr.-already convicted, sen- quoted
the campus chapter of Sigma
of
Denton,
Nell
Mrs.
His wife,
130.7, meaning that it cost tenced and given immunity sources as saying Watergate other people in the Paducah during the annual meeting of Delta Chi professional journurse at the Murray Division of
from
further
the
in
prosecution
Hunt
Howard
Intercollegiate
E.
Kentucky
conspirators
the
Office will be reassigned to
wholesalers on the average
nalism society, will serve as cothe Tappan Company, and his
Press Association at Berea
$30.70 more for goods worth case-was brought from his jail and G. Gordon Liddy had su- Mayfield.
of the Murray State News
editor
daughter, Mrs. Cecil (Tardier
The office is located in the College last weekend.
$100 in the 1967 base period. cell in handcuffs for a repeat pervised the wiretapping of at
next year
Lovett are with Mr. Denton in
appearance.
reTimes
York
New
two
least
Mayfield Shopping Plaza, off
This was 11.2 per cent above a
Chris Doughty of Louisville,
Jackson.
Entries in the KIPA comHunt testified for about two porters investigating the Penta- Kentucky Highway 121. The editor, won the first place
The funeral for Cecil T. Dunn year ago.
were judged by staff
petition
1971.
in
papers
office
a.m.
8:45
are
gon
hours
5:00
to
to
speak
didn't
and
hours,
for
story,
award
news
best
the
of Detroit, Mich., formerly of
Among consumer finished
of the Louisville
members
p.m. Social Security business and
of
McNatt
Dennis
Murray, will be held Friday at goods-those ready for retail newsmen. Magruder testified
(Cestiased from Page 1)
can be conducted by calling 247- Louisville, business manager, Courier-Journal.
two p.m. at St. John's Baptist sale-food rose 1.4 per cent in for three hours, and said later
8095.
took the top honor for overall
was different was the name of Church with Rev. C.E. Tim- April after seasonal adjust- he answered all questions without being granted immunity.
layout. Both Miss
advertising
the clubs," Pusser said.
berlake officiating.
ment, chiefly because of adanother
In
development
Doughty and McNatt are
Pusser has written an
Interment will be in the vances for fresh and dry fruits
(Castissed from Page 1
Wednesday, Egil "Bud" Krogh
autobiography, "The 12th of Murray Cemetery with the
graduating seniors.
and vegtables, processed
took sudden leave from his own the President said he rejected
August," and the movie is based arrangements by the Rutledge
bakery
Mark Hultman, a junior from
poultry, cereal and
job as No. 2 man in the Depart- stronger actions such as a new
on that book. It was on August Funeral Home where friends
products, and a less than seaThe Ninth Prayer and Service
Final rites for Ben Miller are Paducah, was elected as first
ment of Transportation. Krogh, wage-price freeze, stiff controls
12th when his wife was shot and may call after six - p.m. today.
vice-president of KIPA for next Breakfast of Key '73 will be held
sonal decline for eggs, the re33, had been an aide to Ehrlich- or price rollbacks. Freezing being conducted by Rev. R.J.
killed while Pusser was driving The wake will be held tonight
year. Hultman will serve during Monday, May 7, at eight a.m. at
port said.
man at the White House, and prices now would cause short- Burpoe of Murray today at two
down the highway.
from seven to nine o'clock at the
1973-74 as the sports editor of the Holiday Inn with Father
the
of
chapel
the
at
p.m.
Big increases in fuel prices was boss of the White House ages, he said. If meat prices
Recalling his days as sheriff, funeral home.
the Murray State News.
Martin Mattingly presiding.
Dover,
Home,
Funeral
Milligan
to
led
in
jump
the
back
industrial
comforced
news-leak-plugging
team
when
been
Fusser said "There were many
had
Dun, age 48, died Saturday
Several members of the staff
Tenn.
demodities
month,
last
espewith
Congress
as
levels,
to
30
groue
the
two of
allegedly bur- January
Rev. Paul Couch will lead the
nights when I would arrest
night at a hospital there. He is
Burial will be in the Henslee received honorable mention in discussion on various methods
40 people by myself."
survived by his wife, Mrs. cially sharp increases for gaso- glarized the office of a psy- bated, instead of boycotts conthe
A
Division
competition
in
Cemetery
Calloway
Training for Evangelism.
In his room at the Holiday Dorothy Dunn, two daughters, line. Lumber and wood prod- chiatrist who had treated Dan- sumers would be storming 3Uagainst staff members from of
County.
This is a part Of Phase III enInn, Pusser showed the scars on Brenda and Sheila Dunn. and ucts also continued rising at a iel Ellsberg, defendant in the permarkets, he said.
Miller, age 88, died Tuesday newspapers of other colleges titled "Calling our Continent to
fast pace despite government Pentagon papers trial.
his chest. He received over 200 two sons, Cecil, ir , and
'universities
with
Noting that he has moved to at seven p.m. at the Murray- and
controls.
A
spokesman
said
Resurrection."
Detroit.
of
all
Dunn,
Michael
Transcut
stitches where he had been
increase supplies to deal with Calloway County Hospital. His enrollments of more than 5,000
Mrs
portation
mother,
Secretary
his
Claude
In farm prices, livestock deafter a battle in one of the clubs. Mich.;
Other Phases of Key '73 in
surging food prices, Nixon said wife, Mrs. Nettie Whaley students.
clined 5.3 per cent in April, but Brinegar telephoned Krogh
Pointing to the left side of his Pearline Dumas of Murray
would hurt con- Miller, is deceased.
contitls
Honorable
or yet to come this year
mention
process
tough
prices were still 37.6 per cent when Krogh didn't show up for
face, Pusser said "This is all
recognition went to: Roy B. include. Phase IV-"Calling our
sumers as well as farmers.
daughter,
one
are
Survivors
work
Wednesday
moved
eggs
morning.
above a year ago;
metal mesh wiring in here. In
Hale, Mayfield senior, sports Continent to New Life," Phase
"The country needs more Mrs. Ruby Jackson of Hazel;
down 5 per cent for the month Brinegar urged him to answer
fact, my face has no feeling at
column;
Mike Buckingham, V- Calling our Continent to
but were up 66.2 per cent over newsmen's questions about the food," Nixon said, "and Ariaeri- two sons, Carl Miller of Murray
all."
Louisville freshman,.editorial Proclamation," and Phase VI
Elided
and
of
Miller
never
Hobert
Dover,
have
farmers
Ellsberg
burglary,
but
can
vegetables
all
well
and
fruits
granted
the year;
"The movie is doing
cartoon; Cathy Chapin, Tampa, "Calling our Continent to
rose 11 per cent and were 49.7 a few days of personal leave to deliver when the country Tenn.; five grandchildren; one
over the country, except in the
Fla., junior, specialty column; Committrnent "
gr
great
them."
after Krogh asked for time off.
downtown areas of the big
Funeral services for W.J. per cent for the year.
cities. It's just too dangerous for Wilkerson, a resident of the
Grains rose 3.8 per cent in
people to get out and see the National Hotel, are being held April, 36.4 per cent above a
movie.
today at two p.m at the chapel year ago.
When ask* if he had seen the of the Max Churchill Funeral
In processed Nods, meats,
movie, Pusser replied, "Yes, Home with Rev. Julian Warren
poultry and fish averaged a 1.2
and I still cry every time I see offidiating
per cent drop in April but were
it."
Serving as pallbearers are 32 per cent above a year ago
Six young people will be
According to Tommy Brown, I.. L. Beasley, Harold Hook,
received into communicant
animal
manufactured
while
manager of the Capri Theatre, Roger Jones, A.W. Russell,
membership at Immanuel
feeds declined 8.6 per cent but
Walking Tall has broken every W.P. Russell, and Russell
Lutheran Church by the Rite of
higher
cent
per
53.6
remained
2 year history of Hargis. Burial will be in the
/
record in the 61
Confirmation on Sunday, May 6.
over the previous year. Dairy
the theatre.
Bonner Cemetery with the products in April increased
Confirmation is a Church Rite
"It has taken in more people arrangements by the Max
three-tenths of 1 per cent, 8.3
by which persons publicly
and more money than any other Churchill Funeral Home.
per cent above a year ago; ceconfess their faith and are
movie before it. Over 10,000
Wilkerson, age 77, a retired. real and bakery products were
received into communicant
people have seen it during the employee of the Chrysler
up 2 per cent for the month and
membership For young people
first two weeks," Brown said. Division, Detroit, Mich., suc9.7 per cent for the year; sugar
usually in grade 8, it is
"It was really an honor to cumbed Tuesday at 9:30 p.m. at
and confectionery rose 1 per
preceeded by two years of
have Mr. Pusser visit Murray the Murray-Calloway County
cent and 4.8 per cent; crude
midweek
instruction
in have
that**,
sm so glad
Hospital. - _
vegetable oil was up 4.1 per
Qpitian elotrine and ling.
been ableto present is story to
He is survived by ,one cent and 22 per cent.
the people of the Stickson daughter, Mrs. Harold Hook of
Members of this year's class
The seven-tenths of 1 per cent
Purchase," Brown added.
Memphis. Term.; two sisters,
'are the following: David
Walking Tall is a movie that Mns.Grace Jones of Hardinand decline in wholesale Mid prices
-Benton, Deanna McMillen,
WM:HOUSEcifacts -Prevalent Nixon announcedthe resignations of Atty. Gen. Richard G. Kleindienst. left, White !louse
will stir your emotions. You'll Mrs. Faythe Brantley of followed record increases of 1.6
aides H,R.Haldeman,second from left, and John D. Erliehma a, second from right, and the firing of White House counsel John lican
Wendy Perrott,,CAsrol Teitloff,
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He urged all nations to contribute regularly to the U.N.
Fund for Drug Abuse Control
and noted that the fund has collected less than $6 million in
two years.
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